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no sailing vessels have been
of tins port since Jan. 9th. The
-■earner Penobscot on the Boston and Banir route
and the Merrycoueag on the
ueksport and Camden route have made
egular trips save when the former was deayed by storms. The Golden Rod, between
ueksport and C amden and the Silver Star
the Belfa-t, Islesboro and Castine route,
L’Tth to Feb. 3d, then
were off ironi Jan.
ade two trips, Feb. 4th and 5th. They
were unable to run Saturday, Feb. Gth;the
iden Ibid remair.ing in Bucksport and the

river^and

trout

daily

newspapers;
Avgusta, Me.,. Feb. 3. The most important move in Maine railroading for a
number of years is that on file today at the
office of the railroad commissioners in this
city, it being the articles of association of
the Northern Maine Seaboard Railroad of
Maine.
This enterprise contemplates the construction of 60 miles of standard gauge railway from Lagrange in Penobscot comity,
down past Bangor, coming within four
miles of the city and reaching the tide water in Waldo county, connecting with the
Maine Central railroad in the city of Belfast, and extending spur tracks to tide water at Stockton Springs and Searsport. This
road would give the Bangor & Aroostook
tide water connections the year around
from Lagrange down.
The petition states that the road is to
start from a point connecting with the Bangor it Aroostook at Lagrange in Penobscot
county, to the Maine Central railroad near
the northeast line of the city of Belfast in
Waldo county, with two spurs, one in the
town of Stockton Springs and one in the
town of Searsport, both in Waldo county
The road will be HO miles in length, and is
to pass through the towns of Lagrange, Alton, Bradford, Hudson, Glenburn, Bangor,
Hermon, and Hampden, all in Penobscot
county; and Wiuterport, Frankfort, Prospect, Stockton Springs, Searsport and Belfast, all in Waldo county.
The amount of capital stock is $360,000 to
be divided into 3,ti()0 shares of $100 each.
The incorporators named are Edward
Stetson, B. B. Thaxter, F. H. Appleton, 11.
P. Oliver and F. W. Crain, all of Bangor.
The stock is subscribed as follows: Hiram
H. Fogg, 1098 shares; Edward Stetson,
721.82 shares ; Charles H. Wood, 171 shares;
Isaiah K. Stetson, 82.08 shares; C. A. Gibson, 7 08 shares; Beuj. B. Thaxter, 597.4
shares; Albert A. Burleigh, 478.81 shares;
II. P. Oliver, 7 28 shares; F. II. Appleton,
171 shares; Franklin W. Cram, 265.5 shares.
The commissioners have ordered a hearing at Bangor at 10 a. m., March 8th.
The Bangor and Aroostook Railroad
Company was organized February 13,1891.
Its mileage then consisted of the Bangor

Star in Castine. Saturday the Meruneag arrived from
Bucksport at 11
ill., w ent to Camden, arrived back at 5.30

-liver

and Piscataquis railroad from Old Town
to Greenville, 7C.50 miles, and the Bangor
m.
3 hours late, and remained at her
and Katahdin Iron Works railway from
wharf here. About 10o’clock the engineer
Milo Junction to Katahdin Iron Works,
ticed that .-lie was leaking and had about
18.90 miles—a total of 93.40 miles.
Later
foot of water in her hold. The boat was I
I branches and spurs were built which inonce beached in Lane’s dock, and an excreased the total mileage to 317.31.
This
,nation showed that a plank on the port I
included the road from Hrownville to Cariie abreast the boiler was chafed through
bou ; from Fort .Fairfield Junction to Fort
A new piece was put in Monday
ice
the boat put in readiness to resume Fairfield; and from Ashland Junction to
It connects with tbe Canadian
Ashland.
ness as soon as the ice would permit.
at Greenville, at the foot of MooseI he Penobscot left Boston at her usual Pacific
head Lake and at Debec Junction, N. B.,
Friday evening, but put into Bootlibay j
and is in a position to reach out into what
iibor Saturday morning on account of
now the wilderness of Northern Aroosis
storm and remained there until aftertook, but where extensive lumbering operan, when she proceeded to Rockland, artions will be followed by tbe opening up of
She came to
.ng there at g o’clock p. m.
In the report
a large area to cultivation.
i-ifast Sunday forenoon and left here
of thelRailroad Commissioners, just made
in.:'" o'clock for Winterport.
About
I
of the Bangor & Aroost-s
from the Belfast wharf she met I public, they* say
took R. R.
.j
so
> ice which chafed her copper
badly
Since our last report the mileage of this
apt. Unix decided to return to Belfast. !| road has been increased by the extension
pas-engei > and freight were left here oi tlie Ashland branch to Fort Kent, a disboat went to Rockland Sunday 1 tance of 32 miles. Ti e extension was built
t t*
in me of the Fish River
n.
she .eft Rockland for Boston under the corporate
Radroad company, but by legislative author11\
evening
Agent Pot-e was busy ity lias become a part of tbe Bangor A
sending I lie up-river passengers Aroostook railroad system.
It has been carefully located and thorli:'
t t" their destinations.
The alignment and
oughly constructed.
ei;. point correspondent reports guide's are favorable.
The track is laid
with 70 pound rails, fully tied, with modern
■i win dear Monday from Fort
and well ballasted with excellent
joints,
"
Bucksport.
material.
aiggiu Reacli has been frozen over
I he entire road gives evidence of great
time and people have been cross- 1 rare in the maintenance of road-bed and
tinto llif main land.
The Deer track. The standard rail is 70 pounds and
is in use upon all of the main lines. During
Mi.ngei reports that Penobscot Bay | tlie year nvr 834,000 have been expended
:■
a!1 \ full of drift ice, making naviga- for rails and fastenings, while $'(17,000 have
!
ot only tedious but dangerous.
The been paid for tracklaying and ballasting,
| showing that no expeinse has been spared
i- on Eagle island come to Deer Isle
to bring the track to a high state of excelsupplies and tlieir mail, hut of late have lence. The road-bed is of good width and
!
all
tlie cuts well ditched.
nt oil.
A party from there succeeded
The yard at Brownville has been greatly
t Thursday in making a landing near
enlarged, and protected from the river by
iilmm's Point, Deer Isle, and got sup- a heavy crib work of hemlock logs.
The Katahdin Iron Works branch now
has an independent track into the Browni he Revenue Gutter Seminole made an
ville yard, and the handling of freight at
n-iiipt to break up tlie ice Tuesday. She this point lias been very much facilitated.
-nt from Castine up the river as far as
At Van Buren a track, some two and onehas been constructed
ksport, and thence to Belfast. She half miles in length,
from the depot to large mills erected upon
ne up to Lane’s dock, where the Merrythe hank of the St. John river. This extenmag was frozen in, and thence out to a sion is thoroughly built with the standard
track of the road, and will be of great value
it just below the Eastern S. S. Co.’s
when the mills are put iu operation.
v.rf, where she anchored to repair a
New mills are being built at several
The Merry- points upon tlie Ashland branch and the
•image to her steering gear.
main line, several of them of large capacity,
nag steamed around to Lewis’ wharf,
and with those in operation will furnish an
-re she took on coal and a quantity of
immense amount of freight in future years.
for
ght
Castine.
Wednesday morning
The bridges between Old Town and
.Seminole again came up to Lane’s’ -Jloulton—Mile Junction and Greenville—
are
all of steel and excellent structures.
■: art
ami from there went to Castine,
The wooden bridges yet remaining upon
"•■ping in or near the channel she made
the other lines of the system are well and
day before. The Merryconeag broke strongly built and in fair condition.
The forest fires of May and June caused
her way down to the Eastern S. S. Co.’s
the loss of several buildings and tanks
Ir.trf, took some Castine freight intended which have been
replaced by new ones and
the Silver Star, and followed the Serni- equally good.
A new and commodious
•station has also been erected at Milo Junc"ie to Castine.
tion to replace ihe one destroyed by fire in
iciepmme messages receivea irom cas1902.
forenoon
the
stated
that
Wednesday
The yard and buildings iu Hartland, near
Dior was frozen from shore to shore, and Old Town, are models of convenience and
In fact the entire property is in
it the Silver Star w’as frozen in and her efficiency.
a highly satisfactory condition with promew discharged.
The officers of the Merises of constantly increasing business.
'tieag said they expected to haul up at
astine. Belfast harbor and Penobscot
The great and growing business of the
•»y are frozen solid to lslesboro, PenobBangor & Aroostook R. R. rendered necessa"t and Castine except the channel made
ry such an outlet as it will now have. The
the Seminole and Merryconeag, and
road has been at a disadvantage ever since
•'
will be closed unless there is a decided
it started by not coming into Bangor over
the temperature.
ange is
The ice is
its own rails, although it has had, and will
■in s to li! inches thick.
There are but
-mall coasters in the harbor, and one no doubt continue to have, friendly relaI bound here with phosphate is frozen
tions with the Maine Central for the transat < amdeu.
The latter road also
fer of freight, etc.
the terminal facilities at Bangor.
controls
BALTIMORE FIRE SWEPT.
Bv the route now proposed the rails of the
new road will be laid around the western
I.OI.S of Over *100,000,000.
Only one
limits of the city and across the Maine
Death Reported.
Central tracks at a point considerably beH.
Feb.
The
business sectt.riMoRE,
of the city, comprising some of the low the High Head property of that line.
t buildings in America, is in ruins,
From Lagrange to Stockton Springs the
loss will exceed $100,000,000.
The route is almost due south, with no
costly
0
conflagration has raged since 11
•ck .Sunday morning.
Nothing like it bridges to build or engineering obstacles to
ever been witnessed since the great
be encountered. A gentleman familiar with
Business blocks, hotels and
:cago tire.
of Waldo county through which
iblic buildings have been wiped out by the section
e score.
Dozens have been blown up by the road will pass—it is assumed that it
namite to stay the flames.
A pall of will not enter the villages of Winterport
keand cinders covers the whole city, and
Frankfort—say that it will have a level
fie lire was not got under control untit!)
p.
country, with only one hilly'place to contend
Monday.
I he fire broke out shortly before 11 a. m.
At Cape Jellison, where piers will
with.
iuday in the wholesale dry goods store of be built, the B. & A. will have an all-thefin E. Hurst & Co. on Hopkins place, in
a safe harbor, easy of ac"
heart of the business district, with a year-open port,
lies of loud explosions which were heard
cess, within 25 miles of the broad Atlantic.
emote parts of the city, and spread with
It will not be surprising if some of the
irful rapidity. Among the buildings burnCanadian Pacific freight should also find
,i were the $4,500,000 court
house, the post
It will be a shorter haul
"•hue building, the United States express an outlet here.
'fines and the central office of the Baltimore than to St. John, N. B., with much better
Ohio railroad. The Holiday Street Thea- facilities for
At the New
navigation.
and the Sun and American buildings
rise and fall of the
"ere among those
dynamited. All the Brunswick pogt the
newspapers were burned out. Nearly sev- tide is about 35 feet; here it is only ten feet.
enty-five blocks, or 140 acres are gone, ex- Then there are the currents and fogs of the
ending from Lexington street on the north
Pratt street on the south, from Liberty Bay of Fundy to contend with, with Cape
'Beet on the west to Jones Falls on the Sable and its outlying rocks and reefs at
east.
the southern end of Nova Scotia to be
'I he fire department and the burned disir|ctarenow under strict military control. passed. The average freight steamer will
But one death is reported, with about 50 be on the broad Atlantic in two hours after
injured.
leaving Cape Jellison, and has a broad and
■

■
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safe channel in which to
go to sea. But we
need not look to foreign
freight to make
this enterprise a success.
Its projectors
to
expect
develop an immense traffic in

Mrs.

in Bar
Harbor Jan. 31st, after an illness of one
week of pneumonia. She was born in East
Machias, Aug. 20,1848, a daughter of Rev.
Robert and Mary Ann Parsons. She was
married in 1866 to Rev Sylvaous L. Hansoom, a Methodist clergyman, and they have
lived in thirteen different places in which
he has been pastor, namely: Robbinston,

OBITUARY.

A telegram was received advising the
heavy and bulky freight from the regions death of Captain John Atwood at his home
reached by the Bangor & Aroostook lines on Crescent Avenue, Chelsea,
Mass., last
in northern Maine. An official of the comSunday morning. Capt. Atwood was the

pany points out that at present 20,000 carloads of this class of freight is now

of Captain John and Mehitable Stubbs
Atwood and was born in Frankfort, now

son

shipped

NlirnTT

Mary Lizzie Hanscom died

annually from northern Maine via the St. Winterport, April 27,1823. In early life he Steuben, Deer Isle, Lubec, Vassalboro,
John river, and this it is proposed to divert followed the sea, and later was
proprietor Renton, Sbeepscott, Booth bay Harbor,
to thy B. & A., and the new line, while a of a drug store in Winterport, which was Thomaston, Birmingham, Ala., Belfast and
Bar Harbor. His pastorate here wgs four
muclggreater quantity will, it is confidently managed by his brother Byron; a fine chem- years
and Mrs. Hanscom made many warm
expected, be added to the present traffic ist of his day. After the death of Byron he friends
here by her steadfast Christian
by the rapid development of Aroostook disposed of his drug business to Dr. W. R. character and her unselfish life of dmfotion
county’s resources which has been brought Morrill, who continued it for years, and it to her family and the church. Her husband
and four sons remain to mourn the loss of a
about by the construction of the B. & A.
was continued by his daughters until they
most faithful and loving wife and mother.
There are in Aroostook
county 7,000,000 disposed of the same to F. C. Atwood, a Funeral services were held in Bar Harbor

of arable lauds, of which
only about
400,000 acres are now under cultivation. The
possibilities of the production of potatoes,
oats, hay and other important farm crops
acres

nephew of Captain John, who

the Harlow house on Cushing Avenue and
Lebanon Road. In 185b he went to California, but returning soon after again followed the sea, later going to Boston and
becoming a produce commission merchant,
in which business he became identified and
acquainted with shippers all over New England. He retired from business about ten
or twelve years ago, owing to ill health, aud
has since quietly lived in his home in Chel-

the vast undeveloped area is
brought
under cultivation are vast beyond
computation.
The farms are rapidly
spreading
out, and while the cultivated areas expand,
the great forests are yielding immense
as

quantities of long and short lumber, including spruce and pine of the finest quality,
birch spoolbars, fruit box shooks,
shingles,
laths, last blocks and slabs.

Captain Joshua Atwood and Betsy
Atwood, grandfather and grandmother of
the deceased, came
from
Provincetown to Frankfort, now WinterDyer

port, aud lived upon Oak Point and Suffered
somewhat from the English in 1812. Captain
Joshua w as a teacher of navigation and had
a school
there which many of the young
men attended and took their first lessons.
He was an old and respected member of
the Masonic order in his day. The deceased was a member of Howard Lodge of
F. & A. M. for many years. Captain Nathaniel Atwood, an uncle of the deceased,
was one of the very oldest Masons and
built the brick building on Main

Crop of 1894.1,496,929 bushels
Crop of 1895....1,586,267 bushels
Crop of 1896.2,371,847 bushels
Crop of 1897.1,291,175 bushels
Crop of 1898.2,567,808 bushels
Crop of 1899.2,894.672 bushels
Crop of 1900. 3,043,879 bushels

Crop

of 1901.4,471,183 bushels
Crop of 1902.3,102,466 bushels
Crop of 1903 (to date).2,728,530 bushels

Total.25,534,756 bushels

This great quantity of potatoes, at the
usual rate of 550 bushels to a car, the cars

averaging 34 feet in length, would make a
train about 300 miles long, not taking the
locomotives into account, and at the average price of *1 a barrel (two bushels and
three pecks to the barrel) has yielded to the
farmers of Aroostook *9,285,366—almost a
The Bangor & Aroostook does not, however, depend upon the remarkable crops of
potatoes and hay grown in Aroostook county, hut in recent years lias sought to build
up the more staple manufacture of lumber
and the incidental products, pulp and paper. Already a large number of big saw
mills are located along the more recently
constructed lines, the Van Buren extension
and the Fish Kiver road, and the field is by
no means developed to its full capacity. At
Van Buren the St. John Lumber Company
of which C. A. Milliken of Augusta is the

head, plans to saw between 25,000,000 anti
30,000,000 feet of lumber next season and it
is announced that within twelve months it
is expected that a pulp mill will be erected
to be supplied largely from waste of the
mill.
_
Tiie ultimate scheme of President Cram
of the B. A A. is to have every log cut in
the Maine forest on the tributaries of the
St. John river manufactured in Maine and
|
shipped from this State. Now some 200,000,000 or so feet are annually driven down !
tiie St. John river to be sawed into timber
at the mills along the river, principally at
St. John.
This can be done, Mr. Cram con- I
tends, by running the Bangor A Aroostook
rails to open water at all seasons of the
the year, such as is proposed in carrying

j

j

experienced considerable difficulty in fretting in all the coal it needed for its own
system, as well as tiiat for its customers,
within the time when the river at Bangor
remains open. Last year a large cargo had
to be handled at Portland at considerable
expense and inconvenience to both the B. A
A. and the Maine Central. There are
many
places in Aroostook where it is more profitable to use coal than wood and with better
facilities for obtaining it the consumption
will be largely increased. At the proposed
terminal extensive facilities for receiving
and transporting coal will be put in. Provision will also be made for piling and storcon-

structed so that many vessels can be loaded
at the same time. Spool wood, shooks and

pulp

ill be included in the shipments.

w

The moving spirit in this enterprise is F.
Cram, one of the best railroad men in
this country, aud who might have had a
wider field for his energies, but preferred
to devote himself to developing the Pine
Tree State. lie began his railroad career
in a minor capacity on the old
European
& North American railway and in a com-

paratively

short time rose to be its genera)
manager. He left that position for the Bangor & Aroostook, which is largely his creation. He was for some time its general
manager and is now the President, but combined with that office his former duties.
Recently Mr. George M. Houghton of Bangor was advanced from traffic manager to
general manager to relieve Mr. Cram of
some of his duties that he might take hold
of this new enterprise. He is a hustler, and
the work of construction will not only be
done quickly but will be well done.

The Municipal officers of Belfast have received notice of the hearing before the Railroad Commissioners to be held in Bangor,
Tuesday, March 8th, at 10 a. m. The city
will send a representative to the meeting.
Belfast Weather

Report.

Following is a summary of the weather
record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
Weather rlureau for the week ending February 0, 1904:
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by Castine.

The

a

ON. W. Part cloudy. Squally.
ON. W. Part cloudy.
N. W. Clear.
-5
N. E. Cloudy. Snow,
-6
began
with the mercury 4° below zero;
■i inches snow feil; precipitation,
.27 of an inch.
-1
N. E. Cloudy. Snow. 1 inch;
precipitation, .09of an inch. The
snow covered the limbs of the
trees heavily, but was blown oft
when the wind arose in the afternoon.
2
N. E. Part cloudy.
-16
N. Clear.

A Monument To Gen. Gordon.
Gen. Stephen D. Lee, commander-inchief of the United Confederate veterans,
has issued an unofficial call to confederate
organizations to begin the work of collecting subscriptions to erect a monument to
the late.Gen. John B Gordon at Atlanta,
Ga.

land

bought is mostly along the
Louisa J. ami Edward C. Pike, heirs of
shore, extending from Mack’s Point at the Stephen H. Pike, 5 acres.
head of Searsport Harbor, west of Sears
Lucy A. Ross and Abiah I!. Merrithew,
on Cape JelliAs some of these farms extend across
the point the shore front extends around
on the southern side of the
Cape

son.

nearly

—-

Mrs. Patience !s. Heal died at her home
in Lincolnville Centre, Wednesday morning, Feb. 3d, at theadvanced age of 88 years,
3 months and 12 days. She was born in

Lincolnville, a daughter of the late Nathaniel and Nancy (Pottle) Fernald, and
was the widow of Emery Heal.
Her husband died in 1861, leaving her with eight
sons and four daughters.
Four sons and
four daughters remain—Emery Allen, James
F. and David H. of Lincolnville, AmasaS.
of Belfast, Mrs. Fannie Young and Mrs.
Ellen Fletcher of Lincolnville, Mrs. Julia

The Waldo County Veteran Association
at the Grange hall in Swanville, Thursday, Feb. 4th, and although the traveling
was bad and the thermometer registered 15
below the attedance was good. More than
one hundred veterans and their families
met

sat down to a grand dinner of baked beans,
coffee, pastry, etc. The roll-call showed the
Belfast,
following towns represented:
Waldo, Brooks, Searsport, Winterport,
Frankfort, Monroe and Swanville. The
meeting was called to order by the President, Capt. Nehemiah Smart of Swanville,
who introduced as the guest of the day Col.
E. C. Milliken of Prospect, one of the candidates for Department Commander of
Maine.
The committee on time and place
of next meeting reported that by invitation
of

comrade

J. W.

Black the association

Hutchings of Portland and Mrs. Sarah would meet with McGilvery Post,Searsport,
Shannon of Concord, N. II. She also leaves March 3rd. Music was furnished by Comet
thirty-five grand-children and twenty-one Grange choir.
Prayer was offered bygreat grand-children. Of her father’s family chaplain L. D. Jones; address of welcome
of twelve there remain two sons and two by Miss Margaret Billings, and response by
daughters—Mrs. Margaret Bryant of Troy, 11. R. Dawson. Recitations and songs were
Lewis 0. Fernald of Belfast, Timothy Fer- then in order, after which the President
nald of Lincolnville and Mrs. Paulina D.
Creed of Presque Isle.
Mrs. Heal was a
faithful, loving and devoted wife and
mother, one whose family was ever uppermost in her thoughts and who looked well
to the affairs of her household.
Hers has
been a long, dutiful and industrious life.
Funeral services were held at her late home
Thursday afternoon, Rev. W. E. Lombard
of Camden officiating.
All her sons and
daughters and many of the grand-children
and great-grand-children were present. The
interment was in the family lot at Lincolnville Centre.
■

Mrs. Jessie McQueen Innes died at her
home in Searsport, Jan. 29, 1904. She was
stricken with paralysis three months before, leaving her left side entirely helpless,
but was able to sit up and took an interest
in everything until two days before she
died. The cause of her death was diabetes.
She was born in lnveralau, Inverness Shire,
Scotland, March 21, 1843, and was married
in Grantown Spey, Inverness Shire, to
George A. Innes of Aberdeen, Dec. 15,
I860. They came to America in July, 1873,
and settled for a time in Hallowell; afterwards moved to Vinalhaven and thence to
Searsport. Five children were born to them
—three in Scotland and two in America, of
whom three survive her: George of Belfast,
John of Searsport and Alexander D. of
California. She also leaves seven grandchildren. Her husband passed to his future
home April 15, 1897, at the age of 62, in full
hope of the blessed immortal life. Mrs.
Innes had also lived a very devoted Christian life. She was a faithful wife and loving mother, and one who had a great many
friends. She will be greatly missed in the
community. The funeral service was held
at her late home Feb. 1, Kev. T. P. Williams
of the Orthodox church officiating. She was
a member of the nigh Episcopal church of
Scotland. The bearers were, Frank Mortland, George Sargent, Albert Kane, John
Davis.

called upon Col. E. C. Milliken of Portland
who gave an address on matters of interest
to the members of the G. A. R. and told a
number of interesting stories. At the close
of his remarks he
received the heartyapplause of the audience. Comrade J. W.
Black offered the following resolution, which

unanimously adopted by a rising vote:
Resolved, That the Waldo County Vet-

was

Association use all houorable means
for the election of Col. E. C. Milliken of
Portland to be our next Department Commander for the State of Maine at the encampment to be held in Bangor Feb. 17th
and 18th.
The meeting closed after a rising vote of
thanks to the people of Swanville for doing
all in their power to make the meeting in-

eran

Wm. C. Pendleton, 13 acres.
James 11. Pendleton, 35 acres, reservin''

4 acres.

Lizzie A. Bassick, 70 acres, reserving i

half a mile.

acre.

Two lots, aggregating 73 acres, bought of
Herbert L. Hopkins, are a mile or more
from the shore and from the other property,
and are on a high hill northwest of Stockton Springs village. The hill is said to be

]

Mark Ward, nacres.
George and Orilla Carlon, Mary E. Mitchell and Sarah J. Briggs, heirs of
.Mary Carlon, their interest in in acres, reserving a
barn and the laud^on which it stands.
Sewall and Hannah Lancaster, 20 acres
Edward A., Harry E. and Frank 1. Gross
and Alice K. Webber, heirs of Man Carlon, their interest in 15 acres, reservin''
barn and land on which it stands.
Albert M. Ames, 3 lots of S. 7l and "acres.
Fred W. Carlon (number iff acres not
mentioned in the deed,, reserving a -mall
piece and barn thereon.
Crawford F. Treat, 3 acres.
Catherine Park, Id acres and buildings,
reserving tlie use of bouse from dune 1st to
Oct. 1st, should grantee live until the last
named date.

composed chiefly

of granite, large quantities of which will be needed for building

culverts,
etc.
The

wharves,

bridges, foundations,

all passes to John P.
of Boston, chiefly by warrantee deeds, with a few quit-claim deeds
in case of heirs to property, etc. There are

property

Reynolds, Jr.,

mortgages back, showing that the
property is fully paid for. To this writing
forty-five deeds have passed and the total
payments amount to upwards of S100,000.
Following are the parties who have, thus
far, transferred real estate in Searsport
and Stockton Springs to Mr. Reynolds:
no

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
1

SEARSPORT.

John C. Blanchard audSewall Lancaster, I

James M. Treat, 50acres and buildings.
r.nuna Eaton, 35 acres, reserving to grantor one-half acre and buildings.
Charlotte K. Speed, 5 acres.
Merriam J. Pendleton, 34 acres.
Mary F. X(‘alley, 5 acres?
John F. Ellis, 0 acres.

Nancy

llarriman, 3 acres.
Charles W. Parsons, lb acres, re.-ervin1'
the Timothy Porter place of i„ acres
Celia M. Small, 40 acres amfbuildi’ogA.

20 acres.
J. Fred Towle, 20 acres and buildings.
Charles 11. Ford. 10 acres.
Warren A. Griffin, 2 acres and right of j
Wm. B. and Flattie E. Ward and I.e- >
way.
Ellis, 40 acres and buildings, reserviic r.
Lindley M. Kneeland, K> acres.
acres conveyed to Lydia
Currier, Asa CalHattie M. and li ving E. Pendleton, heirs ter, Simeon Fletcher and J.
!i. ( ollii,-.
of M. 1*. Erskine, 10 acres.
Wm. W. Parsons, 5 acres.
i
Warren A. and Francis M. Grittin, 13
\ ennie E. ( iillord, 15 acres, reserv.o
acres.
acre and buildings.
Jane C., Horace G. and Merrill 11. Peaslee
Herbert I. Hopkins, 0G acres and bnibland Nellie 11. Bullard, heirs of Washing- >ngs ; also 7 acres
reserving a road ami: ght
ton Peaslee, 30 acres; reserving to Jane C.
of way across tlie same.
Peaslee the. right to occupy during her
Levi s. Gritlin, 12 acres.
natural life, subject to the right ot the
Ellen M. Panno, lot near tlie Tide Mid
grantee to build and maintain roads, etc.
Pond, and two umlivded thirds of the Tele
Catherine E. Park, (l.\ acres.
Mill property.

j

Of their confidence and trust
In their tender Heavenly Father,
Who is merciful and just.
Whose will we may not question,
Nor His hidden meaning tell,
But rest in the assurance
That “He doetli all things well.”
—A Friend.

(acting under the will of Benjamins. Merrithew) 25 acres.

Island Bar, to Treat’s Point

Mrs. Elizabeth 15. Hart lef: last Ti.iir<lay to visit her sister, Mrs. s ]| yiase: of
is

■

In inward freights coal will be an important item. The B A A. has for some years

ing lumber, and large docks will be

PROPOSED TERMINAL OF THE B. & A. R. R.
The above map covers the territory in which the railroad
company is to operate. The
charts show soundings of not less than 3? fathoms at mean low
water in Stockton Harbor up to a point half way from the southern
point of Cape Jellison to the head of the
with
bold
water
on
harbor,
both sides. In the narrow part between Sears Island and
the
Cape the depth v.tries from 3? to si fathom and farther up from 3{ to u.
Comparatively short wharves on Cape Jellison would reach water at which large craft could load
or discharge with safety.
The harbor is as safe as any on the
coast, being sheltered
from southerly winds by Islesboro and from southeast winds

street,
suitable hall for the
Masonic and Odd Fellow orders.
Captain
Atwood, the deceased, leaves a widow,
Joseph Clements passed away Jan. 28th,
Augusta Hewey Atwood, and three sous—
at his late home in Nealey’s Corner at the
Byron Atwood of Grand Rapids, Mich., advanced age of 71 years, 8 months and 4
Howard Atwood and Hartley Atwood of days. Three years ago he suffered a slight
Boston—and three brothers, Captain Ben- shock and for the past two years had been
obliged to give up all active labor. Aljamin Atwrood, Colonel Fred Atwood and though feeble, his death came suddenly and
Lewis Atwood of Winterport. The burial unexpectedly, and has caused deep sorrow
will be upon his lot in Winterport Ceme- in the home aud to a large circle of friends.
Mr. Clements was born in Monroe, Me.,
tery.
March 24, 1832. He w as the son of the late
John and Caroline Clements,and was
Capt.
Lena, wife of A. II. Kussell of Freedom, one of a family of fourteen children, three
died suddenly Jan. 27th, alter a sickness of of,whom survive him, Mrs. A. Sanborn of
Mr. Elijah Clements,
only a few days of the measles, aged 29 Vinalhaven, Me.,
Monroe, Me., and Mr. William Clements,
years, 9 months and 14 days.
Mrs. Kussell Swanville, Me., Jan. 21, 1834, he married
was a most estimable
Three years later he
woman, and was a Miss Lucy Nealey.
kind and loving wife, mother and friend. came to Nealey’s Corner, Hampden, and
where
he has since lived,
a farm,
She leaves a loving husband, three small purchased
universally loved and esteemed. Three
children three stepsons and a large circle children came to brighten the home, one
of friends to mourn their loss. She was the son and two daughters. The son was a
child of promise and of hope, on whom the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Ward of father looked
to lean in his declining jears.
Thorndike who, with live brothers and five Hut he was called from earth in early life.
was converted at the age of
Mr.
Clements
sisters, survive her. The funeral was held
14 years, shortly after uniting with the
Saturday, Rev. A. M. Heikes of Albion -Methodist
church in Winterport. The interoflicating, with singing by Mr. and Mrs. vening years have been full of earnest and
Albert Stephenson and Dana Kanton of faithful"service. One of the greatest trials
he had to meet in his failing health was to
Freedom. She was laid at rest in Pleasant
be denied the privilege of attending church. 1
Ilill cemetery, her four brothers acting as lie is survived by his wife and two daughbearers. By her death the family circle is ters, Mrs. Frank Wing and Mrs. George
who reside at Nealey’s Corner;'
broken for the first time, and the sympathy Kuo 'vies,
also two grandchildren and one great-grandof the whole community is with them. Her child, who have done all that kind hands
parents and friends were untiring in their and loving hearts could do to make his last
and happy. The funeral
care and devotion, but all that loving hands days comfortable
se; vice was held at noon Sunday from his
could do was of no avail. She felt that she late residence, conducted by Kev. Mr. Garcould not live, and said to her mother, “I land. C. \\. Cage had charge of the funerj
the floral tributes j
am not afraid to die.”
In a few hours she ! al arrangements. Among
was a beautiful wreath, consisting of lilies,
Mr. and .Mrs. ! roses, pinks and ivy from the daughters, j
passed peacefully away.
Ward wish to tender their thanks for the j To the bereaved family we tender our sym- ;
loss they are
assistance, sympathy and floral gifts of pat hies for the irreparable
called to mourn.
their friends and neighbors so freely given
them in this their time of great sorrow.
Meeting of Waldo County Veterans.
They place the anchor
largely to furnish

million dollars a year.

of tlm project just announced.

Capt. Nathaniel Payson, generally known
here as Charles l’ayson, was drowned in
the harbor of New London, Ct., Monday
night, Feb. 1st, by falling overboard while
attempting to go from the wharf to the
barge South America, ou which he was employed. Capt. Alonzo Dutcli of Belfast,
master of the barge, was at home in Moutville, Ct., at the time of the accident.
When he returned the next morning he
found that Payson left the barge Monday
evening to go up town ou an errand, and
was not on board in the morning.
Investigation showed that he caine down on the
wharf late at night, and men on neighboring vessels heard cries, but could not learn
the cause at the time. The body was not
recovered.
Capt. Payson was born in Salem, Mass., and followed the sea from early
life. A New London paper reports that he
has been master of square rigged vessels,
but he was known here as a master of
small coasters and mate iu larger craft.
He commanded the schooners A. J. Whiting
Gazelle and others of this port. His relatives reside in Massachusetts and he has a
brother in Cambridge.

sea.

Take the one item of potatoes. Of the
last ten crops of potatoes raised in Aroostook county the Bangor A Aroostook K. B.
has transported the following quantities:

out

Feb. 3d, in the Methodist ohurch, Rev. J. P.
Simonton of Ellsworth officiating, assisted
by Rev. A. M. McDonald of Bar Harbor
aud President Beach of the Bangor Theological Seminary. The bereaved husband
accompanied the remains to Belfast for
interment in the family lot in Grove cemetery. A tribute to the deceased from the
Bar Harbor Record is printed on the Gth
page.

now con-

tinues the business. In 1858 Captain Atwood built the residence now known as

a

Wales L. Miller has been seriously ill, but
now convalescent.
Mrs. A. R. Boynton, who was critically ill
few weeks ago, continues to improve.

Nutley,

N. ,1.

Miss Edith \\. 1 *<■■ >i is spending a \ nation of two weeks from Providence, i. !
with her parent^. Mr. and Mrs. .1 .hi H
Poor.

Miss Maude Rockwell of Washington
visited her aunt, Mrs. ('. B. Hall, last
week.

( harles ii. Mitchell
formerly of this c;:
who for some years past ha*
successfulG
conducted the iiotei Burleigh at TiconderMiss Lovisa Hart returned Monday from
oga, New York, has taken the Benliam at
a visit to her brother,
('apt. Albion Hart, 1 1 enn \ an, which is in the
grape ami fruit
of Lincolnville.
growing section of New York. Hi,
1>.
has
been
confined to the j Arthur is in charge of the hotel at T ,-onHenry
Clough
house a few weeks by illness, but was able 1 deroga.
to walk up town Tuesday.
('apt. Geo. F. F. Wildes, V. * Y. has been
11. 1’. Thompson is confined to the house appointed to succeed Rear
Admiral Nigsbee
this winter, but is up and about and is glad as commandant at the
League Island Navy
to see his friends at any time.
Yard, Philadelphia. Capt. Wildes is well
The many friends of Charles B. Hazel- known in Belfast, where he has visited fretine will be glad to know that he is steadily quently, both officially as a naval officer and
He was transferred front the
socially.
improving. He now sits up each day.
command of the Charlestown
Navy Yard to
George A. Gilchrest went to Rookport
League Island Yard.
last Saturday to witness the launching of
The smartest old lady in
the new schooner Winfield S. Schuster.
Mrs.
Troy
Eliza Giles Ward, the oldest inhabitant of
(apt. Ansel Wadsworth, who has been the town and
most wonderfully preserved.
seriously ill several weeks, is slowly im- She
helps about the housework, doe- her
and
is
able
to
walk
about the house.
proving
own washing and a great amount of
-pinMrs. Charles E. Rice of Searsport is visning, having spun 200 lb-, of rolls during
iting her daughter, Miss Ethel Rice, opera- the past year. Mrs. Ward has
had It didtor at the Oakland central telephone office.
dren, 10 of whom are living. .she al-> has
Walters. Littlefield and Albert J. Clark •■S' grand children and 2o
great gra id, t
of Winterport served on the petit jury in dren
living.
the U. S. District Court at Portland last
In the recent annual meet of the Boston
week.
English High school Haller B. Fame.-, son
Ur. S. H. Weeks of Portland was called of l)r. George F. Fames, won the race
of a
here last Tuesday in consultation with the mile run in which there were live
entries.
local physicians in regard to Dr. A. C. FJi- It is said that, he showed
good judgment
ingwood’s case.
thioughout and that his form at the finish
Allen Goodwin of Montville was in was excellent. At the start two took the
Palermo last week, talking up the celebra- lead. Rallies following at a good sw
inging
tion of the centennial of the latter town, pace about live yards distant, hut at the
which will occur June 23d.
third lap from the last he made a
spurt,
soon passing the leaders, and came
Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Keyes and M. S.
in at
Crockett went to lslesboro
1 the finish about half a lap ahead.
to

Friday

play

for a dance, but were unable to return on I
Miss Edith Wilson left her home iu .Searsaccount of the ice embargo.
inont Saturday for Castine, where she has
four weeks’ of study at the Normal school
Mrs. Henry V. Starrett of Warren is acprevious to her graduation in March. The
companying her husband on his tonr, canvassing for tlie Maine Register. They regular steamer, the Silver Star, is ice hound
teresting.
in Castine. The next nearest route would
were in Belfast, the past few days, attendbe to Bucksport by the
Menjconeag, but
ing church here Sunday.
A Serious Leak.
she was disabled in Belfast, The third atErnest Richards of Camden, who has
tempt was made Sunday on the Penobscot,
No Water on Yesterday Morning and the
been employed as mate on the steamer
which went two miles dqwn the
bay and
Standpipe empty. The water on before
Merryconeag of the Camden-Bucksport found the ice too thick to break through on
Noon.
has gone to Philadelphia, where he her
route,
way up river and returned to the wharf
When the people all over town opened
will fill the same po sitiori on the schooner here. Miss
Wilson, not daunted, left on the
their water faucets yesterday morning
S. M. Bird.
noon train Monday for
there was no water, and the natural suppoBangor, where she
expected to spend the night, then go by
sition was that the house supply was frozen
Dr. Austin II. Longfellow of Providence,
train to Bncksport, thence
by team to Casup, as the mercury was below zero aud had R. I., sailed from Boston Wednesday on the
This circuitous route would cost
been so every morning for a week. It was Bohemian for three or four months’ ad- tine.
about JSti. Miss Wilson
soon learned that the same trouble existed
vanced study of his profession. Dr. Longevidently has grit
all over the city, and that the standpipe had fellow is a son of Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Long- enough to make a successful school teacher.
become empty in two hours time. The fellow of Machias.
WAR IN THE EAST.
pumps were started at the water works and
Charles E. Crawford left Monday for
about 9 o’clock the supply was on in the
California for the benefit of his health.
Japan Strikes the First Blow.
lower part of the city, and at noon all on or
Mrs. Crawford accompanied him to New
Port Arthur, Feb. ii.
below Cedar street were supplied. The
Japanese torpedo
York for a visit of a few days. He will boats attacked the
Russian tieet here during
leak had not been located at J o’clock.
join his brother|01iver in Chicago, and they the night and badly damaged
three Russian
will go together to Mill Valley, Cal., to ships. The
Fort Fairfield’s Record.
.Japanese, wh thus secure the
visit their sister, Mrs. Lida Staples.
first success of tlie war,
escaped undamaged.
Fort Fairfield, Me., Feb. (>. Fifty beMartial law has been proclaimed.
Mr. Harrison I). Barrett, president of the
low zero was recorded here this morning,
National Spiritualist association, who was
making it the coldest day on record here.
Washington, Feb. <). The battleship
engaged to leoture at Mystic nail Sunday Retvizan of the Russian
navv, which was
afternoon
and
is
to
his
confined
evening,
45 Below at Caribou!
bed in Canaan, Me., by a sudden and seri- badly damaged by the attack of the Japan
ese
ous illness and was nnable to fill his entorpedo squadron, was one of the finest
Caribou, Feb. 4. The thermometer here gagement. The platform was very accept- and most modern war shin afloat. She was
reached the lowest point of the winter ably filled by Mr. W. E. Breslish of this
by tbe Cramps at t'ieir Philadelphia
Thursday morning, 45 below zero.
yard
oity.—Portland Press.

,,

Letter from

las

iu a

over a

at the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Chandler in Burnham, in remembrance of their tenth wedding anNotwithstanding the inniversary.
clemency of the weather it was ?a
delightful evening spent inside of a
house warmed with open fireplaces, with
plenty of hardwood coals that sent heat
into every corner, upstairs and down,
and which made the frigid atmosphere
outside seem almost forgotten.
Theirs was an interesting old home,
full of relics, with many sad memories,
where a father and mother had lived,
toiled, sickened and died, and a son had
come to take their place with the third
generation added thereto. A little removed from them, other family ties,
somew'hat broken by time, and supplied

“He is one of the most assiduous
I know in looking after the busi> less of his constituents, even to minor
Pension Bill. A Kansas Senator on the
ietails. That is one of the sources of
Maine Delegation.
J liis strength, as it has been of many a
Correspondence of The Journal, j
man who lias come here to Congress.
Washington, D. C., Feb. S, 1904. Burleigti never sends his clerk to the
The attempt to legislate several cusDepartment to do anything of importtoms collectors in Maine, including
ance, as many a Congressman does.
those at Belfast and Castine, out of He attends to it in person and then be
their jobs, was successfully repelled knows just what is accomplished. He
in the House last week. It was met is constantly digging around to get
by the Maine members with argument something done for a postmaster or to
showing that the cost of administra- secure an advance for a postal clerk or
Customs Collectors Threatened.
The Service
"The Beautiful Snow.”

ances

Maine

tion

us

compared with the receipts

1 neii

to help out somebody else, whose interests are bound up in some way with the

was

the Maine customs officers
not fair,
do a vast deal of work intended to
prevent smuggling. The benefits in
dollars and cents appear in the larger
as

of such offices
Portland and Boston.

receipts

as

NEWS ITEMS.

Portland people and Maine music
lovers generally are happy at the prospect of hearing Xordiea in Parsifal,

Bangor,

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Armstrong prepared some figures of
the collections, expenses and number
of employes, in 25 different customs
districts of the country. Nine of these
He claimed, for inwere in Maine.
stance, that it costs the government
si.09 for every dollar in customs reHere there are six
ceived at Belfast.
the receipts or
and
employed
persons
collections for the last fiscal year were

February

represented

with new ones, were

government.”
MAINE

Observance in Burnham.

January 27, there was a gathering of
hundred neighbors and acquaint-

\die confidence

—

Wedding

A

sound judgment and recognized in-

marked degree
Washington. !;egrity and enjoys
of all who know him.

18.

A BELFAST PICTURE.
Hallowell thinks that city holds the
for
the
Well, where did they go? Why to John
record
present
Maine health
[From Maine Woods.]
Jacob Astor Know.ton’s swamp! Oh, how
year—no deatli having occurred there
Belfast has always been noted for its en- the bunnies did run. The “circus” broke
thus far in 1904.
thusiastic sportsmen with the rod and gnn. loose and made things lively for a while.
Port Clyde is to have a big sardine The brooks in the near by country towns Hut while the big show was going on Pat
has
already furnish good trout fishing in the spring. got in his good work. 1 tell you Heagles
factory and the contract
been made as the building is to be ready The ponds are well stocked with pickerel, are not in it more than are 22 rifles. The
“circus” look a sneak to
for the spring run of fish.
perch, bass, trout and salmon. The bells Prince with the
Toddy pond where lie thought he would
on the setters tingle from Sept. 15th to Nov.
himself. Hut when they
Governor Hill has nominated Alonzo
have
a
show
all
to
1st; ough, ough, ough—ough, ough is music came home to
of Boothbay Harbor com- to
compare their spoils and
our ears the rest of the winter.
i R. Xickerson
found Pat had nine good
missioner of sea and shore fisheries.
Early in the fall of 1903 four lovers of the plunder it was
How’s
This is Mr. Xickerson third appoint- rabbit hunt started out to slay the nimble sized rabbits to the “circus’” three.
Bre’r rabbit. There was Fred, the French- that for a youngster?
$2,72.s.80 and the expenses $2,985.45. j ment.
They have met quite frequently since
man, with his 9 months-old Pat, also Ross,
A rural free delivery route, with East iiis
At Wiscasset the cost of collecting is i
in crime, and Wilhelm, the the last contest, but the accompanying cut
companion
the pup,
as headquarters, went into
famous woodcock shot, who is to try bis shows three hours’ work with Pat,
.;:,o per cent, the receipts or collections ! Jefferson
effect February 1. This route takes in luck at rabbiting. With them is Ben and a at Cold Hrook Farm, twelve rabbits and one
had
lflfl rabPat
time
owl.
At
Christmas
been
$906.94! 'Wakloboro from Jefferson tine to Flan- whole “circus,” who has made himself fafor the fiscal year having
bits to his credit.
it* York, der’s Corner, thence south to Cream- mous in years gone by.
mu the expenses $3,388.90.
■HH'V
to Kennedy’s
the oust of collecting a dollar is 4,544 er’s. thence northwest
Corner.
;
SAILORS’ SNUG HARBOR.
Bepresentative Ilemenway,
[,e. cent.
Representative Littlefield lias introwi.n made the attack, did not realize
duced in the House the joint resolution An Interesting Letter from Capt. t'lias. M.
ctiti, ;t was explained to him by the that Senator Frye offered in the Senate
Havener.
Stories of tin* Sea. I ist 1.
M;, e members of the House that it some weeks ago for the erection of a
known
l’> IT
well
a
il.
Charles
S.
Cast up by the sea—
Havener,
Capt.
Baker,
Pal cost more to maintain deputies monument to the memory of Dorothea master
mariner, formerly of this city but Barnes, B. J. Midshipman EarMe. it carries
at
Dix
Hampden,
Lynde
than to keep collectors, i
c se places
for some time past an inmate of the Sailors’
325.82
rag lit
an appropriation of 810,000.
latter receive fees in compensa-,
Flora M. Wallace, of China,the depart- Snug Harbor, New Brighton, Staten Island, Bjornson, B. The iislier maiden :
whereas deputies are Civil Ser-' ment
a Norwegian tale.
135.8
president'llf theStateRelief Corps X. Y., in renewing hi,4 subscription to The
inis and must he paid so much lias issued orders appointing Wednes- Journal writes an interesting personal let- Black, W. White Wings : a yacht148.18
day and Thursday, February 17th and ! ter to the editor under the date of Jan. 31st,
ing romance.
as the dates for holding the State
B 72-2
from which we take the liberty of quoting Brady, C. T. The grip of honor.
'V imington city is enjoying a pro- 18th,
convention of the State Relief Corps I as follows:
Brassey, A. Around the world in
be-; m of snow storms this winter, for at
Bangor. The headquarters of the j
the yacht “Sunbeam".T 04. B 7
•We have been having a severe winter in
-st time in many years.
More department officers are to be at the
:i;
New York, with more snow here on the is- Brooks, E. S. Story of the Amer-i.i.iw ibis fallen during the month of Bangor House.
land than for years. There would lie good
ican sailor. 050. 11 7
men
ui
lilt1 UHlit'
t
i;. uiry just passed than in the last'
there is Clark, II. II. Boy life in the Unitnil departments of the Maine ; sleighing if they had sleighs, but
in
ployed
it : (if.
For the natives of northern
ed States Navy.
C 54-1
Centra! Hailrnad shops in Waterville i so little, snow on Staten Island usually that
older climates it is like their have been reduced ten per cent by an ; it hardly pays to keep a sleigh.
C 54-2
Clark, II. 11. Joe Bentley.
to see snow coming down every order making the day of labor nine
“Our old people have been dropping off at
C 54-3
The admiral’s aid..
in
the
Ofas
past.
an unusual rate the last two months, mostly
thi-e days.
But there is noth-. hours instead of ten
Bullen, F. T. Cruise of tile Cachficials of the railroad company say the with
pneumonia. Three or four laid in the
alot.T 04 B 8-1
,!■ a '-now fall of live or six inches
acwith
similar
in
line
is
curtailment
mortuary at one time on several occasions, Bullen, F. T. Deep-sea plundertuple cl feet here. Bain quickly tion taken at other railroad shops.
but the new applicants a little more than
II87
ings.
ods the snow and then the streets !
offset the deaths.
AND
COLLEGES.
SCHOOLS
Bullen, F. T. Log of a sea waif .T 04 B8-2
vers ■■ t slush.
are
"I still retain my job of hospital storeSack of shakings. .T;;o4 B 8-3
oiil soldiers of Maine are show-,
I
The 34th annual meeting of the Bow- keeper and enjoy it as it keeps my mind Cooper, J. F. Afloat and ashore
251.10
““
me
good deal of interest in the ser-;,doin alumni of Portland and vicinity employed, and also keeps me in better
Home as found...
251.4
:ce pension
bill, pending before (he ! was held on Saturday evening, Febru- health by having some active employment.
Homeward bound..
251.4
Hon.
at the Lafayette Hotel.
“I don’t feel as though I could give up the
,'cnate and House. There is a lot of ary 0,
Jack Tier.
251.5
Charles F. Libby of the class of ’<54 deold Journal, for it is like a visitor from
Mercedes of Castile.
251.3.2
serious talk around the Capitol about livered the oration.
Mr. Lucieu P.
““
Miles Wallingford..
251.10
passing such a hill at this session of Libby of the class of ’9b, the poem, and home every week, although the last of my
The pathfinder.
of ’S3 immediate family have gone from the place
251.13
Congress. The chief objection heard Mr. Joseph B. lfeed of the class
acted as toastmaster.
The pilot.
through the death of my brother Joseph
251.20
> that it will involve too large an exBed Hover.
251.14
At a meeting of the trustees of the and liis wife. Still I have many old friends
pense. The effort all along the line has Coburn Classical Institute of Water- and schoolmates there whom it is a
Sea lions.
251.5
pleasbeen to hold down expenses in this ville, held at the office of Mayor Cyrus
Two admirals.
ure to keep in touch with as long as possi251.11
<
the
it
is
felt
that
the
to
celebrate
for
W. Davis, it was voted
during
onaress,
Water-witch.
251.9.2
ble, if only through the medium of the perof the institution this
present fiscal year the expenses of the 75th anniversary
sonal column.
251.14
Wing-aud-wing.
of
Dr.
a
c
ommittee
and
consisting
year,
C 81-2
“I often th'iik when I see where some Coryell, J. K. Dieeon the bold...
government will be larger than the Frederick C. Thayer, Prim. Franklin W.
C 81-1
Diego Pinzon.
j Johnson and Dr. Edwin C. Whittemore old acquaintance of mine lias gone or rereceipts.
tained from atrip to New York why they Dana, R. 11. Two years before
was appointed to make all necessary
x Bov. Burleigh lias presented the
the mast.
T 04. D
might not liavi taken a few hours at the
tions of numerous grand
army arrangements.
The annual dinner of the New York cost of 20 cents and made us a call. They Defoe, D. Robinson Crusoe
352.23
posts in every county of the Third Con-1 alumni association of Bowdoin
College would never regret it, and I have no doubt Evans, R. D. A sailor’s log.
I!-Ev
rrfssional district, asking for the en- was held at Hotel Manhattan, New
that most of them would meet with a great Frazar, D. Perseverance Island..
340.20
actment of sucli legislation. They have York City, January 29. Forty members
j surprise \. hen they entered the gates of this
840.29
Log of the Maryland..
referred to the House Committee were present. President William De j
the institution and spent an hour looking it
made
Witt
of
the
college
Hyde
which
committee
invalid pensions,
Photographed by Pattangall.
address of the evening. Pre-1 over; for no one that comes here has the
several service pension bills under principal
ceding the dinner a meeting for the | least idea of the size of the place, and the
EX-GO VEKNOB CLEAVES.
election of officers for 1904-’or> was held, beautiful surroundings, comforts and privioiisidcration.
1 think that man thinks more of the
electwas
at
which
Parker
P.
Simmons
j leges we enjoy. Let some one try it and American Flag than any one 1 ever saw.
(ientrahy there is a lot of legislaed president.
It-ls on his mind so much that he can’t help
te m preparation before the various
1 don’t mean that he just
speaking of it.
Bath’s magnificent new educational
miniUees of Congress. This winter,
Lots of speakers do that,
mentioned
it.
FREEDOM ACADEMY NOTES.
building, the Morse High School, the
but lie devoted most of his time to it and
In never, very few of the committees generous gift of a graduate of the Bath.
made the rest of his discourse sort of inHigh School, Charles Wyman Morse,
;,:
at work save on the appropriation
Great interest is manifested of late in the cidental and casual.
the prominent New York financier, was
meetings of tlie Young People's Christian
mils and they are distributed to only
HON. W. \V. STETSON.
impressively dedicated and turned over Association. New singing books have been
If he knew as much as Hill Haines and
about a half dozen committees in the to the
a
the
before
for
meetings.
large
30,
city January
procured
Herbert M. Heath added together and then
respective branches of Congress. The assemblage of Bath people gathered in
The Senior Class will give a fine enter- multiplied by ten he would know hall
the
new
of
hall
the
assembly
to
spacious
future
tainment in the near
defray gradu- as much as he believes would be necessary
delay in ratifying the Panama Canal
building. An important feature of the
expenses. The program will include to qualify somebody to act as interpreter
treaty is growing very wearisome, al- exercises was the announcement by the ating
for him when lie tries to put his ideas into
a farce entitled “Kansas Immigrants.”
United States.
:
committee that Mr. Morse had
though it is recognized that the debate building
the features of HW4 commenceAmong
to
HON. WILLIAM T. HAINES.
cm various phases of that convention is made provision for enabling the city
ment exercises will be an alumni dinner.
ot
mainmeet the increased expense
If a vote was takeu to decide who was
A special effort will be made to have presnot without good effect.
|.
the
conthe
new
institution
of
for
the ablest man in Maine, and William T.
by
ent the greatest number
graduates
taining
Gov. Burleigh has had conferences
veyance to the city of taxable property the formation of a permanent alumni asso- llaines was the only man allowed to vote,
he would be elected unanimously.—W. R.
with T'nited States Pish Commissioner yielding an annual income of from ciation.
Pattangall in the Machias Union.
Maine Wesleyan Seminary has accepted
Bowers about the quota of little fishes $1,700 to $2,000 to be devoted to the
maintenance of the school.
the challenge of Freedom Academy to enwhich will be furnished to the Third
A Golden Wedding in China.
Freedom will be
j
gage in a public debate.
Maine district this year. The governor j
Three Sudden Deaths.
represented by Herbert Rankin of LincolnMr. and Mrs. Alfred H. Jones of China
ville, Walter Mason of Monroe and David
is prosecuting steadily his work of
observed the r>7th
of their wed|
Feb. 2. Three sudden Plummer of Moutville. The question has ding, Jan. 27th. anniversary
Bangor,
Me.,
Mr. Jones, aged 7!t, and
the
streams
and
abundantly stocking
deaths of prominent Hancock county not yet been decided upon.
Mrs. Jones, 83, were both born in China,
iabes of his district. He regards tiiis residents have occurred within 48
The class parts assigned for rank during having lived there the greater portion of
Members of the Society of
mst as much his duty as attending to hours. Tilden Silsby, 77 years old, of the four years’ course are as follows: First their lives.
Honor, Jennie Cox, Thorndike, valedictory; Friends, they were married in accordance
tIre requests of his constituents. Al- > Aurora, was struck on the head by a Second
Fisher,
Winterport,
with
the
custom
of the denomination,
Honor,
Sidney
falling limb, which fractured his skull,
ready he has accomplished a great deal and he died in a few hours without re- salutatory; Third Honor, Lillian Hutchins, “marrying themselves” in the meeting
Herhouse in the presence of their relatives and
Freedom, prophesy; Fourth Honor,
Senator Hale lias gaining consciousness.
in that direction.
bert L. Rankin, Lincolnville, oration.
friends, and church members. They have
Levi W. Couary, 27 years old, of
dene a lot of work in the same line. I
worshipped at the Friend’s church.
A course of lectures has been arranged always
In 18(18 Mr. Jones went to Virginia, remainCacti year both these gentlemen send Surry, living with his mother, came for the winter months.
will
be
The first
home apparently as well as ever. He
ing there 12 years in the capacity of super“Tramping Through Scotland,” by Presilarge quotas of different kinds of fishes, told his
mother about having heard of dent Beach of Bangor Theological Semi- intendent of the colored school of the
propapated by the United States Com- the sudden death of a man in Blue Hill nary, Feb. 8. Other lectures will be given Friends’ Freedmen’s Aid Association. For
he has been a minister of the
mission. to responsible persons in dif- j the day before. His mother left the by Prof. Arthur J. Roberts of Colby Col- many years
denomination. They are in good health,
room for a few minutes and upon her
lege, Prof. Jas. S. Stevens of University of their faculties well
ferent parts of ttie Third District to be
preserved and they are
return the young man was dead upon Maine, and other speakers to be announced about
daily. Three of their eight children
later.
placed in waters frequented by sports-1 the door.
are living, one of whom is
Deputy Sheriff
William I). Thompson, the man remen.
In the course of a month the Athletic Jones of China.
show
Senator Chester I. Long of Kansas, ferred to by Conary, was one of the Association will present a minstrel
The respecial i-ioin norwicn, unt.
most prominent citizens of North Blue for the benefit of the baseball team. Rew ho had a long service in the House of
Hill. He dropped dead on Saturday, hearsals have been in progress for some covery of Mr. Norman Hatty, Hardware
time and the performance promises to excel Merchant, one of Norwich’s oldest and
Representatives, was one of a group in having apparently been in the best of that
The overture and jokes most successful citizens, has excited much
of last year.
the long corridor of the Capitol the health. He was 55 years old.
comment. For years Mr. Hatty has been an
are especially good and a farce entitled “A
Very Pleasant Evening” cannot fail to pro- unceasing sufferer from Catarrhal Asthma
other day that fell to discussing Maine’s
and although no end of time and money was
voke laughter.
Sandford Guilty.
strength in Congress. ‘‘J had an opspent relief was not obtained until Mr.
Hatty commenced Catarrhozone treatment
Convicted of Cruelty to 111m Own Son.
portunity a few years ago,” said the
for
of
Orland
1903.
which perfectly cured him. This case is
Necrology
‘to see how cleverly
Kansas Senator,
Auburn, Me., February 3. Rev. F.
only equalled by that of Mrs. Hannon,
wife of J. J. Hannon, Druggist, who was
the Maine men here can conduct a W. Sandford, the leader of the Shiloh
Mrs. Alice Bennett.45 also
cured of Asthma and Hay Fever by Cawas found guilty of cruelty
Mrs. Hannah Meade.fid
<fight. I have reference to the struggle movement,
tarrhozone
after thirty years’ suffering.
to his (1-year-old son, John Saudford, at Mrs.
A.
Dorr.56
Mary
we made to enact the present apporFully a hundred persons in this town have
5.3o o’clock this afternoon, the jury beMrs. Lillian Fisette.24 been
cured of Catarrhal troubles by Cationment into law.
Mrs. Mary A. Dickey.78
ing out about 30 minutes.
tarrhozone which is a remarkable
of
The case was opened to the jury this Mrs. Harriet P. Moses.79 its value. Two months treatment.proof
“Those Maine men are great fellows
Price
Mrs. Eleanor J. Hooper.79
Skelton
for
25c.
Sold
SI. Small size
morning, County Attorney
by Poor & Son,
to cover ground. The State has a splenMrs. Drusilla Mason.75
the State and Hon. H. W. Oakes and
80 Druggists, or by mail from Poison & Co.,
Mrs. Mary Patten.
did delegation of workers here now in H. E. Coolidge for the respondent.
Ont.
Kingston,
Mr. Jabez G. Ware.58
Eleven witnesses were called bv the Mr. David Brown.81
the House, headed by Gov. Burleigh of
who
testified
in
to
An Industrious Palermo Hen.
the
Mr. Eben F. Starr.81
State,
regard
the Third district. Burleigh won his
charge that Mr. Sandford kept his son Mr. A. H. Dresser.70
the
in
the
House
apportionby
prestige
Ralph D. Young of North Palermo has a
John without food or water for 72 Mr. Robert T. Lloyd.84
Mr. Geo. H. Blaisdell.45 Rhode Island Red biddy, which hatched 1'
ment fight. That gave him a reputa- hours.
Mr. William Dodge.84 little buff chicks from a setting of 13 eggi
The defence offered no evidence.
tion as one of the foremost organizers
Mr. Francis A. Bowden.56 on May 13, and while bringing up hei
The court room was crowded and Mr. Beni. F. Fogg.88 brood
in that body. The opposition to us in
proceeded to get busy and laid twc
Mr. Wellingtons. Dunham.30 litters of eggs, leaving her cbioks then t<
many people stood in the corridors.
that fight did not wake up to what Burlook
An interested spectator in the court
out for themselves. She has been layThose who died away from Orland and
leigh was doing until he had them lick- room was Rev. N. H. Harriman, who whose bodies were brought to Orland for ; ing for the past two months and is now set
ting. She distinguished herself not long
ed. We were all pulling together and had made newspaper statements re- interment include the following:
!I ago by laying an egg four inches long anc
Shiloh. Mr. Sandford’s counsel
82
we took nothing for granted until the garding
six and one-half inuhes in circumference
Mrs.
A.
Eliza
Crane.
has not assed for a new trial.
Mrs. Mercy E. Blaisdell.40 and Mr. Young thinks that if anyone has a
thing was worked out.
4
hen
that can show a better record, he woulc
Miss Minnie Leach .
“Gov. Burleigh has a quiet way of
like to hear about it.
Francis Marion Crawford, the novel- Mr. Thomas J. Hopkins.
woman, Mr. Warren G. Hopkins.37
making friends. The Democrats in the ist, was lately asked by a youngthat
will
“Have you written anything
A Bushel of Oats 32 Pounds.
House like him almost as well as the
Have Ton Indigestion?
live after you’re gone?”
his
course
Of
The Secretary of State has announcer
politics
“I don’t know,” he replied. “You see, If
Republicans.
you have Indigestion, Kodol Dyspepsia
of the statutes, the
don’t suit them, but his personality what I am after is something that will Cure will cure you. It has cured thousands. that, by the revision oats
is again change*
of a bushel of
am here.”
It is curing people every day—every hour. weight
and his courteous ways do. They tell enable me to live while I
mistake
was made in
A
from 30 to 32 lbs.
You owe it to yourself to give it trial. You
the
last session, thi
at
law
the
me that he is personally well liked by
will continue to suffer until you do try it. engrossing
cleric having copied an old law then it
There is no other combination of digestants
all his constituents without regard to
and now by the revision, which wai
that digest and rebuild at the same time. force,
sanctioned by the special session, the lav
Kodol does both. Kodol cures, strengthens
political affiliations. He is a big-heartreads 32 pounds.
and rebuilds. Sold by R. H. Moody.
every day man of the people,
ed,

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought
Bears the

in this

compauy and played an active part in
the entertainmentof the evening, where
their predecessors had met and parted,
years before, in a similar manner, and
it seemed but a fitting tribute that out
of so many births, deaths, marriages
and funerals as had been consummated
here, to assemble once more in memory
of a date, with gifts and souvenirs and
intentions to make it a bright, joyful
and cheerful place, and leave behind an
influence of peace and good will to remain for all time.
Some very nice gifts were left with
them, among which was a banquet lamp
and parlor chair, presented by Clarence,
Mr. Chandler’s sou in Auburn; another,
a nice willow chair, and several things
too numerous to mention, with a slip;
of money amounting to $13.00.
There were music, songs and recitations, and two long, nice original poems,
suitable for the occasion, and a treat of
sweetmeats, candies, nuts, etc.
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Facsimile Signature of

Building Prospects

for

1904.

NEW YORK.

The building outlook for the present
year in the principal cities of the T'nited States, as reported by the branch
olliees of It. <1. Dun
Co., is not very
favorable. High prices of materials,
together with labor troubles, and in
some instances financial stringency, inThe
terferred with projected plans.
labor situation is greatly improved compared with last year, hut in some instances strikes have been carried over.
It is still very early for builders to be-

_I

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

CASTORIA
THS OCNTAUft COMPANY. NCW YORK CITY.

gin actively, but in most cities reporting plans filed this year are greatly re-

duced in number,and for

a much smaller
amount than last year during the same
of
cities considIn
a
number
period.
erable work postponed last year was
carried over to this year, and is now in

j

progress.
Knox

County

S.

J.

Court.

Knox county Supreme Court adjourned January 30. It is the fourth longest
term in the histon of the county and
cost $2,531. For ti e first time in many
years not a cent was received from
liquor fines. John F. Dowdell was sentenced Saturday to three mouths in
jail on a liquor indictment. Melvin
Grant, proprietorof the Lindsey House,
has given bonds of $500 to keep the
peace and not engage in liquor selling
for two years.
Several other eases
against him are pending. The case of
Fish Warden Hanna, indicted for sending a threatening letter, has gone to the
law court. This term nearly sustained
Knox county’s reputation for divorces.
The average for several years has been
a little more than 2o.
■■■
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Foul, Loathsome,

'»
Childhood

■B1S8iPW

IB

IB^B
f
K

B

meaiiR

health in later years. As the

child builds the adult.shall be. Weakly,
neglected children do not grow to vigorous
man

and

womaubood.

Childhood

com-

plaints yield easily to proper treatment—but the// do
not correct themselves. The weak stomach, pallid complexion,
listless hearing. Irritable temper, disturbed sleep, speak plainiy of
the ailments common to children, most of which have their origin in

disordered stomach and bowels.
The greatest safeguard

I
i

■

—

Uliln
Ml jf^*

to

children’s health is

Dr. True’s Elixir

For Indigestion, irritability, constipation, poor appetite, peevishness
fevers, stomach and liver troubles, and worms it is uuequaled. 1‘arents
sound, vigorous
of two generations have relied upon it. It reston
health when nothing else will. First it removes the cause, then
aids nature to repair the damage: builds anew the waste,
e ’.riches the blood and sends a glow of health and vigor
to every organ and tissue of the body. At all druggists. 3,ru\
■10^ VVrlte for free booklet: “Children and Their Diseases.”

^^B

B

I

DR. J. F. TRUE 4 CO.,

■

H

Auburn, Maine.

Disgusting Catarrh!
Secure Relief in 10 Minutes

r

♦«♦

-:

AND A RADICAL CURE.

B. D. FIELD,

Does your head ache? Have you pains over
your eyes? Is tl ere a constant dropping in the
Is the breath offensive?
These are
throat?
certain symptoms of Catarrh. I)r. Agnew s Catarrhal Powder will cure most, stubborn cases in
if you’ve bad catarrh
a marvelously short time,
If it’s of titty years'
a we»*k it’s a sure cure.
stan ling it’s jus: as effective.
Dr.

Successor to Ginn & Field.

Agnew’s Pills are the best.
40 Dusty* 10 cents.

First Quality Goods

■

|

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful-

j

j

BELFAST im LIBRARY.

CASTORIA

Sold by Edmund Wilson and A> A. Howes

&

Co.

Parlor

At Reasonable Prices.

•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
•'•'O'*

Stoves.

FANCY GROCERIES,

TEA. COFFEE,
CANNED GOODS,

We have in stock all styles and

kinds—air-tights,

cast

DRIED FRUITS.

iron, and

Orders

promptly delivered.

We Give

Stamps.

,.

$_"t
—

-—

The Famous
Glenwood Oak.
Also the usual line line of tinware, wooden ware, lamps, etc.

Furnace

Work

FRED ATWOOD, '*'£1™“™"'

HIGH

&

Insurance and Real Estate

REPHESEN I IN(i OVER FORTV-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Lite, Accident, Plate tilass. Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and Inspection.
Security Bonds for (’ashieTH. Contractors. Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Heal estate bought and sold.

ARTHUR A. MOORE, JUST
Successor to

Charles L. Fletcher, dealer

in

NEW STOCK

Trussell,

f

STREET, BELFAST.

Gas&Electric Light Co.

Lowney’s Chocolate.'

OF ALL KINDS.
All the

BELFAST

RECEIVED

Nuts of all Kinds,
Fine Confectionery,

will receive prompt attention.

Mitchell

♦♦♦

No. I Salt Mackerel.

in

Pickled Halibut,

Foreign

Tongues and Sounds.
Hayford Block, Belfast,
Telephone

14-4

WINTER tRUITS,

Maine.

46tf

no-

perfection.

and Dement

’c.Cigars,

Tobacco and Smoke, n’ Articles.
Fresh Roasted Peanuts.

G B MARSANO,
TWO STORKS, 98 & 109 High Streel

Electric Wiring of All Kinds.

Electric,

..FOR.

Gas Fixtures "Supplies.
This

Office Washington Street.

Telephone number,

44-a.

FOR RENT.
Front office In Odd Fellows’ Block.

Belfast, July 29, 190B.—Jltl

Handsoipe Couch

Given with $16 assortment of Soaps, Extracts,
Spices, Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Toilet Goods and
Standard Groceries.
Send at oiice for our big catalogue of
200 OTHER PREMIUMS.

The Republican Journal I year,
N. Y. Tribune Farmer I year,

$3 (I
lloth papers will be sent, to different
addresses if requested, for I'i.lKl In ad
vance.

Hone Supply Co,

$2
1.00

Address

REP.

JOUR. PUB. CO.,
Belfast, Maine.
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ming the world over. I see no reason on her head, peddling from door to
door, northern States hogs and coin are very
for distrusting hospitality simply be- or will seat herself somewhere
in the much in evidence. In Texas cotton is
cause it bears the semblance of hospi- sun and patiently await
customers. If king. Hence cotton gins, cotton comSOME FUNNY NATIONAL CHARACtality. The Chilian adios sounds like a the husband is a ranchero, the wife or presses, mills for the manufacture of
TERISTICS. IN A ROTO’S HOVEL.
mother’s blessing, and “que passe vd. daughter must drive for him the
yoke cotton seed oil, oil cake and other proHOW THE RULING CLASS DEPORT

DOWN IN CHILI.

bien” is a whole benediction.
In the streets, however, the average
Chilian might learn some good behavior
from the Anglo-Saxon. Here gentlemen consider it a proper tribute to female beauty to stare into a lady’s face
as long as she remains within the range
or' vision, whether she appears to like
it or not; and in passing, though she be
an entire stranger, to address her some
complimentary remark, such as “Beso
sus manos, senorita—I kiss your hands,
Miss”; or “You are very beautiful,”
“Your eyes are like the stars,” etc.
When a group of gentlemen are conversing oii the narrow sidewalk and a
lady approaches, they seldom think of
making way for her, or at most will
move nearer the wall, leaving her the
curb-stone; and I have often seen
ladies compelled to step down into the
gutter in order to pass around them.
The excuse for these gentlemen is that
they are not yet used to female emancipation. Their real ladies are seldom
seen alone upon the public streets, and
Chilian ideas of caste forbid them to
show much deference toward “common
people." In Chili no place is sacred
from the fumes of tobacco, except perhaps the church, (ieutleinen are always smoking, whether walking or riding, with or without ladies. They do it

THEMSELVES.

special Correspondence of The Journal.]
\

Com ErciON, Chili, January 2, 1904.
stranger to this remote corner of

reation is apt to imagine that the
lulians are a semi-barbarous nation,
retchedly clad, if clad at all, with
t.e refinement and less education,
iperstitious, cruel and blood-thirsty,
v hen first arrived here—astonished
by
'lie magnificence of “los Kicos” (the
ealtby class, who, though numerically
w. yet rule both church and state),
eir splendid easas and numerous
iiuols and places of amusement, their
>tly living and stylish dressing and
i/zling display of jewels, and their
aceful and generous hospitality—he
mps at the conclusion that his previimpressions were absolutely and
■

rely

erroneous.

and he learns

■'pie."

Hut as time goes
how the '‘common

who make up the bulk of the

illation, live and

and have
ii being, he
reluctantly conies back
iiis first opinion as concerning a
ge majority of Chilians. There are
aany conditions of existence in the
t, and consequently such a variety
araeter, that one may say of these
pie with equal truth—they are both
dy civilized and sunk in barbarism;
bnindly educated and densely ignorn h as ( roes is and poor as Job's
mentioned turkey: that they live in
acefurnished with every modern
\ury. and m mud hovels with nothing
.t
beans and raw clams for “dailyad''
and that they are the most
m-hearted. genial, hospitable and
move

1

in

I

.roughly

delightful people in the
rid. as well as the most treacherous,
vengeful and never-to-be-dependedCertain national characteristics

II.

be

.»)

of

I'-ses

clearly traced
society such

national

through all
the quick,

as

emotional nature,
Chilian soldier a
■rrible foe; the Chilian citizen ready
my down his life at any moment for
point of honor or the cherished institions of his beloved country; the
lian lady or gentleman a most genus and devoted friend; the Chilian
er, male or female, ardent to an exivagant degree hardly conceivable by
Anglo-Saxon mind, and inclined to
ich

and

makes

ilousy

the

sparks fly upward,
typical rico (rich man),
■iing or old, dresses every day in figdive purple and line linen. For him
as

the

Chili the

n

the liarlnr

the hall-room and at the

The priest at the pantheon takes
a whiff between his prayers; and the
gay bomberos (firemen) while running
with their engines, must pause to light
the cigaritto, be the emergency ever
so great.
Though iu this alleged Republic, all titles were long since abolished, many of the old families who
would be glad to retain them still keep
up the retinue and state of nobility.
A shining example of this was the late
Countess of Torro, who gave the government a yearly sum for the privilege
of being called a countess—a gratification for which she could well afford to
pay, being possessed of almost fabulous
wealth.
Her enormous, two-storied
adobe casa was painted a brilliant scarlet, with white doors and window casings. Her deceased husband ordered
in his will that its color should remain
unchanged, and stipulated that disobedience on the part of the widow
would forfeit the property. To the day
of her death the estimable countess
sported a Parisian coacli and four, with
four out-riders and a postilion.
table.

The typical middle-class Chileno is
“second best” attire in the very like his more aristocratic neighof a rough and ready morning cos- bor. at least in outward
appearance,
in'
or business suit, for lie lias no
Ills house may be almost barren of
j
•ed of such, being like the lilies in furniture and the wolf may sometimes
j
at he toils not, neither does he
spin, prowl dangerously near the premises;
s
clothes are always the finest, dain- but at all times his manner is
exactly
j
't and most fashionable that an like that of Los Ricos, and his clothes
,list-tailor can “create”; his polished ; are as nearly a copy of theirs as cir•
;
carefully parted in the middle or , curnstances will permit. But the Cliil..-heft straight up a la pompadour. ian roto—the acknowledged poor man
I
.s immaculate shirt cuffs
with coil-! —is an entirely different being, who
■re

is

no

I

j

•uouslj jeweled buttons, extending never apes gentility, having no style
I
wml his knuckles just so far by a i to sustain and no ambition to rise
breadth: his very small, sharp- above the caste in which he was born.
hich-lieeled shoes reflecting bis He has no relations whatever with his
uty as in twin mirrors; bis mono- richer neighbor, except to serve him
m-einbroidered handkerchief deli- for pdv whenever occasions require;
ly scented and, in his eyes, the and he regards the Rico as a great perstsome diamond ring and scarf-pin sonage', whose dignity he would fight
i" wears are no less essential than for any day.
The roto wears a slouch
or trousers,
lie has been taught hat, always mangy from long usage,
pertinent from his cradle, and mas-! dirty breeches rolled up from the botcl that science to perfection at an tom, and a garment of mdistinguishj
s

As often as lie meets you,
y age.
it a dozen times a day, lie holds his
•nder cane daintily in one well-gloved
md while

able hue which he calls a shirt.

|
|

tipping his faultless tile |
tii the other, bows gracefully and !
and shakes you by the hand—with |
er the slightest perceptible varia- j
in the depth of bis obeisance or the
until of the shake, unless you happen
j
be a man and an intimate friend, in !

j

•

ch case he

j

may embrace and kiss
a casual acquaint- i
e. you call upon him on an errand ;
I
/dww.lr
business or pleasure, he will hasten
the
color of
inform you that every thing lie pos-

If, being only

is

unreservedly yours—his house,
mself. his family, his servants all are
■u disposicion de usted—“at your dismal."
IIis wife, who is generally
uutiful and always well dressed, will
lie on you sweetly through a drift of
powder with a bright touch of
-ses

■

If the

is warm, he perambulates
barefoot; if cold, he clatters around on
a pair of clumsy clogs with wooden
soles an inch thick—that is, if he can
afford them; if not, he still goes barefoot both winter and summer.
When
cold, he dons a heavy blanket, called a
poncho, that has a slit in the middle
through which lie thrusts his head,
No stretch of imagination can conceive
of him as a beauty—thick, coarse black
hair hanging straight from the crown,
weather

A

an

old shoe; but he has daz-

white teeth and small hands and
feet that any Gringo might envy. He

zling

has no

unattainable,
and his few wants are easily supplied.
He desires no better palace than the
one-room adobe hut, with roof of straw
yearning

after the

and floor of Alotber Earth.
His furniture consists of a rude bench or two
by way of chairs, a pine table, or perpleasure she feels in thus forming haps a dry-goods box in lieu of it, a
ir acquaintance—and makes you he- cow-hide in one corner
upon which to
re it, too, which is the best part of
sleep, another rough box which serves
Fellow-foreigners tell us that all for trunk, closet, cupboard and the
is tropical courtesy means little, and shrine of his
patron saint, a gourd
only “skin deep.’’ But who cares to mate-cup, and a pot of charcoal upon
ieeperV It is delightful all the same which his wife cooks the beans and
1 quite deep enough to outlast the
garlic. Like all ignorant people, he is
usion.
We, who profess to be a extremely superstitious, believing in
lured people and are inclined to charms and amulets as
powerful to
Men our necks with Yankee conceit drive
away diseases, and that the Devil
n
our ways
are compared with
roams about in various guises perpetra•se of other nations,
may learn from ting mischief upon man.
He also def'hilians a good many needed !es- voutly believes that saiuts and angels,
in common politeness. For ex- and even the Blessed Virgin herself,
ple: They never enter or leave a will come in person, if importuned, to
Mie dining room, coach, street-car, drive away his Satanic
Majesty. He is
her vehicle without bowing to all slovenly, slow and
patient, but a man
ecupants. No lady or gentleman whom it is wise to avoid when his aniie manner born ever sat down to or ger is aroused.
He knows how to use
■f from
a table in Chili, either pubthe terrible curvo—the knife shaped to
■r private, without an inclination of
fit a human throat, sharpened inside
head to all present. So in shopping, the curve—and would think no more of
y bow to the merchant, or to his severing your windpipe with it than
csman, on entering or leaving a the neck of a chicken.
re.
That sort of thing, it seems to
In this country there is no objection
is much more human between fel- to “woman’s rights”—that
is, for
travelers on life’s short journey women of the Roto
class, so far as the
■ a
our don’t-care-for-any-body way.
right to labor in any avetule is conNiys one: “The great social question cerned.
They are not only employed
d the
day is whether, for a transient as street-car conductors, but they do
■wquaintance, it is better to meet an the street cleaning, and gangs of women
Englishman who will be bluff and bear- with short willow brooms sweep the
toward you and make you feel like dirt into the ditches
long before sun"
intruder, while his heart is over- rise. Outside the city they keep the
awing with good will toward you, or shops, the hotels and the drinking
in' of these more
courtly Southerners, places, besides doing all the garden
"ho Hatters you with politeness until work.
They occupy the market alare perfectly at ease, while all the most
exclusively, selling meats as well
Mue he is thinking what a bother you as vegetables.
The roto’s wife will
‘Me.
Most politeness is pleasant sham- carry a basket of fruit around all
day
t-

:ge on either side of the nose, and
•ure you in soft-voweled Spanish of

■

1

of oxen and sell the farm
produce, or
the wood cut for burning. The
poor
lavenderas (wash-women) seem to have
the hardest time of it.
With dresses
pinned high around the waist, they
stand all day knee-deep in the
river,
pounding the dirt from other people’s
clothes. In Chili water is never heated
for washing purposes, neither is
soap

LETTER fROM
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ducts come to the front. This is a beautiful section of the country, this great
southwest, but after all it is not a perfect paradise either in respect to cliUntil
mate, occupation, or people.
within the past week we have had a
delightful winter climate. There had
been only a few days when almost any

kind of outdoor work was impracticaextensively used, nor fabric-destroying ble, but last week we had a heavy rain
bleachers, and tubs and wash-boards and since then a little snow and today
are unknown.
The soiled clothes are it is cold and apparently growing colder,
taken to a running stream, where the and we feel it. Sometimes, even in
lavendera moistens the garments one Texas, the north wind comes down
at a time and laying them on a rock, clear and cold. Last spring when the
pounds the dirt out of them with a fruit trees were in blossom we had a
club, and I never saw whiter clothes.
very severe frost which nearly ruined
Fannie B. Ward.
our fruit crop.
Out here, too, people sometimes quarrel and shoot one another. A few days
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MISSOURI.

after I was in one western town one man
was killed over a dispute about a town
A Visit to the Fair Grounds. St. Louis.
site; and later two or three men have
Missouri Mules. Indian
Territory. Texas been killed in the same place over the
and its Products.
Missouri Grafters. same
burning question. Here, as well
The Temperance Problem. A Tribute to
as in other places, misunderstandings
Charles F. Ginn.
give rise to trouble, and trouble leads
[Correspomlenee of The Journal, i
to conflict, murder, imprisonment and
Springfield, Mo., January 25, 1904. the gallows. In Missouri, as in other
Since my last letter to The journal I States, we have some trouble with
have been to so many places, seen so grafters, boodlers and other wicked
many things, and so many things have men, nor do they all belong to one polittranspired in this section of country, | ical party. St. Louis, in particular,
that I find it difficult as I sit down to has been the scene of robbery and rotwrite to make such a selection of items tenness. City attorney Joseph W. Folk
as may prove
interesting to many of has been doing excellent work in bringour friends who are numbered
among ing the rascals to trial, but somehow or
the, readers of The Journal. I have other few of them have received thenmade three trips to St. Louis, the city just deserts as yet. Mr. Folk, however,
toward which the eyes and feet of mul- keeps pegging away and is giving his
titudes will soon begin to turn. On opponents a hard run to beat his nomieach of these occasions I embraced the nation for the office of chief executive
opportunity of paying a visit to the of the State. Mr. Folk is a Democrat,
World’s Fair grounds. The ride from but at the present time there are many
the Union Station to the fair grounds Folk Republicans.
When Mr. Folk
covers a distance of six or seven miles,
spoke in Springfield a week ago, the
yet the cost on the electric cars is only large opera house could not hold the
five cents each way, and the ride is very audience which desired to see and hear
enjoyable. At the time of my visits him and his address, though it was not
rapid progress was being made in the eloquent, elicited frequent applause
erection of the beautiful and commo- from the large audience present. It redious buildings which are to be the re- mains to be seen to what extent the
ceptacle of sugh interesting, instructive machine politicians will carry the priand priceless treasures. Even were I maries against him, or, what will
equal to the task it would be hardly amount to the same thing, in favor of
necessary to attempt any description some other candidate. For many years
of what things there will be in store a Democratic nomination has been
for those who will come to see this equivalent to an election. It is a very
greatest of all great fairs. Our western gratifying thought that in the midst of
papers are full of the subject, particu- so much that is bad and so strong tenlarly the papers of St. Louis. The dencies to evil as are prevalent that
buildings occupy much more space the forces which make for righteousthan any previous exposition held ness are also maxing progress.
either in the old world or the new.
In Springfield the M. E. church has
Many of our Maine friends will take just dedicated a new brick edifice on
advantage of the opportunity to visit the opposite corner of the street on
the Southwest, St. Louis is a city of which I live. On the same street, four
great promise. The wholesale trade is blocks south, the First Congregational
developing quite rapidly and fine sub- church is nearing completion, a new
stantial residences are very much in brick edifice; and St. Paul’s M. E.
evidence in certain sections of the city. church south, one of the wealthiest
The Union depot is one of the finest in congregations ill the city, is erecting a
the world, and every effort is being put new edifice which will cost many thousforth to handle with as much ease as ands of dollars. The Sunday schools,
possible the enormous traffic which is the young peoples' societies, the temsure to be realized at the time of the perance reform and the Y. M. C. A. are
World’s Fair.
making progress with their work of
From St. Louis south westward I have bettering the conditions under which
traveled nearly 700 miles, through Mis- we live and labor and making it harder
souri, Indian Territory and Oklahoma, work to tread in the wrong paths.
I read with much interest the article
but this journey conveys no adequate
idea of the extent of territory involved in last week’s Journal on the question
Years of exin the Louisiana purchase, or of what of prohibition in llelfast.
its purchase has done, and will yet do, in perience and observation in Maine
the development of our country’s re- under the prohibitory law, in Missouri
under High license and in Arkansas
sources, population and wealth.
At this time I must not write again under local option, raises the question
of Missouri’s material resources in ag- as to whether or not the last word has
riculture, horticulture and mining, nor been spoken on the question of the
of her chickens, hogs and, by no means control of the liquor traffic. When apleast, of her mules, which at this season petite and gain enter so largely into any
of the year we pour into the South in question the problem with which we
train loads from this section of country have to contend is not one of easy soalone. Where they all come from is a lution. I never drink liquor, nor use
mystery to me, but they come and come tobacco, yet its effects very materially
and come, day after day without any affect all my interests and relations.
appreciable diminution of the supply; The machine politicians are too often
and they bring good prices, too; $200 afraid to antagonize the issue on either
will not buy you a very good span, but side, and strange to say men whom you
when once you have bought a good elect to office with supposedly clean
span they are good for an average life- records and clean convictions not intime. They hardly seem to know what frequently sell their influence for a
it is to get tired, and are very easily mess of pottage; that “red pottage” so
kept. How long they live nobody seems inviting to the taste, the popular vote,
to know. The only dead ones I have which with us frequently is on the side
ever seen were some that were struck on which the churches are not ranged,
by lightning. The trade in mules is so an illustration of the statement that
brisk in Springfield that the mayor has the children of this world are wiser in
enforced the ordinance compelling tie their generation than “the children of
driver* to lead them through the city light.”
in place ot driving them.
I can hardly close this rambling comPortions of the Indian Territory are munication without a word expressive
rapidly developing. One of the finest of my appreciation of one of your resights I have ever seen was a cattle cently deceased citizens, 0. F. Ginn.
ranch in the Indian Territory west of The first time I remember to have met
Oklahoma City. How many thousands him was one evening in Ellis & Ginn’s
of cattle there were on the ranch I store. Ellis and E. Frost and C. A.
could not learn, nor the extent of ter- Hubbard and others were
present.
ritory embraced in the ranch, but for From that time onward for three years
mile after mile as we passed through, our intercourse was to be intimate and
and as far as the eye could see to the
proved to be, to me at least, profitable
northward, the multitudes of cattle and pleasant. We did not always see
were spread out before you.
Fine cat- alike, but there was no element of distle they were, too, and in line condition. cord between us.
Subsequently to my
1 spent one day last summer in Oklacoming west we kept up a correspondhoma City, which claims a population
ence, which, however, possibly through
of 20,000. It has some tine streets and
my neglect, had not been continued
buildings and no one would suppose through the past few years. I had been,
that it had so recently been opened to
however, looking longingly forward to
settlement. Ninety miles west of Ok- a visit to the east at some future time
lahoma City is Lawton, and near it and one of the
strongest attractions
Fort Sill. At Lawton “Hog” Wood, as was the
thought of meeting and greetthe people named him, drew the first
ing him again; but strange to say that
choice of land and selected a piece of I
only learned of his serious illness at a
land running parallel with the city time when I
thought that a letter such
which is now largely occupied by rail- as I could write would be of little use
road tracks. Next to him Miss -, to him. He will
long live in my esteem
who was described to me as a hel’lo and
memory and not in that of mine
girl, with strong emphasis on the first only, but in that of many others.
syllable of the word, selected her piece
Though a little late I wish you and
of land as the second choice. She has
my many other friends a happy New
since married and lives, I was told, in Year.
w. h. w.
the city of Lawton.
Hallowell’s Apple Business.
A few months ago I had the privilege,
long desired, of treading the soil of TexThe apple business has been uncommonly
as; but so far as I went I could see but
good this season. No less than 25 carloads
little, if any, difference between Texas have been shipped from the station, and
and other States, except in the quality three more will go this week. It is more
of the soil and its products, and in con- than an average year. The fruit goes to
for local and foreign consumption.
In the more Boston,
sequence its business.
Hallowell Register.
,
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Keep your eye
s ee

on

Waldo county and

her grow.

Congratulations
Springs.

to

Searsport

and

Stockton

'Down with the dogfish” is the cry of
Gloucester fishermen.
The prospect of the Camden and Belfast trolley line being built next season
is said to be the reverse of promising.
This will naturally be disappointing to
the many fiersons who had hoped to see
the broomstick sweeping into Waldo
county atmosphere in 1904.—Rockland
Courier-Gazette.

The Old Home Week movement is
growing. Former Governor Frank W.
Rollins of New Hampshire was the
first to put the idea into practical operation and it has been a great success in
Maine
the White Mountain State.
then began the observance of Old Home
week, with a State organization, and
last year Massachusetts followed. Now
the New England Old Home Week Association lias been organized, with ex
Gov. Rollins of New Hampshire as
president, the Governors of the New
England States as Vice Presidents, Dr.
C. H. Bangs of Lynn secretary and F.
C. Woods of Boston treasurer. Among
the speakers at the meeting in Boston
for organization was Dr. Bangs, who
had this to say of the industrial phase
of the Old Home Week observances:
Heretofore all such displays have
tended to call attention away from
New England to other parts of the
country. Our great growth in industries and agriculture alike have largely
been lost sight of. Great good ean be
accomplished through these Old Home
Week celebrations by attracting general attention to New England’s great
development along these lines. It is a
good thing to make an industrial display a feature of our Old Home Week
It will help to reawaken
programs.
the pride of our people.

A CONGREGATIONAL
Called to take action
Rev.

cannot

equal.
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terization of Mr.
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Bede,

will be
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of the pastoral relation be granted.
Voted that Rev. T. P. Williams and Rev.
E. E. Colburn be a committee to draft resolutions expressive of the action of the council.
At the close of a brief recess the follow-

THE GRANGES.
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The AVaterville Mail thinks that in

correspondence
sought to convey
impression that Mr. Manley is the

his recent newspaper
Crank IV. Gowen has
the

nly candidate for Governor who is out
-quarely on the temperance issue, and
alls Ins attention to the fact that Mr.
was the first of all the candi-

Haines

asked by Mr. Gowen where
be stood on this question and was the
This was in March, 1903.
tirst to reply.
In his reply Mr. Haines quoted an ex-

dates to be

tract from an address he delivered at
Corinth in 1902, when he said, among

timent of Maine will be after the State
of Maine has been given an object lesson of prohibition honestly, impartially

!

ng resolutions were unanimously adopted :
Whereas, The council has voted that the
united request of Rev. <}. S. Mills and the
First Congregational Church of iielfast,
Maine, for a dissolving of the pastoral relations, be granted, now therefore be it
Resolved, That in coming to this decision
the Council desires to express its deep appreciation of the engaging qualities, the
genuine Christian character and the high
ideals of the ministry of Rev. George S.
Mills, lie has served the people of this,
his first pastorate, with marked ability and
unfailing devotion. He has brought to his
preaching the fruits of intelligent thought
and exalted aspiration. He has stood for
and ministered unto along true and rational
lines, the highest interests of all social and
He has given generously,
civic matters.
consistent with his obligations to his own
of
time
and
strength to the service
people,
of the Churches of Waldo Conference and
of the State. These things have endeared
him to the people of his own Church and
Parish, to the City in which lie has had his
first pastoral home, to bis brethren in the
ministry, and to all w-lio hope and labor for
the coming on Earth of the Kingdom of
Jod. Tn all of this he has had the comfort
and co-operation of Mrs. Mills, whose
thought has ever been the strengthening of
his hands for the work of their Master.
The Council extends to the people of the
North Church and Parish in Iielfast its
sympathy in the removal from them of a
pastor and teacher so able and faithful in
every ministry by which he could serve the
need of their lives; and prays that they
may he wisely guided and richly blessed in
the exigency which is upon them to choose
another who shall lead them to clear visions
and worthy performances of the will of
God.
The Council also wishes to congratulate
the Second Congregational Church in Pennington, Vermont, upon securing a pastor
so worthy of their esteem, and who will, it
is confidently believed, justly reward the
confidence which they repose in him, by a
ministry which shall he rich in the grace of
our Lord
Jesus Christ; and may pastor
and people as they press forward into the
work of the Master find abundant occasion

rejoicing together.
The council then adjourned, sine die
Rev. E. E. Colburn, Scribe.
Rev. T. P. Williams, Moderator.

tor

importance to the
farmer.
Wrong feeding is
loss.
Right feeding is profit.
The up-to-date farmer knows
tremendous

depot.

Harvest Home Grange is to entertain the
Pomona Grange in March, and they will

what to feed his

stand back of the business with their usual
cordial good fellowship.

the most

get the

Flora Tasker of Monroe is with Mrs. Mahala Forbes as a companion for a few weeks.
Mrs. Forbes is in poor health, although
partially recovered from her recent illness.

j

The

Parker installed the other officers.
Frank
R. Woodcock acted as Grand Marshal. The
Entered Apprentice degree was conferred.

Past Chancellor Andrews. Fahy installed
the officers of Silver Cross Lodge, Knights
of Pythias, Wednesday evening, Feb. 3d,
assisted by Jacob K. Dennett as Grand
Prelate and Samuel Uodgkinson as Grand
Master at Arms.
A number of invited
guests were present. After the installation
an entertainment was given, consisting of

gramophone concert, stereopticon views,
and faithfully enforced, and until this etc.
can be done, or tried, I want to see no
resubmission.
Disagreement in the Sandford Case.
The Mail also refers Mr. Gowen to
Aubi'BN, Feb. & At 9.40 this morning
Mr. Haines’ record on the temperance
the jury in the case of the State vs. Rev.
in
1889
in
the
when
Senate
question,
Frank W. Sandford, charged with manand again in 1891; also when in the slaughter, which lmd been out since 4.1S
Friday night, reported to the court that they
-House in 1895, and even back of this to were
After further inunable to agree.
his very strenuous enforcement of the structions the jury reported at 11 o’clock
still
second
and was
the
for
time,
disagreed,
Prohibitory law in Kennebec when discharged by the judge. It was rumored
to
from
1883
1887.
court-house
that
the
stood
10 to
about
they
County Attorney
The Mail has certainly made out a 2 for conviction.
strong case, aud upon this showing w«
Counsel for Sandford, Feb. 4th, filed exfail to see why Mr. Haines is not af ceptions to the verdict of guilty found
agaiust him the 3d for alleged cruelty to his
worthy of support by the Good Tem own son. The Law Court will be asked for
new trial.
a
as
Mr.
Manley.
plars

after.
There will probably be reduced
rates by rail. Program: opening exercises;
conferring fifth degree; report of granges;
address of welcome by M. J. Dow; response by Ellen Shibles; remarks for good
of the order; appointment of committee;
recess; music; topic, “Is National aid to
road building advisable and wbat can be
done by the grange to secure it?” to be
opened by N. Smart. The remainder of the
program to be furnished by Harvest Home

Grange.

The

Apple Shipments.

Boston, Feb. 8. Total apple shipments
for the week ending Feb. 6th, were 26,900
barrels.

food

scientific
children.

Send for free

sample.

ill

save

All Cotton

money

Goods must be

underwear needs.
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Insertions

higher, Buy
prices.
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SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES.*

CHEMISTS,
409 Pearl St., N. Y.
druggist!

(Winter Coats

for Misses’ and Girls’, \
>
Suits and Garments,

S

happy.

IT’S

gave a

«S“M,uI Orders Receive

This is headquarters for sill
cough and cold remedies.
If it is an advertised preparation it’s here.

At the concert last Friday evening Rev.
E. Colburn gave a short address on the
subject of music. Mrs. Colburn favored us
I with “The Launching of the Ship,” ami
Hester Rose gave a fine recitation. The
Swift with an ac| whistling solo by Will
companiment upon the organ by Mrs.
Swift was highly appreciated by tlie audience, and he was called back to repeat it.
Lila O’Brien and Maud Webb gave solos.

CARPETINGS.

Time

Coughing

|

If it is

true “medicine
that you have learned to
depend on” it’s here. Our

prices

are

low

as

would find in

a

as

Prompt Attention.

JAMES H. HOWES,

a

tried and

jl E.

SUCCESSOR TO GEO. W. BURKETT.

you

day’s travel.

We
Recommend
Syrup off White Fine

j

Rehearsals of the drama, “Our Folks”
I
still in progress and nearing completion.

and

are

We .know

Tar.

what it contains;

We know what it has done
in

relieving and curing hun-

dreds of aggravated coughs.
Wc believe in it so thorough
we absolutely guartee every bottle to be satisfactory or money refunded.

ly that

gQg

A. A. HOWES & CO.
GROCERIES, ERIGS,

MEDICINES.

GREEN STAY PS.

*

*

FOK YOUK.

Saturday Night Belfast National Bank.
Confectionery
Stock
Stock
ESTABLISHED IN 1836.

...

GO

Liability $100,000, Surplus $20,000

TOTAL STOCK LIABILITY TO DKPOSITORS $220,000.

High Grade Chocolates
.AND.

.Winter Sweets

INTEREST AT
This bank has

opened

an

3

PER CENT.

annum

for full months

Swift & Paul’s.

been

on

For this is the medicine that CURED
Samuel Prouse ef Dixmont after he had been
given up by various doctors and two of tbe
in the State, as having an inbest
curable stomach trouble, and it bas cured C.
C. Sylvester of Libeny after be spent three
weeks and three days In the General Hospital at Portland, and was sent home as in-

Ralph D. Shute, farmer, Searsport avenue
shore road, East Belfast, says:
“The direct
action of Doan’s Kidney Pills upon the kidneys

specialists

and the results obtained follow sc
quickly after a course of the treatment that the
manifest

—

Has

I

11

some

of the finest

burglary. Those renting boxes
to the vault and the exclusive handling
■

Ml*

~

-nr,

GASOLENE ENGINES

ranging from

A 3 H. P. ENGINE

us

1 H. P. to 300 H. P.

We also have

which we can guarantee to be the best in the market
This 3 If. P. engine complete, 4 cycle type, mounted
with cooling tank, hot tube and electric ignition, poit
able battery, pulley, tools, etc., all for >140.00 1

and investigate this little wonder.

Royal Stomach King
No. 13 Mechanic Street,

by all druggists, and is sold on a
guarantee. Thousands are taking it to-day.

is for sale

j

tire and
access

Camden Electric Wiring & Construction Co

UyCall and "see

Brown’s

and $8.00 per year,
unequalled in Eastern Maine an-!
United States for security aga

their boxes. \\ by take chances of keeping 'a
4 ! ables at home when for $3.00
per year you
avoid any care or worry?

than

months from date of issue.

curable.

cannot but come to this conclusion, Doan’s
act as represented. My advice to

Kidney Pills

$3.00, $5.00, $o.50

excelled in the

all certificates which

outstanding not less

!*^

“Don’t Read This”

At

vault is

interest i>K-

PARTMKNT and will issue certificates of deposit bearing interest at the rate of 3 per cent

TO....

shall have

hand:

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS SOLICITED.

per

back; any reader suffering from urinary troubles,
from any kidney ills, will Bud in the following
evidence proof that relief and cure Is near at

ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL BANK IN 1865

$100,000,

Capital

INCLUDING....

Look well to their record. What they have
done many times in years gone by is the best
guarantee of future results. Anyone with a bad

anyone suffering with either excited or weakened kidneys Is, go to Wilson’s drug store for the
remedy, take It according to directions and you
will not only be surprised but gratified at the result. The treatment in the winter of I8?z stopped
stitches of pain in my back and side from which
I had been laid up for six weeks, in fact my back
ached continually, and along with it I had a
weakness of action of the kidneys which was
very annoying. I have had to resort to a dose oi
two of Doan’s Kidney Fills in the interim, foi
what causes kidney complaint in the first place
Is very likely to recause another disturbance. I
find that these disturbances are corrected by the
use of Doan’s Kidney Pills.
This should be ol
great value to the reader."
For sale by all dealers. Price CO cents a box
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agenti
for the United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—aud take nc
substitute.

vour

stock at the old

My present

Scott&Bowne
50c. and f!: all

anticipate
by doing so.

Hamburg and

P.e sure that this picture in
the form of a label is on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

members of Mr.
concert at
the G. A. R. hall before a delighted audience composed of the friends and families
of the participants. The parts taken by
Mr. Conant and family were specially interesting. The features among our local
taleut were the solos by the little tots, Theo
Lane and Christine Jones.

user

delicate

for

on

singing

so

Now is the best time to

It is the standard

and brain.

Last Friday evening the
j Conant’s
school

is

Muslin Underwear,

it

w

The dedication ball at Union hall Wed-

|

mixed

the Lime and Soda make bone

nesday evening, Feb. :>d, was a pronounced
I success in spite of the severe weather. The
capacity of the building was taxed to its
utmost. Over one hundred were present
from Belfast. The music was fine, the supj
per fairly good, and everybody was good

1

a

makes flesh, blood and muscle,

in view.

]

blood

a

food; the Cod Liver Oil in

skilful artist in the person

new

natured and

New Wash Goods

undeveloped, a
muscle food if they

society events arranged with this purpose

|

to

bone food if bones

a

Scott’s Emulsion is

piano is now here and safely dethe stage in Music Hall. Beaui tiful in finish and sweet in tone it will add
i
much to the convenience and pleasure of
our social occasions.
We have it, and now
| it must be paid for. it is hoped that our
people will be liberal in their patronage of

1

according

Dress Goods,
Dress Trimmings

food if there is anemia?

Mill

appointed to ascertain the cost of the paraphernalia needed and report at the next
meeting. The topic, “To what extent is
the organization of labor justifiable,” was
discussed by Edward Evans, N. Smart,
Fred Rackliff, N. Littlefield, D. W. Billings,
G. Wallace, G. G. Abbott and C. A. Levanseller. The discussion, which was quite
spirited and Interesting, was followed with
songs by Florence Ray, Rubie Sprague and
Alma Smith and recitations by Ned and
Esther Ellis, Jennie and Mamie Levanseller and reading by Rose Sprague.
The next meeting will be with Harvest
Home, Grange, Brooks, Maroh 1st. If
stormy that day it will be the first fair day

fed

they

serious duties of his profession.

posited

Science.

thin and weak and

are

the spur of an incentive to make its owner
famous. As it is now the talent is only employed to while away a weary hour in the
office and as a needed diversion from the

|

his hens to

pork,

flesh and

of l>r. A, E. Kilgore. Jlis profile sketches
are evidence of a genius that only needs
:

get

soft and

are

He
present rough winter weather.
j says it is vigorous exercise that keeps up

|

pigs

most eggs.

science,

our

a

get

to

|

Are

Geo. E. Card, formerly a resident of Belfast and the oldest male resident of the
town, takes long walks every day, even in

Brooks has

to

But how about the children ?

years were residents of that State.

I

cows

milk, his

the most

The old Knights of Pythias hall is being
fitted up by Dr. Kilgore for a store, to be occupied by B. F. Stautial. The building used
to be known as the T. A. Elliott vest shop.

W. R. Chase of Reynolds, North Dakota,
who is visiting his sister, Mrs. C. E. Farrow, in Knox, was in town recently with
the intention of calling upou James R.
McTaggart and family, who for about ten

After Stocktaking, Clearance Sale,^
ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

is of

matter of feed

The

It is fairly cold this winter in Brooks
right along. Tuesday morning it was 30°
below at the

ATTRACTIVE OFFERS.

TrofTF

The time allowed for it on the stage is one
hour and a half, so it must be understood
that it requires time and study for a proper
public presentation. The sickness of one
!
member of the company has caused some
How’s This!
delay. It is now expected that it will be
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward given sometime next week. The play is
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured | full of amusing incidents and it is thought
In Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
that it will be well received by the public.
'F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O. [j ft is expected that the local orchestra will
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. aid in the entertainment.
Cheney for the last 15 years, ar.d believe
Vesta Davis Higgins, formerly of this
him perfietly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry town, writes to friends that she is now at
out any obligations made by their firm.
Her
West & Thuay, Wholesale Druggists, To- the Apache Reservation in Arizona.
romantic marriage in Lowell, Mass., a year
ledo, O.
or two ago, to the lover of her girlhood days
Walking, Kixnan & Marvin, Whole- back here in
Maine, will be well rememsale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
He is now an officer in the regular
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, bered.
and
she
went with him to Ft. Sheriarmy
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per bot- dan, 111., then to Ft. Crooke in Nebraska,
and
from
there, by request, he has been detle. Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials
tailed to the Apache reservation in Arizona,
free.
where they had been two days at the writHall’s Family Pills are.the best.
ing of her last letter. Her brother, Eugene
Davis, well known here, is with them. It
Meeting of Waldo County Granges.
is a wild country, and as she looked out of
her window the morning after their arrival,
Waldo County Pomona Grange met Feb. it was
Indians everywhere.
Those who
2d with Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo. read her charming
descriptive letters from
Fort
Sheridan
will
be pleased to know that
The day was clear but cold and the roads
The Journal is to be favored with others
Cruminett.
somewhat drifted, so that the attendance
of life at the Fortin Nebraska,
descriptive
was smaller than usual. The officers pres- of the
trip to Arizona, ninety miles of it
SECRET SOCIETIES.
ent were master, overseer, lecturer, assist- over a rough country from the nearest railroad station with a government team of si x
Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., will have work ant steward, secretary, gate keeper, pomo- mules; and of life as she finds it at the
na and flora.
The following granges were reservation.
io the first degree to-morrow, Friday, even
Some of her curios and valurepresented: Harvest Home, Brooks; Silver ables at the last move were sent to Brooks,
ing.
which
she hopes some time to again make
Harvest and F. Ritchie, Waldo; Comet,
her home.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. 0. F., conWe shall look with interest for
Swanville; Honesty, Morrill; Union Har- her letters in The Journal, which will be
ferred the degree on three candidates Tuesin
the
nature of a communication to her
vest, Moutville; Granite, North Searsport;
day evening.
Seaside, Belfast; Hillside, Thorndike; and old friends in Waldo county.
There should be a full attendance of memSouth Montville Grange. A class of 17 was
bers at the regular meeting of Enterprise
instructed in the fifth degree. The address
A.
O.
U.
W.,this, Thursday, evening, of welcome was given
Lodge,
by J. Ellis and the
as a matter of importance is to be acted on.
response by N. Smart. The grange was
Frank R. Woodcock, Past High Priest, then adjourned for dinner.
installed the officers of Corinthian Royal
On calling to order again remarks were
HO STRONGER EVIDENCE CAN BE
Arch Chapter Monday evening, Feb. 8th. made by the worthy master and others
He was assisted by Geo. R. Doak as Grand about conferring the fifth degree in full
HAD IN BELFAST.
Captain of the Host.
form in the future, and a committee was

other things:
Prohibition has long been the policy
of the Republican party in the State of
The officers of Timothy Chase Lodge, F.
Maine, as repeatedly expressed in its and A. M., were installed Thursday evenis
rum
the
The
question
platform.
ing. Past Master Geo A. Quimby installed
meanest issue in our politics, but I
S. A. Parker as Worshipful Master and Mr.
arrived
when
has
the
the
day
hope

Republican party will meet the question squarely, and maintain prohibition
which prohibits. No one deprecates or
despises the hypocritical and unfair
practices which have been repeatedly
made use of for political purposes upon
Public
this question, more than I.
sentiment must eventually rule, and I
to
see
what
the
am anxious
public sen-

Pursuant to

ture church relations.
Rev. G. S. Alills being called upon spoke
briefly but fittingly in regard to the tender
relations existing with this his first pastoral
charge; also of his fellowship with his ministerial brethren and the church, trusting
that the future would be bright and prosperous with all.
On motion the council voted to be by itself.
The council being gathered it was voted
that the united request of Rev. G. S. Mills
acnd the church at Belfast for a dissolving

likely to stick.”

Jas. H. Howes’

& Quimby, insurance
Messrs. Field
Mr*. Esther Colson of Monroe is visiting
agents, Belfast, received the following teledaughter, Mrs. York, at the hotel.
gram Tuesday from A. C. Adams, AssistRev. E. E. Colburn’s topic last Sunday
ant Secretary of the Aetua Insurance Comevening was “Asking Wisdom of God.”
pany :
Earle D. Bessey, our High school teacher,
Hartford, Conn., Feb. 9. All Baltiand
visited friends in Unity last Saturday
more losses will be paid promptly and the
financial standing of the company will not
Sunday.
be impaired thereby. Look at our surplus.

her

the fact of resignation, yet trusted that the
blessing of God would follow brother Mills,
his estimable wife and family in their fu-

Populists

Bridgton News.
Quite a number of the members of SebasNow, Major, is not that rather unkind? I hose who attended the recent ticook Grange, No. 90, Burnham, attended
meeting of the Maine Press Associa- the dedication of the new Grange hail in
tion in Portland found it both interest- Pittsfield, February 2d.
Evening .Star Grange, Washington, held
Mr. Burleigh’s
ing and instructive.
its installation Saturday evening, Jan. 30th
report on the libel law, Mayor Booth
There were 29 visiting members from Seven
l>v's paper, Mr. Sanborn’s essay anc
Tree Grange, also members from Medomak
Mr. Colley’s poem were worthy efforts, j
j Valley. The officers were installed by Mrs.
a credit to their authors and the Asso
Clara Light in a very pleasing manner
elation.
Why call the proposed trip tc without the aid of the ritual, Mrs Mae
l.ouis a "junket?”
F.verybody whe | Jones acting as marshal with Mrs. Emma
can afford the time and money visits
\ Saj ward at the organ. After the ceremot-aese great expositions, which certainly t nies a rising vote of thanks were tendered
1
ave an educational value,
stimulate the officers for the very able manner in
patriotism, and bring into touch peo- which their w ork was carried out. Follow
ing the installation, a fine treat was served.
ple from all sections of our great counAs a result of the competitive literary enAnd those who do go will be for
try
tertainments at Star of Progress Grange,
t mate if they have ’‘the irrepressible
Jackson, during January, the male memdobbins of old Town as master ol
bers of tlmt organization treated their gen; ransportatiou.”
I tie sisters to an oyster stew, etc., Saturday
j evening; and whatever may have been the
1 In- prospect that Bryan will dictate doubts of tlie sisters as to the ability of the
brothers to pay the price of their defeat in
: e platform and name the nominee of
<t. Louis convention is growing a creditable manner they were fully disIt is not the hard pelled when they were admitted to the ban-lutifully less.
<iuet room to partake of a most appetizing
i, iiiey element of the
Democracy alone,
repast. This grange is now in a very pros(•presented by ex-President Cleveland, perous condition and is receiving new members almost nightly.
t: .it Mr. Bryan will have to tleal with.
T ..ere appears to be a general revolt
Branch Mills Grange, No. .'t;sfi, installed
aeainst the leadership of the Nebras- its officers Thursday evening, Jan. 28th, for
the ensuing year. The master of the State
kan. even in the South, which has hereGrange, Obediah Gardner, accompanied by
tofore followed obsequiously at his Mrs. Gardner, was present. Mr. and Mrs.
Ed. A. Dudley and Mr. and Mrs. George
heel.
Now many of the leading South- Crossman of China
Grange, and members
from Silver Lake Grange of China were also
ern newspapers are turning against
A fine chicken supper was proiim.
Says the stalwart Nashville present.
vided by the local grange. A very pleas! ant evening was enjoyed by all. The fol\merman, in speaking of Bryan:
I
The St. Louis convention should lowing officers were installed by Mr. Gardassisted
Mr. and Mrs. fid. A. Dudmake it clear that it is not to be con- ner,of China by
iey
Grange: Worthy master, Hertrolled or led by a single individual. bert Pinkham; overseer, Will Jones;
He should be made to understand that | worthy lecturer, Mrs. Alice Parmenter;
he can neither rule nor ruin. If he is steward, Don Worthing ; assistant steward,
willing to accept the convention’s ac- i Earle Nelson ; chaplain, Mrs. Netta Nelson ;
tion, well and good. If he wants to lady assistant steward, Mrs. Mattie Worthbolt let him bolt. There are many who ing; treasurer, Wesley Nelson ; secretary,
Cruminett; gate keeper, Horace
think that the Democratic party would Myrtie
Black ; ceres, Mrs. Florence Jones: pounma,
be better off without him.”
Mrs. Lucia Pinkham; flora, Mrs. Addie
t

Resolutions

by Dr. A. 0. Stoddard, olerk of the church,
and remarks upon the same were made by
deacon H. M. Prentiss, brother W. S.
Hatch, and Revs. T. P. Williams and E. E.
Colburn, all of whom expressed regret at

money,
reform in the
The

resignation of

The

would have their endorsement.
Rev. R. G. Harbutt of Searsport, an iuvited member, sent a letter expressing regret in being absent on account of sickness.
Prayer was offered by the moderator. The
communication of Rev. G. S. Mills in which
he tendered his resignation was then read

methods of high finance that charac-

most notable thing done by the
issociation at this meeting, was to set
junket to the World’s Fair at Ft.
his. with the irrepressible Robbins
t
ild T own as master of transportaT

not a

the

evening.
by Rev. T. P. Williams of Searsport, Me.,
Daniel Dickey, whose hip was broken
who read the letter missive. Proceeded to
vote for moderator, and Rev. T. P. Williams the first of the winter, has recovered so as
Rev. E. E. Col- to ride out.
was unanimously elected.
Ex-Senator Dr. A. W. Rich is seen on the
burn of Brooks, Me., was chosen scribe.
The roll of the churches was called and streets pleasant days, but is not trying to
those present enrolled. A letter was read do any business.
from the church at Freedom stating that it
Miss Mabel Webber, who for the past
was inconvenient for
them to be repre- year has been an invalid, rode to the vilsented, but that the result of the meeting lage a short time ago.

through

icy finally
and if there is

on

Mills.

The Aetna All Right.

THE NEWS OF BBOOKS.

jj

letters missive an ecclesiastical council of
pastors and churches convened in the First |
Congregational church ol Belfast, Maine,
on Thursday, Feb. 4,1904, at 10.30 a. m., for
the purpose of taking actionon the resignaA. B. Pay son, carrier on R. F. D. route
tion of Rev. Georges. Mills as pastor of the
No. 1, works in the post office morning and
order
church. The council was called to

j

foliage

S.

Adopted.
Belfast, Me., Feb. 4, 1904.

When Congressman Bede in addresTha* was the prospect, but we are inclined to think that the extension of sing the House the other day, said:
the Bangor A Aroostook R.R. to Stock- “A little bunch of Populists in Wall
ton and Belfast will hurry up matters. Street cannot dictate the nomination
It would certainly contribute very ma- of either party,” the idea first struck
terially to the success of the proposed the New York Tribune as ridiculous,
the
trolley line and we have faith to be- as Wall street has always fought
lieve its projectors will soon he up and Populists and their cheap money was
But after consideraits pet aversion.
doing.
iiou, the Tribune began to think there
Last week The Journal received peach was something in it, and it went on to
blossoms from Florida and sugar cane say: “What difference in principle is
from Louisiana, the latter from Mr. C. there between putting off on the public
\\ Frederick, who is sojourning in Xew for a dollar a piece of silver worth 50
(Gleans. With everything out of doors I cents and in putting off on the public
buried in snow, the harbor frozen over I as representing a dollar a stock certifland the mercury down to zero, or below, ! cate really representing only 50 cents,
he mi products of the semi-tropics were or, as is more often the case, really
suggestive of balmy airs, luxuriant foli- | representing nothing at all? Is watered
age. fruits and flowers, and songs ot j stock any more honest than watered
Dirds. But even our cold northern winj money? Are not both schemes to get
teis have their compensations.
F01 i something for nothing?
The Wall
:e thing, they are death to the malaria
: Street that has so scorned the financial
engendered in southern climes; and j heresies of Populism would do well to
" ten the sun shines 011 the trees whose
The people are
think of these things.
every branch and twig lias a coating ui
beginning to see through fiat securities
re white the scene is one that
tropi as 11
saw
fiat
c

George

COUNCIL.

KENT’S
^

’CH
w I

**
Syrup

WRIGHT & HALL,
Opera

House
..

is unlike any other on the market, for instead of impairing the appetite, retarding
the digestion and causing nausea, as nearly
all cough syrups do, *91 stimulates the appetite,
digestion and cures coughs
and all derangements of the bronchial tubes
and lungs. Full size bottle, 25c. Trial size
bottle, 10 cents. For sale at

promotes

Camden, Maine.

Block, Belfast, Me.,

DEALERS IN

KENT’S

Telephone sr-n

Const
9 I Sjrnf

’Q4

...

PLUMBING, HEATING and
GAS SUPPLIES.

Is unlike any other on the market, for
stead of impairing the appetite, retard
the digestion and causing nausea, as neai iy
all cough syrups do,'91 stimulates the app
tite, promotes digestion and cures eou^i
and ail deramrements of the bronchial tu'
and lungs. Full size bottle 25c. Trial si/r
bottle 10 cents. For sale at
s

furnish all of the latest ami up-to*
date goods in the above lines at reasonable
We

can

prices.

CITY DRUG STARE.

All labor and material

factory before paid for.

guaranteed satis-

City Drug Store.

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.
N. S. Lord & Co. made new sails for sell.
Harriet Rogers last week.

prisoners in Waldo
County jail, including two tramps. This is
There

are

seven

very small number for this season of the
year.

Of the 152 Maine towns which have no
debt 9 are in Waldo county.
Walter Bowden has bought the
Patterson house on Union street.

A snow plow came down over the branch
from Burnham Sunday afternoon to clei r
the track for Monday morning’s train.
The

a

George Herrick of Beech Hill, Northport,
has bought a 10-horse power engine and
boiler for use in wood-sawing, etc., on his
farm.
Ice cutting on Goose River was finished
Monday, the houses having been filled. Men
who worked on the ice say it was the hardest winter for the business they have ever
known.
The many friends in this city of Rev. WH. Williams will read with interest his Letter from Missouri on the Id page. He closes
with a fine tribute to the late Charles F.
Ginn.
^
An old-fashioned spelling sehool will be
held at the shore road sclioolhouse, Sears-

port avenue, Friday eveuiug, Feb. l'ith.
There will be a prize for the best speller.
Admission 5 cents.
be on sale.

Home-made

candy

will

A
Jacksonville, Florida, subscriber
writes. 1 cannot do without The Journal.
If it fails to come Saturday, I cannot wait
for the carrier Monday morning, but go to
A Minnethe post office Sunday for it.”
apolis, Minn., subscriber says: “I cannot
keep house without it.”

Conductor Sullivan and engineer Shaw
took an extra train with 100 passengers to
The
Brooks Wednesday evening, Feb. 3d.
occasion was the dedication of the new U niou Hall in that village. Rigby’s Orchestra,

consisting of Messrs. Rigby, Keyes, Crockett, Drink water, Crosby and Parker furnished music for the ball and gave a concert.
The train arrived back in Belfast at
4 a.

m.,

Thursday.

X

"Have you called on Dinsmore?” If you
have not you are very much in the minority
as they report the largest sale in the hisr iyof their fifty-two years of shoe retailiig.
They have another large announcement in this week’s issue which is brimming over with special inducements in sea-■ nable footwear.
Anticipate your wants
and save a third on your shoe bill this year,
by buying now at this sale.

We print on the 2d page “A Belfast I’icure” from Maine Woods, and the accompanying article, through the courtesy of the
W
Brackett. The picture
publisher,
shows two young Belfast sportsmen with
;

their dog and game. The Maine Woods is
rightly named, and those who want news
of huntingaud fishing will enjoy its weekly
visits, it is published in Phillips, Me.,and
the subscription price is j?l a year.
The town hall at Stamford, Conn., in
which were the town and city offices, post
office, etc., was burned last Thursday night.
Tlie post office was on the street door and
the clerks got out the first class mail and
the records, taking them to the rooms of
llobbie Post, G. A. R., opposite, which will
serve as a post office until new quarters can
be secured. The postmaster at Stamford is
t apt. J. A. Fessenden, who is well known
in this city and vicinity.
The first ten persons giving the correct
solution of theC.0.1). puzzle (Call onDinsmorei were Mrs. W. L. West, Mrs. Ezra L.
Talbot, Mrs. W. S. Edminster, Mrs. Cassius
Dickey, Miss Florence Wilband, Miss Ilattic l.innekin, Miss Abbie Roberts, Miss
Mae Clements, Miss Minnie Higgins and
Ishmael Patterson.
There were many
others who guessed right, but the above
were the first ten, and so received ten dollars of trading stamps free.
Ten Maine towns will become centenarians in
1904, including two Waldo county
towns.
.June 22nd is the 100th birthday of
Kmbden, Unity and Mercer, and the next
day that of Gilead, Andover, Hope and Palermo. The Kennebec Journal in a writeip of these towns says:
Unity is a thriving farming town, noted
for its big crop of hay and its large pond,
sometimes known as the Twenty-five-Mile
Pond.
Jt is situated in Waldo county,
about 25 miles inland from Belfast bay. It
was originally a part of Plymouth patent.
It was named, it is said, for the political
harmony of its early settlers.
A Belfast business man, who spends considerable time on the road, had some exciting experiences last week. He was in six
different railroad accidents inside of 48
hours and one train he was on was obliged
to go around on another road on account
of a derailed train. His principal troubles
guage road, on which the
derailed twice in one day and
four times in another. Nobody was hurt
and the delays were not of long duration.
To add to his troubles he learned that the
only way to reach one place on his list was
a two-mile trip on snow shoes, and return
in the same manner.
He cut that appointment out of his trip.
were
cars

on a

narrow

were

Steamer Notes.

The engine of the
found to be in so bad
condition that she could not be depended
on and she was returned to her owners last
Thursday. The boat was chartered by the
liueksport, Belfast and Camden Steamboat
t'o. from the llarpswell Steamboat Co. to
run in connection with the Merryconeag,
but that arrangement is necessarily given
up for the present. The ffarpswell Steamboat Co. say they supposed she was in
perfect condition, as her engine was new and
they had relied on the machinists who set
it up. The Portland papers think there
could not have been much the matter with
the machinery of the Sebascodegan, as she
made good time between Boothbay and that
city. The Argus says: “The steamer left
Boothbay about C o’clock Friday morning
and arrived shortly after two in the afternoon.
And the speed was considerably
hindered by the large quantities of floating
:ce that abounds in the
vicinity of the Pen-

Sebascodegau

was

obscot.”
New Advertisements. Jas. H. Howes,
Odd Fellows block, successor to George W.

Burkett, having completed his stock-taking,
announces a clearance sale of dress goods,
dress trimmings and buttons, new wash
goods, muslin underwear, sheets and pillow
cases.
Bargains in winter goods, etc. Mail
orders receive prompt attention. ..Holmes &
West, who have 200 farms to sell, and every
one a bargain, describes one in their advertisement this week. Look for the picture
of a farm house—A. D. Chase & Son will
continue their sales of odd lots and remnants until March 1st. It has been very

Mary

County

Commissioners met Tuesday,

Feb. 9th, as per adjournment from the January term. Only routine business came before them.
There will be a Valentine social for the
young folks at the Methodist church on
Saturday evening, Feb. 13th. Admission,
5 cents.

City Treasurer James Pattee has received $200 from the State on account of the
work on Northport avenue in 1903 under
the State road law.
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the week ending Feb. 7:
Mrs. Mary F. Greer, Mr. H. W. Davis, Mr.
D. L. Davis, B. H. Heedy.
A civil service examination for letter cairier will be held at the Belfast post office
Saturday, Feb. 13th, at 9 a. m., to fill a vacancy. Full particulars may be obtained
by applying to Frederick W. Brown at the
post office.
The members of Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet Monday afternoon, Feb. 15th,
with Mrs. W. A. MacKenzie, No. 11 Spring
street. The lesson will be chapter two of
“Evolution of Industrial Society” and from
the magazine, “Mexico and the Aztecs.”
The author, Emma Lazarus.

Maro, Feb. 24th. Watch the bulletin
boards and secure your tickets. A tremendous house is assured for this wonderful
performance. Maro as a conjurer has no
peer. You cannot afford to miss this most
interesting and entertaining evening of the
course.
Tickets on sale at the C. C. C.
store.

Holmes <& West have opened a branch
office of Haight & Freese, Boston. They
will receive half-hour quotations of the
stock market and will buy
gins. The firm of Haight
of the most reliable firms
and is distinctively not a

and sell on mar& Freese is one
in the business,
“bucket shop”

concern.

Belfast Club of Boston. It is the
opinion of the President that if the date of
the proposed dinner be moved ahead into
March there may be some residents of Belfast who will be able to attend it. The Assistant Secretary would like to hear from
those who are contemplating a trip to Boston next month, and about what time they
will be there. So far seventy-five people
have joined the club, and a second circular,
issued last week, is expected to bring in
more members. Aug. C. Knight, Asst. Sec.,
3 Head Place, Boston, Mass.
E. L. Macomber has contracts to build 11
boats of various sizes, besides a good run
of repair work. He has ready for delivery
a 32-foot double ender barge
for W. G.
Drexel, to be u ed at Islesboro; a 36-foot
launch for Bartlett & Chase of Unity; an
ls-foot launch for A. G. Stevens of Oakland;
a 23-foot launch for A. M. Daggett of Morrill for use at Northport; a 30-foot double
ender for Connecticut parties; 2 18-foot
launches for Islesboro parties and W. G.
Fuller of Unity; and 4 small launches for
other parties. Macomber has 4 row boats
finished for sale.
THE

CHURCHES.

Christian Science services are held at No.
Cedar street at It o’clock every Sunday
morning, Hev. Henry S. Fiske, first reader.
All who are interested are invited to attend.

55

Services at the Universalist Church next
Sunday will be as follows: Preaching by
the pastor, Rev. A. A. Smith, at 10.45 A. m. ;

Sunday school at 12 m. The union service
in the evening will be in the Unitarian
Church; address by Rev. Harry Lutz.

COUNTY COKKESPONDKNCE.
BURNHAM.
Everett Davis is

doing quite

extensive
ou the
crew of
men and several teams.
Ilis lumber will
be landed on the Sebasticook river near
Peltoma Point ...Charles Cooksdn is hauling a large lot of lumber to the lumber mill$
at the village.... An account of the
wedding
observance of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Chandler is published on the 2nd page.

at the
Gospel Mission, 58 High street, next Saturday evening and the following week. The
mission was closed this week to give all a
chance to go to the revival meetings at the
Rev. 0. M. Chase of
Baptist church.
Canaan is expected here Feb. 20th to take
charge of the meetings. He will remain
two weeks. Those who have heard Mr.
Chase will not need a second invitation
to come and hear him. These meetings are
undenominational and all are welcome.
Sunday school at 2 p. m.; meeting at 3 p. in.,

Sunday.
At the Unitarian ohuroh next

Sunday,

union vesper service will be held in the

program:

Miss Faunce
Organ selection,
Anthem, Hark, Hark, My Soul,
Havens
Rev.
Reading,
A. A. Smith
Duet, Twilight,
Nevin
Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher.
Rev. A. A. Smith
Prayer,
Response, As down in the sunless retreats,
Chamberlain

Lecture, “Bells,”
Rev. Harry Lutz
Hymn.
successful thus far....Travelling salesmen
Benediction.
wanted by the Whiting Nursery Co., BosThese services and lectures are offered for
ton... See advt. of the Palmer Gasoline
the public good and everybody is invited.
Engines. E. L. Macomber is the Belfast
agent.... Agents wanted for the city of Bel- PROSPECT FERRY.
fast to sell the Creamo Hyper Incandescent
Capt. and Mrs. W. H. Harriman had a famGas Lamp....See statement of the Fire- ily party Feb. 7th. Dinner was served at
two o’clock and all enjoyed a very pleasant
man’s Fund Ins. Co. of San Francisco, Cal.,
M. C. Hill, Belfast, agent—The Innes time....Mrs. Mary Harriman, who was refamily publish a card of thanks...Brown’s ported ill last week, is very much improved.
Mrs. James Pierce entertained the
Royal Stomach King is for sale by all drugladies club Feb. loth.
gists and is sold on a guarantee.
—

held at the home of his nephew, Mr.
Edwin Colson, in Monroe, Feb. 4th. He
lived only two weeks after the death of his
son, who was killed in Massachusetts by
the falling of an elevator—Charles Walaer
bought 22 sheep in Morrill, and last Saturday he and his son drove them as far as
the farm of Charles Curtis, where they had

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Everyone is talking about the new railroad line from Lagrange to Stockton Springs to
put up until Monday.
and Searsport.. .Mr. Arthur Moore has sev-

JACKSON.
The vocal concert at the Congregational
church Feb. 2d, under the auspices of the
singing school which is now in progress
with Mr. R. A. Conant of Plymouth as in-

eral men at work cutting ice on South
Branch stream. He needs a large quantity
in his business as a butcher.Mr. Emery
Calderwood has had lumber sawed for a
new barn and is having it hauled from
Boyd’s mill.. .Mr. Harry Hichborn called on
people in this vicinity recently- in the inter-

structor, proved a very pleasant evening’s
entertainment, and although the evening
was a stormy one there was a good attendrural free delivery route that
ance. The program was a good one and

est of the new
is soon to be established. The route should
start from Stockton Springs, since there is
soon to be a railroad here, and the principal
reason urged by those in favor of having it
start from Bucksport was the starting from
a railroad station.
The route as arranged

Immediately following the report of the
grand jiiiy, the indicted respondents were
brought in for arraignment before Judge
**ale. ihey all pleaded
guilty.
Charles II. Nason, a liangor mail
carrier,
was charged with
from the mails.
larceny
Ills counsel, II. II. Patten of
made
an eloquent and pathetic
appeal for leniency.
Nason was sentenced to the State
prison
for 13 months.
Josiah YVood of Eastport, for smuggling
liouor, 30 days in Portland jail.
Robert Giggey, Fort Fairfield, smuggling
liquor, $25 fine and 10 days in Portland jail.
He was represented by J. F. Robinson of

(ESTABLISHED 1856)

Dry Goods,
Small Wares,

liangor,

Bangor.

Llewellyn E. Pendleton, Belfast, use of
the mails with intent to defraud, $100 and
costs and three months in Portland jail.
A plea in hig behalf was made by A. L.
Goddard of Augusta.
District Attorney Dyer filed information
that Sidney Pomeroy of Unity plantation
had been arrested on a charge of refusal to
post internal revenue stamps, in compliance
with the statutes. He pleaded
guilty to the
charge and paid a fine of $25.

was rendered in a manner that was a credit
to both teacher and glass. The character
songs given by Mr. and Mrs. Conant and

their daughter
exceptionally fine, as
were the several solos by members of the
were

class_While the extreme cold weather
from Stockton Springs is a shorter and betsnows have done much to deter route.
Misses Clarice and Maud Par- and drifting
ter business there seems to be a determinatridge are staying at Mr. Crawford Treat’s
on the part of our farmers not to get
in Searsport.II. L. Hopkins has been tion
“denned
up” nor “frozen in,” and produce
buying apples in this vicinity. ..The schools
hustled to market in spite of the
in town closed last week. Miss Elva Har- is being
of the elements.
den taught a successful term at the Center opposition
school and Miss Clara Mudgett at the Rob- SANDY POINT.
erts school.
Both teachers live in the vilF\ S. Ilarriman went to Belfast Saturday
lage— Mr. Herman Partridge is doing con- i by boat and had to return home by stage,
siderable teaming with his three horse the boat being unable to get through the
team—hauling lumber, apples, etc.Mr. ice_Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins came
S. B. Littlefield, Jr., has a speedy horse here from Seboeis last week.
Mr. Perkins
that he drives quite frequently lately_ ;
returned the same night, but Mrs. Perkins
Mr. Wilbur Ridley went to Searsport on will remain for a week or more
Mrs.
business last week.Mr. F. Percy Par- Frank Perkins from
Bucksport visited relatridge has beat the record in this vicinity in tives here last week—A. W. Shute, who
the poultry business this winter.People was on steamer
Sebascodegan during her
in this vicinity were somewhat astonished
stay here, arrived home from Portland
to get affectionate letters from “Cousin 1
The young people had a
Saturday night
James,” but after careful reading it proved very enjoyable dance at the hall last F rito be a clever advertisement for Harry
day evening. Coffee and doughnuts were
Clark’s clothing store in Belfast. ..*■ .Mr. served
At this writing (Monday) the
Wilbur Staples has been quite ill but is now out.ook is very discouraging for the duckery
I
convalescent.The Maine Audubon So- and for those who have henneries, as there
ciety has decided to offer prizes for the best is no boat by which to get grain and other
essay on “Bird Life in Maine.” There are ; supplies and they will have to go to Belfast
two prizes, $10 and $5. The prizes may be or Bangor by team.. .Sandypointis the onlycompeted for by any pupil of a public 1 open harbor in the river. There isclear waschool in Maine. The President of the so- ter from Fort Point to Fort Knox—Several
ciety is Prof. A. L. Lane of Watervilie and are sick with grip colds....The schools in
the vice president is G. W. Hinckley of this town closed Feb. 5th.
East Fairfield, the efficient supervisor of
■

Bargains.
°

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County
Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 27,1904:
Charles E. Parkhurst, Albion, to Ira II.
Parkburst, do.; land in Unity. Edward W.
Gilman, Monroe, to A. J. Smith do.; land
in Monroe. Samuel G. Norton, Belfast, to
Elisha G. Norton, Liberty; land and buildings in Liberty. Janies R. Taber, Unity, to
Fred A. Whitehouse, do.; land in Unity.
M. B. Hunt, Belmont, to Irvin A. Hills,
Searsinont; land in Searsmont. Sarah E.
Work, Jackson, to Herbert P. liralev et al.,
Brooks; land in Brooks. James R. Taber,
Unity, to Invictus Lodge, I. O. 0. F.; land !
in Unity, Mary A. Crosby, Belfast, to Lizzie A. Bassick, Searsport; land and buildings in Belfast, James M. Treat, Stockton
Springs, to Bion B. Sanborn, do.; land in
Stockton Springs. Hannah J. Glover and
Irving M. Cottrell, Belfast, to Alma E.
Bradbury, Camden; land in Belfast (2
deeds). E. A. Carpenter, Brooks, to 0. 11.
Morse, Bowdoinham; land in Jackson.
James F. Sheldon, Belfast, to Maurice S.
Wood, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
John E. Hillman, Troy, to Bertha F. Hillman, do.; laud in Troy.
Several deeds of real estate in Stockton
Springs and Searsport to John P. Reynolds,
Jr., of Boston, are reported in another article in this issue.

nants for the

Surprise

at

Are You

Sleepless Nights for Mother
and Awful Suffering

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

in the U. S. cattle inspection department in the latter city. He has held a similar government position in Liverpool for
the past twelve years and ;s considered

reau

very proficient in bacteriology and kindred matters.Mr. and Mrs. Edward
N. Harriman gave a very enjoyable whist
party to a company of Church street
friends last week.The lumber for
the much needed rear extension' to our
post office building is already on the ground,
and work will probably begin as soon as

ofjChild.
CURED BYCUTICURA

j

The first of

a

series of lectures will be

given this, Thursday, evening, Feb. 11th,
at the Congregational church by David N.
j
j Beach of Bangor Theological Seminary;
1
subject, “Tramping in the Scottish Border.”
A great treat is anticipated as this is a rare
opportunity to listen to a very popular

“

My

little

has been

girl

suffering

Of the bargains we are offering in CLOTHING and FURNISHING
GOODS. If we were to offer you gold dollars for 75 cents,
you would
jump at the chance. Now this is just what we are doing in the
one
dollar's
worth of. goods for seventy-five
clothing line; selling
cents. Our after-the-season Red Tag Clearance Sale is a
big success
this year, hundreds of people are taking advantage of this
golden
opportunity to replenish their wardrobes at a big saving.

Fere

severe.

Men's and Youth’s

of making any cure. But as a last resort I was persuaded to try a set of the
Cuticura remedies, and to my great
delight a marked change was manifested from the first application. I
with Cuticura
gave the child a bath
Soap, using a soft piece of muslin cloth.
This I did twice a day, each time following with the Cuticura Ointment,
and at the same time gave the Resolvent, according to directions. One box
of the Ointment and two bottles of the
Resolvent, together with the Soap,
effected a permanent cure. I submit

j

Opening song.

this for publication if you desire, hoping it will add to your success and assist
so many thousands of sufferers in curing themselves.” Mrs. I. B. JONES,
Addington, Ind. T,
The first step in the treatment of the
chronic forms is to remove the scales
and crnsts and soften the skin, by

Miss Dodge at the organ.
lesson.
Winnie Dodge
Organ solo,
Literary value of the Bible,
Miss Edith Williams
Male Quartette,
Dana and Seth Banton, A. E. Linscott
and J. W. Libby.
Debate, Resolved, That church attendance
is declining. Affirmative, Miss Hutchins, Mr. Ledo Flye; negative, Mr.
Fred Rankin, Miss Nettie Ramsay.
Naming 25 books of the Old Testament.

Responsive reading of

baths with Cuticura Soap. The
scalp, ears, elbows, hands, ankles and
feet will require frequently a thorough
soaking in order to penetrate the thickened skin and crusts with which these
careparts are often covered. Dry
fully, and apply Cuticura Ointment,
advisable
lightly at first, and where cloth
and
spread it on pieces of soft
bind in place. Take the Resolvent,
Do
pills, or liquid, in medium doses. and
not use cold water in bathing,
avoid cold, raw winds.

Reports.
God be with you
Closing Hymn,
Mrs. Grace Linscott retnrned home from
West Ripley last Monday....C. S. Gardner
of Rockland, W. H. Hart of Auburn, H.
L. Haskell of Portland, James Ames of
Bowdoinbam, A. W. Fisher of Charlotte,
H. A. Arnold of Bangor and Mr. and Mrs.
G. G. Searles of Winchendon, Mass., were
among the guests at Hotel Maine the past

sags? gsffifrSE

plete

Overcoats, made of nice loths and of
styles,
Now $5.95, 6 95, 8 75, 9.75, 11.95.
Former prices, $8, $9, $10, $12 and $15.

Men’s fine
fine

Men’s

heavy Reefers and Ulsters,
$3.95, 4.95, 6.95
Former

Special values

and

in

Boys’ Knee Pants Suits,
$1.95,2 89 aud 3.89.
Former prices $2 50, $3.50 and $5.00.

|

DOUBLE BLUE STAMPS

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•

A few odd 25c. White

Crashes

was

Crashes

15c.,
was

Crashes

Goods, 10c.
now He.

12!c.,

now

8c,

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
The Main Street Clothiers, Tailors and

Towels

R.H. Coombs & Son,
CASKETS,
ROBES and
Cut Shows Our 1904 12 and 16 H. P. Marine Engine. Price ®000 and J# 1,000.
We make all sizes of two-cycle engines from
H to 7 H. P. and four-cycle marine from 3 to 24.
Send for our catalogue and net price list. A
special discount will be given for the next 30
4w6
days.

PALMER

BROS., Coscob,

And in

our

25c.

CROCKERY DEPT.

we

pair,

now

Connected

For the

City

of Belfast at Once

to

at all hours to do EMBALM-

FUNERAL WORK.

by'telephone

72 Main

HUSTLING AGENTS WAITED

OF SAN

Incorporated

FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA.
Commenced Business in 1863.

Wm. J. Dutton, President.
Louis Wkinmann, Secretary.

Burns HO per cent. Air, 20 per cent. Gas.
t'nique in Construction.

Capital paid

up in cash.$1,000,000 OO
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1903.

Appearance.
Efficiency.

Marvelous in

Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered .$
Loans on bond and mortgage (first

Its brilliant luminosity—at a cost of $ cen' per
hour with artificial gas—is superior to a four light
cluster arc
or five ordinary Welsbach lamps,
and outshines fifteen incandescent electric bulbs.

lamp

liens)

McDonald,
577, Portland, Me.

CO., Ltd.,

6,374.23

Admitted assets

..

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

50.00

Gross assets .$1,964,448 29
Deduct items not admitted.
18.411.96

533,000 00

188 312 50
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value
3.38(5,887 71
Loans secured by collaterals.
462,500 OO
Cash in company's principal office and
in bank.
311,385 35
Bills receivable, marine
46,30002
Warrants, etc.
7,415 06
Premiums in due coin s of collection,
fire and marine.
702,574 27
All othei assets.
195,354 78

barrows &
Box

Strest, Belfast.

in 1863.

300 Candle Power.

Address,

Iy7
day and night.

Firemans Fund insurance Co.

Hyper Incandescent Gas Lamp.
Handsome in

botli

Sell

...THE CREMO...

l9Ct

have about

200

YOURS TRULY,

CARLE & JONES,
A Grain
/\g<llll.

Prepared
ING and

Conn.

j
|
i

$1,946,036.33

Salesmen Wanted !

BOSTON, MASS.
Finest new fruit specialties ever offered. Experience not necessary. Success assured. Write
at once for full information.
3m6

Window Shades worth 25c. to 65c.,
Yout choice, 19c. and 24c.

Daa/| 11
Sf
IVCdU

B'JTIAL G9933

$5,833,729 69
59,765 45

all the admitted assets
of the company at their actual
value.
$5,773,964 24
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1903.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims..$ 242,080 98
Amount required to safely reinsure
all outstanding risks. 2,336,242 11
All other demaitds against the company, viz; commissions, etc
84 >87 85

Aggregate of

Aggregate

Main 51 , Belfast. He ,
2 STORES—FOUR FLOORS.

NOTICE.
V. 8. Circuit Court, Maine District,
Portland, Feb. 5.1904. I
Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court of the
United States for the District of Maine, notice is
hereby given, that Fred W. Brown of Belfast. In
said

District,

has

applied

for admission

as an

Hospitality at
Small Expense
Entertainment—that is, pleasure to your guests
—does not
on the money you spend, but
on your own knowledge of how to receive and extend
Christine Terhune Herrick tells
you all about it. Postpaid, SO cents.
E. J. CLODk, Publisher,

depend
hospitality.

ttt

156 Fifth

Cure

■IHBBi

Ave., New York,

liabilities in-

Your Cold
.with.

Dr. Foss’ Cold Tablets.
They will stop

at-

torney and counsellor of said Circuit Court.
3W6*
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

amount of

cluding net surplus.
$5,773,964 24
M. C. HILL, Belfast, Me., Agent.
8

WHITING NURSERY Co.

6*C.

was

Outfitters, Belfast, Me.

UNDERTAKERS.

Travelling

9»C.

now

|

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,946,036.33 Total amount of liabilities, except
1
capital stock and net surplus... $2,662 610 89
J. H. KNEELAND, Agent,
1 Capital actually paid up in cash.
1.000,00000
6
Searsport, Maine.
! Surplus beyond capital.2,111,35335.

17c.

was

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13.

LIABILITIES DEC. 3?, 1903.
I
Net unpaid losses. $ 114,457.00
Unearned premiums.
919,743.11
All other liabilities
59,001.20
Surplus over all liabilities.
852,835 02

-ALL THROUGH FEBRUARY.-

25c White Goods this week

9.75.

prices $5, $6, $9 and $12.

Bills receivable.
Ail other assets.

Mark Down Sale

Oat

A Hyomei outfit costs only $1, and contains an inhaler, medicine dropper and bottle of Hyomei.
The inhaler lasts a lifetime and when more Hyomei is needed,
extra bottles can be obtained for 50c.
R. n. Moody gives his personal guarantee
with every Hyomei outfit he sells to refund
the money if It does not cure.

Youths’$5 and $6 Winter Overcoats
Now $3.95

LONDON, ENGLAND.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1903.
Stocks and bonds.
$1,518,222.01
( ash in oftiee and b^nk.
190,192.92
Agents’ balances.
249,609.13

ounce

cure.

Men’s and

OF

TO CONTINUE OUR...

Catarrh. Money Back If it Fails.
of prevention is worth a
pound of cure.'' A few breaths of Hyomei
the
neat
through
pocket inhaler that comes
with every outfit will check a oold or the
the start, and prevent serious and
ng illness.
In all oatarrhal troubles and diseases of
the air passages, Hyomei has a positive action not possessed by any other medicine or
treatment.
It is pleasant and convenient
to use; simply put 20 drops of Hyomei in
the inhaler and breathe it a few minutes
four times a day. In this way, every particle of air that enters the lungs is charged
with a healing balsam that kills all catarrhal
germs, soothes and allays the irritated mucous membrane, vitalizes the blood with
ozone, and makes a permanent and com-

i

THE PALATINE INSURANCE

Dry Goods

fleeced underwear.
Now 42 cts.
Men's and Boys’ winter caps, 50c. and $l goods.
Now 19. 42 and 84 cts.
Men’s and Boys’ heavy sweaters,
42 and 89 cts.
Men’s and Hoys’ heavy blanket lined, working
water proof coats,
Now $1.32
Men’s heavy mittens and gloves.
Now 19 and 42 cts.
Fine steel rod umbrellas,
Now 42 cts.
Heavy woolen underwear, $l.0uand $1.50 goods,
Now 89 cts.
Men’s nice braces worth >5 cts.,
Now 13 cts.
Boys’ knee pants, regular *25, 50 and 75c. goods,
Now' 19 and 42 cts.
Men’s heavy corduroy pants,
$1.39
$20.00 custom suits,
To order now $15.95

$9.75 and $11.95,
prices §8. $9, §10, $12 and $15.

Former

4w6

to-day—Capt.

Extra Specials.
1 Case 50 and 75c*

Now 85.95, $6.95, $8.75,

warm

We Have Decided

“An

Bargains

regular $5 and $f» Suits
Now $3.95

I had tried so many remedies and
spent much money, deriving no benefit, I had absolutely given up all hope

—

spring opens... The Whist Club was enter- week.
tained last Friday afternoon by Mrs. Edward N. Harriman—The mystery of our
“land boom’’ is solved.
The Bangor and
Aroostook Railroad is the real purchaser.
May the enterprise prove all that it promises
and Mrs. Ralph Morse gave
a most pleasing whist
party Monday evening— Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Patterson
entertained a company of friends Tuesday
evening....Frank H. Cousens has been
confined to the house by a severe cold since
last Thursday.
He has received his new
sample books of wall paper, some of which
is exceedingly handsome, whde reasonable
in price....Mrs. C. S. Rendell is quite ill

Few Sample

are a

for

two years or more from eczema, and
during that time I could not get a
night’s sleep, as her ailment was very

lecturer for the small sum of 15 cents
Mrs. A. L. Stephenson was in Belfast Wednesday_Gustavus Bellows went to Burnham last Sunday_Almon Davis returned
to school this week after a four weeks
i absence_Everett Earle, son of Mr. and
i Geo. Baidiz, died last Thursday of a brain
They carried the
I trouble, aged 18 months.
body to Waterville Friday—Mr. A. E.
Linscott is making a great effort to secure
a large attendance at the Sunday school
and to interest both young and old. An
j interesting program is furnished every SunLast Sunday’s program was as folday.
lows:

con=

Your Share^^-

Had Given up All Hope of Ever
Making Any Cure.

FREEDOM.

sale will

Getting

Men’s fine all wool Suits of best make,

—

Good Will Farm. It would be a good plan
for all teachers in this vicinity to write for
particulars and to endeavor to interest their
pupils in this society.

past week has been

I-

—

—

rem=

A. D. Chase & Son, SCS

Rockland.

ECZEMA ON
LITHE GIRL

odd

tinue until Harch 1st.

A surprise has been sprung in Rockland
political circles by the announcement that
C pt. Israel Snow will not accept a renomination as candidate for mayor. He gives
increasing business as the -ole reason for
his decision. 'The liebl is thus left unexpectedly open, but a strong sentiment
among the Republicans appears to be
crystalizing in favor of James E. Rhodes,
the present alderman from ward 7.

j

sales,of
and

lots

phenomenal. This

|

Political

Carpetings.

!

Transfers in Real Estate.

was

Liberty.

morning service at 10.45 o’clock; preaching
by tlie pastor; subject, “Our Duty to Con- from a bilious attack.
science.” The annual contribution to the
American Unitarian Association will be
Protects the System Against Catarrh.
taken in the morning service.
Sunday
school and Bible class at 12 o’clock. The Hyomei Prevents Colds and Cares Grip and
evening at 7.30o’clock, with the following

Mr. Beals

....

—

preach

CENTER.
remains about the same....
Miss Mary Cunningham is convalescent....
E. A. Roberson and family have all been
sick with colds—Wilson Colson, who
lived just over the line in Monroe, died
Feb. 2nd, after a short illness. His funeral
SWANV1IXE

...

—

Rev. Rufus Bartlett will

Miss Annie Wellman.

from Belfast last week. Their teamsters
snow for the business, with
no very oppressive, sultry weather... .There
are several new lambs at W. S. Poland’s.
The way the landscape looks now, they will
get a big start on the Fourth of July peas,
to which they are destined to add grace
E. S. Jackson has been here from Newport,
staying with E. E. Tasker for a few days.
W. C. Bowen was here from Belfast
Feb. 3d—Charles Thompson is now settled on the M. E. Ilerriman farm_C. F.

report plenty of

A. D. CHASE & SON

e

SEARSMONT.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Heald of Camden
spent Feb. 2nd with her sister, Mrs. Leslie
Marriner.. ..Mrs. Fred Batchelder has gone
to Massachusetts.Fred E. Wyman of
Northport called on friends in town Jan.
31st.Mrs. James Staples of Jamaica
Plain, Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Batchelder recently.. .Cora Mahoney closed
a ten weeks' term of school in Ghent Feb.
5th....School in district No. 3 closed Feb.
5th after a very successful term taught by

week.George

Court at

Little time was lo.^t in

EAST

Edmund and Wesley Wentworth built an
ice house last week....Clement, Cushman
& Co. moved about 1000 bushels of corn

NORTH

District
Portlnud.

Mmt r BtfVNDCD
ased as directed. All Seders sell It.
DCIICC Prepared by the NobwaT MBDIOIMkOO^
HCLICr Norway, »fe. Send tot Teainiomen.

MONTVIIXE.
Allen Goodwin and Llewellyn Keller
went to Augusta last week on business....
Cora Goodwin visited her cousin, Hattie
Clough, in Liberty, last

S.

clearing up the
lfltfaUswhen\ Stales
lerl" ,,f ‘he United
2S,.Lof.vhf
.F5bruurJr
District
mit in Portland Feb. 3d.

INSTANT

CENTRE

Mrs. C. J. Hall of Mt. Desert, after a
fortnight’s visit with her cousin, Mrs. Ralph
Prayer and conference meeting at tl.e Morse, has returned to Belfast, where she
is spending the winter while her husband
Congregational church this, Thursday,
is attending to business interests in New
at
“God’s
Invitation.”
evening
7.15; topic,
York
Mr. Albert M. Ames left early last
Sunday services: sermon by the pastor,
Rev G. S. Mills, at 10.45 a. m,; Sunday week for a combined business and pleasure
to Boston and New York.
He will reschool at noon; C. E. meeting at 0.30 p. m.; trip
turn sometime this week....Capt. Louis
“What
will
real
do?”
topic,
friendship
La Verge arrived from New York Feb. 4th,
There wili be no service at 7.15 p. m.
to remain until Tuesday with Capt. J.
1
Union meetings will be held at the HapFrench Ilichborn. lie hopes business will
tist church Thursday and Friday evenings allow him to return later for a
longer visit
of this week at 7.30 o’clock. Rev. .1. 11. with
Mrs. Josiah L. Lancaster
Capt. II
Higgins of Charleston will speak and there of Camden has been the guest of her parwill be good singing led by a large chorus ents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace M.
Griffin, for
choir. All are invited. The Sunday ser- a
fortnight. Old friends welcome her
vices will be as follows: Mr. Higgins will pleasant face in our midst...Mr. and Mrs.
preach at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at L. F\ Mnrray entertained very pleasantly a
noon ; men’s meeting at 3.30 p. m.; Christian
four-table whist party Thursday evening
Endeavor meeting at 6.30 p. m.; union ser- at their home on Wildwood
avenue...Capt.
vice at the Methodist church at 7.30 p. in.
J. F. Ilichborn recently learned that his
Dr.
J.
F.
has
son-in-law,
been transRyder,
Meetings at the Auxiliary Mission, 58
ferred from Liverpool, England, to Boston,
Church street, Tuesday and Friday evento take the position of Chief of Buings, and Sunday at 7.30 p. m. Rev. Mr. Mass.,
and Mrs. Johnson would be glad to receive
at the Auxiliary Home, 56 Church street,
any cast-off clothing for distribution to the
needy this winter. Mrs. W. H. Conant, the
President, will superintend this department
of the mission. A female employment bureau has been added to the work of the mission and will be open every Wednesday afternoon from 1.30 to 4.30. Girls wanting
employment may call on or address Rev.
Annie Johnson, manager.

BHDWffS

f

GUILTY.

^
Sentenced In the V.

n«# Ma fa fata *.
KEEPS THEM WEU. MB MPPT.

BMWUIA

lumbering operations on his lot
Horseback and employs a large

Porter has moved to

ALL PLEAD

The Childrens Remedy

a

cold at

once.

For sale at

-CITY DRUG STORE.-

FOR'

SALE CHEAP

OX EASY

TERMS,

The brick store. No. 48 and 50 Main street, Belfast, ^0 feet of land In the rear, after that the
right of way to Cross street. Inquire of
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Esq.,
B

8.

Williamson Block, Belfast, or
17 E. 95th 8t., New York.

K4LISH,

Some Waldo County Farms.
[From Turf,

Farm and

Home.]

STEVENS OF UNITY,
although he lives in the village, lias a
lively interest in farming and has 300
land outside of the village
acres ot
where lie cuts each year about 85 toil' of
hay and this year raised 5o0 bushels of
oats and bad two acres of sweet corn.
Mr. Stevens runs a livery stable on a
small scale and has five fine looking
horses.
MR. C. E.

MR. ROSCOE PERLEY OF THORNDIKE

creamery is built with an ice house at
one end and is well adapted for the
handling of cream. Mr. White keeps
83 sheep, all grade Shropshires, and
they are a fine looking lot. He has a full
blood Shropshire buck that is a fine one.
Besides these he keeps about 50 hens
and four or five hogs, all AVhite Chesters.
He also keeps three horses, a fine
pair of work horses and a driver. Mr.
AVhite is one of the hustling farmers of
his town and a man who makes every
cent pay, and is one of the few men
who combine business and farming.
Mr. AVhite thinks that it is the dairy
that pays best for the farmer and with
the dairy he would combine the raising
of potatoes. Mr. AVhite believes in raising enough hay and grain for his stock
and a large acreage of potatoes and
thinks that it is this that pays better
than anything else. For the creamery
gives you a good and safe market for
your dairy products and the potato
market is most always good. It is a
pleasure to visit such a farm as Mr.
White’s and this country would be better off if there were a good many more
of them.

large and fine farm situated near
the village and station. It is in a very
pretty and sheltered place and has a
fine set of buildings on it. Mr. Perley
has 215 acres in his farm and each year
he cuts about 60 tons of hay and from
250 to 500 bushels of oats,
getting
about 250 this year. He also does something in the potato raising line, this
year getting about 300 bushels. He had
this year about two acres of sweet corn
and got a fair yield from it. Though he
A FINE KNOX FARM.
raises no other kind of produce to any
great extent, Mr. Perley deals in same,
One of the finest farms that we have
sending it Belfast. He keeps IT head had t lie pleasure to visit for a long time
of cattle and although he has at the is that owned
by Mr. Ed. Shibles of
present time no registered stock he Knox and situated about one-half mile
the
to
and
is
have
to
keep
going
plans
This farm, which
from the station.
iiurham breed, as he thinks that they contains about 250 acres of land, is
are the best when all things are taken situated on a side hill and has a beauinto consideration. Mr. Perley, besides tiful and
Mr.
very pleasant view.
his cows, has a fine pair of white-faced Shibles raises
of hay
large
quantities
it
He lias a large orchard, but
steers.
and grain but has no time to devote
Mr. to other
did not bear this year much.
crops as he keeps a large numbreed
Perley believes in the Berkshine
ber of horses and neat stock. Tins year
them,
of
number
a
ol hogs and keeps
he cut 70 tons of hay and 756 bushels of
lie has also a few hens and while lie oats. lie also had two acres of corn
does not do any partiularly line of this year. Mr. Shibles raises a large
farming but has a try at them all, he number of colts, all high bred ones,
keeps 40 head of Shropshire sheep, the these he sells as soon as they get to be
most of them fullbloods. Thus it will four or five
years old, the most of them
be seen that Mr. Perley, like all progoing to Rhode Island, where he has
gressive farmers, belives in the full shipped six or seven this summer. Beblood stock and is trying as fast as sides his horses he
keeps 14 registered
possible to get his herd in that con- Jersey cows, making butter for which
all
dition where he can say they are
lie has private customers in Massachuregistered.
Mr. Shibles
setts and Rhode Island.
is a Kamboulette breeder and has about
MK. A. K. MURCH OF THORNDIKE
50 of this breed of sheep, all full bloods
From these sheep he
is one ot the town’s smaller farmers, and registered.
who have become convinced that the gets from 7 to 11 pounds of wool from
registered stock is the kind for a man each sheep every year, and besides nearto raise or own, and he is working his ly every sheep has twin lambs each
herd towards it as fast as his means year, all of which combine to make them
will allow. He believes in the short a very profitable breed of sheep to raise.
horns, and his herd with one exception Mr. Shibles also keeps a number of
is composed of this breed. He has to good hogs, being at his lowest ebb now
head it a two-year-old bull, Scottish with six. He also keeps 250 hens. These
Hero, 185307, by Marshall Ahbottsburn; are all Khode Island Reds and at the
This present time they are clearing for him
dam Lady Bright by Chartiteer.
bull was bred by Geo. F. Bole, Bard- over and above all expenses about one
wells Ferry, Mass. He now has a dollar a day. Mr. Shibles ships all his
girth of six feet, nine inches and eggs to Rhode Island and the last lot
weighs 1800 pounds. Then he has the netted him 40i cents a dozen. He has
four-year old cow Beauty, bred by If. surely made a success of farming and
& 0. P. Waugh of Starks. Another four- his farm is a credit to any man.
The farm is situated about 2 1-2 miles
vear-old bred by Nathan Simpson of
London, Vermont, and a third four- from Brooks village and is well provided with buildings. It cut this year
vear old bred by himself, which is registered as Miss Cow. These are his 125 tons of good hay, and they cut besides
400 bushels of oats and barley.
registered stock; then lie has two
heifers, weanlings, which are full blood They had a little less than an acre of
and will be registered, these be calls potatoes and got from it about 150
Scottish Belle and Lady Mary; also a bushels. They have a small orchard,
small bull calf. For bis heifers lie has getting from this about 75 barrels of
refused many good offers, one of $50 saleable apples.
for one of them. That Mr. Murch's
MR. L. C. AUSTIN OF RROOKS
herd is first class is shown by the fact
that he exhibited eight bead of cattle lias one of the largest and finest farms
at the Monroe fair and carried home in that prosperous little town.
Mr.
Mr. Austin's farm is the old homestead and
seven first prizes and one third.
Murch says that he will also be at has comedown with unbroken acreage
Waterville this year and hopes to carry so that now it contains a little over 500

has a

THE WOMAN WHO
HOLDS HER OWN.
She Does Not Try to Lead the Procession,
But to Keep Her Place, Mentally, Morally, and Physically. Avoids Extremes.
Practices System and Moderation. Keeps
Up With the Times.
By CHRISTINE TEKHI'NE HERRICK,
Author of “Cradle and Nursery,” "First Aid
to the Young Housekeepers," "Housekeep-

ing Made Easy," "What to Eat," "In City
Tents," Etc.

'

FIBROID TUMORS CURED. 1

Mrs. Hayes* First Letter Appealing to Mrs. Pinkham for Help:
Dear Mbs. Pinkham :—I have been

under Boston doctors’ treatment for a
long time without any relief. They
I cantell me I have a fibroid tumor.
not sit down without great pain, and
the soreness extends up my spine. I
have bearing-down pains both back
and front. My abdomen is swollen,
and I have had flowing Bpells for three
years. My appetite is not good. I canfeet for any
not walk or be on Dlength of time.
The symptoms of Fibroid Tumor
given in your little book accurately
describe my case, so I write to yon for
advice.”
(Signed) Mrs. E. F. Hayes,
252 Dudley St. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.
—

Mrs. Hayes’ Second Letter:
Sometime
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
ago I wrote to you describing my symptoms and asked your advice. You replied, and I followed all your directions carefully, and to-day I am a well
—

woman.

The use of

Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound entirely expelled the tumor andjitrengthened my
whole system.

I

can

walk miles

now.

“Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is worth five dollars a drop. I advise all women who

afflicted with tumors or female
trouble of any kind to give it a faithful
trial.” —(Signed) Mbs. E. F. Hates,
252 Dudley St. (Roxbury), Boston. Mass.
$6000 forfeit if original of above letters proving
genuineness cannot be produoeU

are

—

Register

of

Deep

Water

Vessels.

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
A G Kopes, 1). Rivers, cleared from New
York Sept 21 for Yokohama; spoken Oct 24,
lat 4 N, Ion 28 W.
A J Fuller, arrived at Port Townsend
July 3 from Honolulu.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, cleared from
Baltimore Oct '’4 for San Francisco; spoken
Nov 15, lat 22 N, Ion 31 W.
Bangalore, Blanchard, cleared from Baltimore Aug 20 for Los Angeles.
E B Sutton, sailed from New York Dec
11 for Cheefoo.
Fort George, cleared from New York Dec
26 for Melbourne and Sydney.
Gov Robie, from Baltimore for San Francisco, sailed from Montevideo Jan 4.
Henry B. Hyde, New York for San Francisco, was at Montevideo Nov 16.
Luzon, Park, arrived at Luzon July 23
from Newcastle, N S W. In port Ang 15.
Mary L, Cushing, from Newcastle June
o for Honolulu, sailed from Auckland, N.
Aug 6.
Manuel Llaguno, D C Nichols, sailed from
Singapore Jan 15 for New York or Boston.
Puritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed fn m
San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, arrived at Newcastle, N S W, Jan 1 from Hong Kong, to
load for Philippines.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
Newcastle, N S W, Dee. 12 for San Francis- !

home lus share of prises from there, acres of land, some of it exceptionally
although lie realizes that be will be fine farm land. The farm has been
against much more competition than at used many years as a hay farm and so
any other fair. Mr. Murch lias a large is in a slightly run out condition, but
la riii and besides bis stock keeps 15 in vertheless it still yields a good supply
sheep, all Shropshires and very high of hay and as they are now beginning
grade, lie keeps a few bogs and about to cultivate it the iarm will doubtless
5o liens.
His place cuts :‘.5 tons of hay yield more each year.
co.
and this year lie threshed out 150
Mr. Austin is spending a great deal
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
I
bushels of oats, about half of what he j of his time on his horses now, so lias March
5 from Manila.
raised, the rest he fed green, lie also hut little time for stock, keeping only
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
had 1 i-g acres of corn from which, in | four cows, registered Jerseys, a few at New York Jan 17 from Honolulu via
common with most of those who plant- pigs, about i>o liens and a fine pair of
Philadelphia.
Wm II Maey, arrived at San Francisco
ed corn, the yield was very small. oxen that girth about seven feet,
While a small farmer, yet everything
Mr. Austin for many years raised Nov 27 from Loring.
j
BARKS.
Mr. Murch has is lirsi class and shows | and sold hay, but now has gone out of
careful intention.
Edward May, arrived at Makawell Jan ;i
that business and is feeding his hay to
j good stock and horses and finds that from San Francisco.sailed from Fernandina
Ethel, Williams,
I there is much more money in selling Dec 31 for Elizabethport.
mi:. II. li. Ill NT A SON OF I Nil V
I his hay that way than in selling it in
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
have a line lot of horses; also one of the I bales.
Boston Dec 7 for Montevideo.
largest and finest farms in the town. It
Mr. Austin lias a fine farm and is
sailed from Buenos Ayres Jan
Penobscot,
is well situated on the road from Unity making a success of farming.
23 for Boston.
to Thorndike, has a good set of buildRebecca Crowell, sailed from New York
Jan 27 for San Juan.
MRS. S. L. HANSCOM DEAD.
ings and about 200 acres of land. BeRose lnnis, -Melvin Colcord, arrived at
sides the home farm, they have other
farms aggregating about 400 acres, so • Bar Harbor Loses One of Its Most Highly New York Dec 7 from Charleston, S C.
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Boston
Esteemed Women.
that in all they have over 000 acres of
Nov 19 from Rosario.
land, but it is scattered over two towns,
The community was shocked Sunday
SCHOONERS.
so tli#t they have a chance to try all
evening, Jan. 31st, to learn of the death
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
kinds of soil.
They cut each year of Mrs. S. L. Ilanscom, the beloved
about 100 tons of hay and this year they wife of the pastor of the Methodist Newr York Feb 3 for Jacksonville.
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from St John,
threshed a little over 700 bushels of church. Mrs. Hanscom had been sufN B, Jan 19 for Santa Cruz.
oats.
Of potatoes they
raised this fering from pneumonia for about a
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at Newport
year 700 bushels, the yield being excep- week, but
recovery was confidently News Jan 28 from New York.
Harold C Beecher, E S McDonald, arrivtionally good and large, one potato, hoped for. Early Sunday morning,
they dug weighing :i 1-2 pounds and however, a decided change set in and ed at New York Dec. 22 from Gonaives.
John E Develin, E L Hiehborn, arrived
not being of freak shape but a wTell she sank and passed away Sunday evenformed potato, its size being the only ing at 8.35, death resulting from a com- at Norfolk Jan 28 from Baltimore.
John C Smith, arrived at New York Oct
thing to distinguish it from the rest. plication of pneumonia and weak action 29 from Bangor
via Bridgeport, Ct.
These are the only crops that they raise of the heart.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Brunsto any great extent, the others, just
Mrs. Hanscom was one of Bar Har- wick Jan 27 for Boston.
R W Hopkins, llicliborn, arrived at New
enough for their own use. They have bor’s most exemplary and highly esa small orchard, getting 77 barrels of teemed women, prominently identified
York Jan 27 from Brunswick.
Willie
L Newton, sailed from Providence
this
Their
to
sell
with
not
year.
dairy
apples
every good enterprise
only in
business is next to their horse business connection with her own church but in Jan 1 for Satilla River; arrived at Brunswick
Jan
25.
in importance and is quite a business the community at large.
She was a
for them. They keep 18 head of stock, charter member of the Choral
society,
all high grade Holsteins, and sell prominent in tiie Beading club, the
Million Liquor Fund.
their cream to the Unity Creamery. Women’s Relief corps, vice
president of Wholesalers
HO
all
Say Retailers Seek to Black>
They keep
sheep,
high grade the auxiliary to the Y. M. C. A., chairmail 'them.
Shropshires, and they find that they man of the board of managers of the
pay very well. They also have several Young Women’s union,recently formed,
[Special Despatch to the Boston Herald. J
Berkshire and White Chester hogs, and an enthusiastic worker in the
New Yoke, Feb. 1, 1904. Wholesale
choir,
these being thoroughbreds. They think the
Sunday sciiool, the sewing circle liquor dealers and importers are up in
that the thoroughbred is much better and other
of
her
arms
own
over an attempt of the National
organizations
paying than grade bogs, but in other church. She was a model housewife Retailers’ Association, which has local
animals that a good grade is as good and her
and
attractive
bright
personal- organizations in every State and terrias a thoroughbred.
Besides handling ity made her home most attractive.
tory, to compel them to contribute in
all this stock and caring for their farm
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Hanscom came to the neighborhood of $1,000,000 annually
and horses they find time to sell a large Bar Harbor in the
spring of 1899 and his as a defence fund to help the retailers
amount of farm machinery each year I
pastorate lias consequently been longer fight “prohibition.” The wholesalers reand in the winter they sell large quan- than that of
any of Bar Harbor’s gard this as a bold “attempt at blacktities of wood and lumber, having an
present pastors. During this period mail.” They say they are perfectly willalmost unlimited supply on their va- Mrs. Hanscom lias been his most effi- ing to contribute to" a
specific fund to
rious farms. The Messrs. Hunt are sure- cient co-worker and will be
greatly fight hostile legislation, whenever it is
ly of the type of progressive farmers
and
necessary,
point to the fact that
and are making a great success of their
Mrs. Ilanscom was the daughter of several years, when the Massachusetts
farm. They have, a set of buildings
Captain T. It. Parsons and was born in Legislature had under consideration a
that are well adapted for the work East Maebias
She prohibitive bill, every wholesaler and
August 20, 1848.
that they must do and the whole farm was married in 1S60 and during this
importer in the country contributed
has an air of prosperity and success.
I
long period lias faithfully performed $100 toward a fund to defeat it.
the arduous duties of a minister’s wife.
She and Mr. Hanscom were well known
Our Clubbing Offer. We have jusr
Mi:. C. II. WJIITK OK T1I0KNDIKK.
throughout the State, having labored in
One of the best farms in Thorndike many of the important fields of the made a new contract with the publishers of
is that owned by Mr. 0. II. White. The East
Maine conference including the New York Weekly Tribune, under
farm, besides being one of the largest, Thomaston, Belfast and also at Bir- which we are able to furnish that paper
surely has one of the best locations in mingham, Ala. She had a wide circle and The Republican Journal each one year
the town.
The buildings, which are of friends who will learn with regret of for $2. This offer is open to all, whether
very large and well adapted for their her death.
old or new subscribers, who pay for The
The family remaining includes four
use, are situated on a high hill and
one year in advance.
The regular
have a line view of the surrounding sons, Itev. Warren A., of Southport, Journal
country. They consist of a large house Kev. Albert II., of Thomaston, Frank price of the New York Weekly Tribune is
and two barns, one very large where I., student in Bangor Theological semi- $1 a year, and it is one of the best farm
he keeps his cattle and another where nary, and Benjamin D. of Groton, and home papers published.
We can also
he keeps his horses. The farm con- Conn. She has a sister, Mrs. Harts- furnish the New York Tri-Weekly Tribune
sists of 500 acres of good land, about horn of Newark, N. J., and a brother and The Republican Journal each one year
for $2.50. The Tri-Weekly Tribune is as
half of it being under cultivation. Mr. in Massachusetts.
as a daily paper and better than many
White cuts 75 tons of hay, enough for
Mrs. Hanscom died in the full and good
daily papers. Resides all the telegraphic
his large stock and also 500 bushels of happy assurance of a strong Christian news
it contains much general matter of
oats. Last year he also raised 600 bush- faith. Services conducted
by Kev. J. P. nterest and is handsomely illustrated.
els of potatoes, getting a good yield Simonton of Ellsworth, assisted by
from what he planted. He also had Rev. A. M. MacDonald and Rev. David
Relief In One Minute.
seven acres of corn for his silo, getting N.
Beach, D. D., were held at the One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in one
from
it.
Mr.
White Methodist church, Wednesday morning
fairly good yield
because it kills the microbe which
thoroughly believes in the silo and at nine o’clock, after which the remains minute,
tickles the mucus membrane, causing the
plans to fill his large one each year. were taken to Belfast for interment cough, and at the same time clears the
Mr. White’s chief business is his dairy in the family lot. Rev. Mr. Hanscom
phlegm, draws out the inflammation and
and he has 18 Jerseys, some of them and
family have the heartfelt sympathy heals and soothes the affected parts. One
registered, but all very high grade. He of the whole community.—Bar Harbor Minute Cough Cure strengthens the lungs,
wards off pneumonia and is a harmless and
also has a fine pair of oxen, Durhams, Record.
never failing cure in all curable cases of
that girth 7 1-2 feet. Mr. White sells
Coughs, Colds and Croup. One Minute
his cream to the Jaynes Creamery ComCough Cure is pleasant to take, harmless
pany at Unity, and lias a finely arand good alike for young and old. Sold by
on
his
ranged creamery
place The
R H. Moody.

|

■tffir* Early Risers

INTRODUCTION TO THE SERIES.

From all over the country enquiries
have been pouring in upon me for advice upon various topics of interest to
women.
They have asked me about
housekeeping and liome-making, bow
to keep one’s good looks, how to keep
young, bow to preserve the figure, what
to wear, how to exercise, how to keep
the husband good natured, and how
properly to train the children.
The rapidity with which the number
of these requests has increased, and the
wide spread territory represented, have
proved to me the impossibility of meeting these requests by individual letters,
and have so impressed upon me the universal demand for information along
these lines, that 1 have been persuaded
to write a series of articles, of which
this is tlie first.
c. T. it.
(Copyright, 1904, by

Christine

FA mu AS SONGS

fort as possible to their families and as
little, nuisance as feasible to the neighbours, to keep house so that no one Diit
the house would suspect it did not keep
itself, to manage a servant so that she
will not look upon the mistress as her
natural enemy, to be ready in hospital-1
ity without making it a burden, to be
on good terms with the neighbours,
near or far, without condescending to
pettiness, to be a member of a Woman’s
Club without leaving the stockings unearned, to attend church without losing her temper on Sunday morning, to
post herself upon current events without taking the paper from her husband
at the breakfast table, to read a new
book occasionally, to practise outdoor
exercise enough to keep herself in good
bcdily trim, to dress herself tastefully
without forming colossal bills, to bestow sufficient attention upon her figure and face to preserve her good looks,
and having done all this, to save herself
from nervous prostration by the system
and moderation she brings to them all.
And yet there are women who maintain that the domestic career does not
give full scope to their powers! In the
name of the great Goddess Common
Sense, what more do they want?

I
*■

To thine ear is sweetest,
0 then remember me!
Other arms may press thee,
Dearer friends earess tliee—
All the joys that bless tbee
Sweeter far may be;
Hut when friends are nearest,
And when joys are dearest,
O then remember me!

I

When, at eve, thou rovest
By the star thou invest,

**theW

O then remember me!
Think when home returning,
Bright we’ve seen it burning,
O then remember me!
Oft as summer closes
When tliine eye reposes
On its lingering roses,
Once so loved by thee,
Think of her who wove them,
Her who made thee love them ;
0 then remember me!

A Cure for Eczema.

out. I tried many remedies but none
seemed to do any parmanent good until ]
used DeWitt’s Witch llazel Salve.
The
Eczema is cured, the scabs are gone and the
little one’s scalp is perfectly clean and
healthy, and its hair growing beautifully
again. 1 cannot give too much praise to
DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve.--Frank FannIn buying Witch Hazel
er, Bluff City, Ky.
.Salve look out for counterfeits. DeWitt’s
is the original and the only one containing
pure Witch Hazel. The name E. C. DeWitt
& Co. is on every box. Sold by It. 11. Moody.
came

Swan <£ Sibley Co.

When, around thee dying,
Autumn leaves are lying,

JOBBKKS

O then remember me!
Ami, at night, when gazing
On the gay hearth blazing,
O, still remember me!
Then should music, stealing
All the soul of feeling,
Draw one tear from tliee—
Then let memory bring tliee
Strains I used to sing tliee;
() then remember me!

NEW ENGLAND.

OK

Grain, Feed, See os,
Groceries.

8WHET AND LOW.

[From the Independent.]
Alfred Tennyson is by common conThis poem by John (I. Whittier was sent the leading poet of the Victorian
originally published in the New Eng- age. lie has shown entire devotion to s
*
land Review, October 18, 1830, while its the poetic art, and, at the same time,
author was editing that paper. Two has been a close observer of the life Dealers in the
finest quality of
other poems by Whittier appear in the and pursuits of his fellowmen. Front
same number, both with his signature,
his secluded home in the Isle of Wight,
The prob- he sent forth numerous highly finished
while this was anonymous.
and
.
^
able reason lor this is the self-assertion poems, distinguished for their grace,
and
the
of the last stanza,
perhaps
melody, beauty and strength of
rather warlike tone of the first. When thought, and for their pure and noble
he published “Moll Pitcher,” two years sentiments.
In them he gave expresORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
later, this poem formed part of it, with sion to the current thought and tendenthe omission of the concluding lines. cies of his time. “Hundreds of Tenny- 33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Maine
A row of asterisks took their place. son's lines and phrases have become
TELEPHONE 4-4.
As he never allowed “Moll Pitcher” to fixed in the popular memory,” and his
be included in any collection of his works exercise a mighty inlluenee upon
STATE OF MAINE.
works, these lines will not be familiar the leading nations of the world. Many
to most of our readers. The last stanza of his beautiful lyrics have been set to County of Waldo, ss.
was copied in his
January 27, 1904.
biography.—S. T. music. He was a complete master of
this twenty-seventh day of January, A.
Pickard.
versification, and lias written in a great 1).Taken
<m execution dated January 21, 1904, is
1904,
Land of the forest and the rock—
variety of metres. On the death of sued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
(if dark blue lake and mighty river
Wordsworth in 1850, lie was made Poet Judicial Coil it for the County of Waldo at the
to
mock
reared
aloft
Of mountains
Laureate. The following beautiful lul- term thereof begun and held on {lie first Tuesday
of January, A. I). 19U4, to wit, on the fourteenth
The storm’s career—the lightning’s shock—
laby has been sung in a countless num- day of January, A. 1). 1904. in favor of Rosanna
My own green land forever!
ber of homes:
Emerson of
Searsport, in said County of Waldo
brave—
Land of the beautiful and
against Elenor C. Woodman of Searsport, in said
The freeman’s home—the martyr’s grave— Sweet and low, sweet and low,
of Waldo, for one hundred and six dolounty
Wind of the western sea.
The nursery of giant men,
lars and ninety-six cents, debt or damage, and
fourteen dollars and seventy seven cents costs
Low, low, breathe and blow,
Whose deeds have linked with every glen,

The woman wlio attempts to hold
her own has her work cut out for her.
A man may, if lie is in luck, have a certain unity about his occupations. A
woman who tries to keep up with the
times is a Pooh Hah in petticoats. She
is a number of things in succession and
never any one thing long.
She fills a
position on one side of the stage and
then goes to the other side in a fresh
capacity. Unlike the original Pooh
Bah, she does not draw a salary for
Instead of this, she
each pursuit.
usually has the privilege of finding virtue its own and only reward.
The woman who does not keep up with
the times, drifts easily into monotony.
This is a blunder.
Never should you let yourself get into
It
a rut, my friend the housekeeper.
does not pay. Perhaps it may seem to
lighten labour to have the wheels run
in a groove, but in tiie long run—and
often in the short run, too—it will be
found to be a mistake. If it is your
sense of duty that puts you and keeps
you there, go to work to try to remodel
your perception of what constitutes
duty. If you have a New England conscience of the virulent type, take chloroform and have it extracted. Sometimes the roots go too deep for this,
and then the only thing that will help
is constant treatment.
The woman who means to hold her
own should consider seriously what her
own is.
First and foremost, she will
probably tell you, are those who belong
to her household. They must be cared
Granted. But
for, fed and clothed.
men—likewise women andchiidren—do
not live by bread alone, and the life is
We all of us know
more than raiment.

IMPORTERS OF

SALT.

Anthracite
Blacksmith

Wind of the western sea!
Over the rolling waters go,
Come from the dying moon and blow,
Blow him again to me;
While my little one, while my pretty one

And every hill and every stream,
The romance of some warrior dream !—
Oh, never may a son of thine,
Where’er his wandering steps incline,
Forget the sky that bent above
11 is childhood like a dream of love—
The stream beneath the green hill flowing—
The broad-armed trees above it grow ing—
The'clear breeze through the foliage blow-

ing—
Or, hear unmoved, the taunt of

sleeps.
rest, sleep and rest.
Father will come lo thee soon ;
on
mother’s breast,
rest
Rest,
Father will come to thee soon ;
Father will come to his babe in the nest.
Silver sails all out of tlie west,
Under the silver moon
Sleep, my little one, sleep my pretty one,

scorn

starved.

Once upon a time I knew a home
Oil—greener bills may catch the sun
It was a j
where everyone was happy.
Beneath the glorious heaven of France;
badly kept house—from one point of And streams, rejoicing as they run
Like life beneath the day-beams glance,
view. The mother was no housekeeper
and she knew it. There were holes in May wander where the orange bough
With
golden fruit is bending low—
the linen, slits in the window shades,
bend a hi igliter sky
f rayed spots in the carpets.
The ser- A ml there may
and classic Italy—
O'er
vice of the table could only be described And green
fane
and ancient grave
pillared
as higgledy-piggledy. Yet I have never
Bear record of another time,
known a more united family
There And over shaft and architrave
The green luxuriant ivy climb—
may have been cracks in the china,
but there was none in the domestic And far towards the rising sun
The palm may shake its leaves oil high,
unity. The children were loving and Where
flowers are opening, one by one,
obedient, the father and mother were
Like stars upon the twilight sky,
companionable and charming.
And breezes -soft as sighs of love
Of course, it was not because the
Above the rich mimosa stray,
house was in rags and splinters.
It And through the Brahmin’s sacred grove
A thousand bright-liued pinions play!—
might have been patched and the famstill
ily peace still unbroken. But anyone l et, unto thee, New England,
wandering sons shall stretch their
Thy
who had to choose between living in
arms,
such a home and in a domain presided
And thy rude chart of rock and hill
over by the kind of gorgon known as a
Seem dearer than the land of palms!
“nasty-particular” housepeeper would Thy mossy oak and mountain pine
not have hesitated for a moment. He
More welcome than the banyan’s shade,
would have preferred godliness to And every free, blue stream of thine
Seem richer than the golden bed
cleanliness and taken it at the'first
Of Oriental waves, which glow
offer.
And
sparkle with tile wealth below !
Either ot these illustrations is an extreme and this is what the woman who Land of my fathers!—If my name,
holds her own strives to avoid. The Now humble, and unwed to fame,
middle course that has been described Hereafter burn upon the lip,
As oneof those which may not die,
as golden is the end of her efforts.
Linked in eternal fellowship
In order to win this she should lay to
With visions pure and strong and high—
heart the truth that something must be If the wild dreams which
quicken now’
crowded out. One woman, with one The throbbing pulse of heart and brow,
one
one
set
of
a
real
Hereafter
take
hands
form,
head,
back,
nerves,
and feet, cannot accomplish everything. Like spectres changed to beings warm ;
If she
there is very little left of And over temples worn and gray
The star-like crown of glory shine—
the woman but a lot of assorted fragThine he the bard’s undying lay,
ments and the memory of a strenuous
The murmur of his praise be thine!
life. There are far better things than
these to put into the family collection.
A Card.
When modern surgery reaches the
the
We,
undersigned,
hereby agree to
point where it is possible to insert new refund the money on ado50-cent
bottle of
backs, and replace defective nerves, a Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
woman may accomplish all she wishes
to cure your cough or cold. We also guarshe could do and all a mere man thinks antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
she might do.
Until then she must be or money refunded.
(imo. 45
Howes & Co.
W. 0. Poor & Son.
contented to be as the Creator made A.

sleep'.

Literary News and Notes.
“My Lady Laughter,” the new novel
by Dwight Tilton announced by the C.
M. Clark Publishing Company of Boston, is said to be a story of powerful
plot abounding in strong situations.
Miss Frances Parker, the brilliant
young author of “Marjie of the Lower
Ranch,” will probably come East from
her Montana home in the early summer
to be the guest of New York friends
among New York’s highest social and
literary circles at their Newport home.
The extreme youth at which this author’s first novel was published has
caused her to be the recipient of much

social attention.

February Atlantic begins with a
singularly able leading article by Chas.
A. Conant, vice-president of the Morton
Trust Company of New York, on “Wall
Street and the Country.” Mr. Conant
is already well known as a thoroughly
fear to tread open a terrifying pros- informed and
vigorous writer on finanfor
the
of
future
the
race.
pect
Still, cial economics, and this cogent statethe greater part of the women who ment of the
important part played by
make mistakes do it through ignorance
operations in Wall Street in the general
and false sense of proportion.
When economic condition of this country is a
we start classes in girl’s schools for notable
contribution, which at the presthe study of a perspective that is not ent time is
likely to interest an especialthat of drawing and a proportion that ly large number of readers. Mr. Conant’s
The

is not to be found in the arithmetics conclusion as to the inter-relation of
we may hope better things for the fu- Wall
Street and the startling combinature of the nation.
tions of capital which America has reIn the meantime,—“don’t throw
to the
cently seen is

particularly

point.

Moody.
CAHTOJEIIA,

11,8 Kind You Have Always

Bears the

The
saleswomen.
young
watched her for a minute, and
onesaid to the other significantly, thinking the child could not catch the mean
ing, “Dresden china!” But the little girl
looked up and said, “Oh no! I’m not
1 dressed in cliinaat all. I’m dressed in
cloth.”
two

Granite Mate Fire Insurance Co,,
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

]

Jenny Lind.
The following quaint story of Daniel
Websti# ami Jeuny I.iml is told in
“Washington, the Capital City:”
It chanced Hut on the day of Jenny
Lind's appearance several members of
the cabinet and senate were the guests
at dinner of the Russian minister, and
the concert was half over when Webster and the other members of the parWhen the apty entered the hall.
plause with which they were received
had subsided I lie second part of the
concert
was
opened by the gifted
Swede with “Hail, Columbia!”
Deeply moved by the patriotic air.
Webster at the close of the first verse
rose and added ids rich, sonorous voice
to the chorus.
His wife, who sat behind him, pulled at his coat tail to
make him stop singing, hut at Unclose of each verse the volunteer basso
joined in, and none could tell whether
Lind, Webster or the audience was
most

delighted.

the last notes of the song died
Webster, hat in hand, made a
profound bow to the singer.
Jenny
Lind, blushing at the honor, courtesied,
while the audience applauded to the
eetio.
Webster, not to be outdone in
politeness, bowed again. Again Lind
courtesied. the house applauded, and
this was repeated nine times.
As

away

The lleanbiK of Mena.
The use of the word mess for dining
room is a remnant of a custom quite
common in Anglo-Norman times. Mess,
from the French mets (meat or a dish
of food) and the Latin mensa (a table),
was the meat prepared in common
(compare (lie collegiate word "commons”) for four persons sitting at a
separate table. Guests at dinners and
other ceremonial occasions were divided for general convenience into such

groups.
From this the word came to ho used
as equivalent to four in other matters.
Shakespeare speaks of Henry’s four
sons as a mess, “Where are your mess
of sons?” and in "Love’s Labor’s Lost”
we lind, “I confess that you three fools
lacked me to make up the mess.”
From the fact that soldiers aud sailors are always entered for in companies, according to rank, the survival of
the word among them is quite natural.
The same practice is still maintained in
the London inns of court.
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Gross assets.

$653,114 li

Admitted assets..

$ir. .114

Palpitation of the heart,
faint or Dizzy Spells
and Nervousness

Dr.

MINUTES.
the
only cures
a
it

Agnew’s Heart Cure not

trice
allays
pain, in a twinkling it gives strength ami vigor
and it works a quick and permanent cure as by
This
magic.
remedy cures by a new process and
is an honest, harmless, wonderful remedy for
weak hearts, weak nerves, weak blood.
20
Dr.

the

nerves as

well.

In

Afpiew’s Liver Pills, 40 closes, 10c.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.

..

LIABILITIES DIM'EM KICK

14

31. 1903.

Net unpaid losses.$ 51.185 i."»
Unearned premiums.
294,509 90
All other liabilities.
7,17'.* 86
Cash capital.
200.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 100,239 2J
Total liabilities and

...$653,114 14

surplus.

I'ATTKK & SON, Belfast.Agent*.
FRED AXAVuOD, Wlnterport. Agent.

■

IAS.

3w5

The Greenwich

Insurance Co.

OF NEW YORK.
ASSETS I>Kl EMBER

31, 1903.

Stocks and bonds.$1,019,410 0o
Cash in office and bank.
127,397 s:*
Agents' balances—.
324,090 90
Kills receivable.
7.9.U) 50
Interest and rents... ..
11.028no
All other assets—
34,110 15

$2,124,571) 50

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted

4,50053

Admitted assets.$2,120,003
LIABILITIES DEC EM REll

9

31, 1903.

Net unpaid losses.$ 220,310
Unearned premiums. 1,447.493 89

All other liabilities

94,035
200,000
158.103

Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities..

54
in
7.

Total liabilities and surplus— —$2,120,003
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Belfast, Agents

:•

3W5

We have

a

Customer

place, containing live to twenty
acres, within three miles of Belfast post
office. Must have good house of seven 01
more rooms, ell and stable, all in good re
pair. We will pay spot cash and a reason
able price foi the right place.
HOLMES A WEST.
53tf
Fora small

NOTICE.

The

-crib.-

si:

has been duly
ADMINISTRATOR'S
hereby gives notice that
adniini'trator tie bonis
the
I

pointed

e

non

«d

»

;ij
sra»

of

OSCAR

MILES, late ot Northport,

in the County of Waldo, deceased and gi\ebnudas the law directs
All persm ?■ having deniaimagainst the estate of said deceased are d*Mi«
to present the same for settlement, and all in
debted thereto are requested to make payment
■

immediately.

HENRY G.

HILLS

Northport, Jan 12, 1904.

Administrator

s notice.

ThesuLscrib.

hereby gives notice that he has been duly
pointed administrator oi the estate of
GEORGE F.

heart, but

31, 1903.

>
Real estate.
4t,5o0 00
0,30000
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds
5os,968on
Cash in office and in bank.
4;.eg. 1.
41,*'»16 49
Agents’ balances, net.
Interest ami rents
2 986 54
All other assets
777 9<
..

Webster nnl

large china store, a little girl,
daintily dressed in pink and white, was
going up with her mother in an elevator RELIEVED IN 30
women

Bong#

j

ASSF.TS DIM KMl’.Ki:

In a

with

interest which the said Elenor ('. Woodman lias
and had in and to the same on the twentv third
day of July, A. 1). 1903, at one o’clock and tit tv
minutes in the afternoon, the time when the same
was attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit;
A certain lot or parcel of land and buddings
thereon, situated in searsport aforesaid, bounded and described as follows, to wit. Beginning
at a stake ami stones at tie northwest corner of
land formerly of Jeremiah Merithew; on the
east side of 'ieehanies’ Row; thence northwesterly on the east side of said Mechanics’ Row m a
stake and stones at land now or formerly ? John
F. Nickels; thence easterly on the line of ■said
John F. Nickels’ land to Kim street, thence
southerly on the west side of said street -i\ and
one-half rods more or less, to a stake and stones
at said
eritliew's line; tlruiee -outh fifty -six
degrees west two rods and ten links to the place
of beginning; being the same premises ron. >i-d
to said Elenor C. Woodman by William \Yi:!;am<
by his warranty deed dated June 13. i.s*;4, and recorded in Waldo Ib-gis ry of Deeds. Bo.»s
Page 153.
.SAMUEL <1. NORTON, S!
Ml
>•

Karly l£i*«*r.
A strong, healthy, active constitution depends largely on the condition of the liver.
The famous'little pills known as DeWitt’s
Little Early Risers not only cleanse the
system but they strengthen tile action o I the
liver and rebuild the tissues supporting
that organ. Little Karly Risers are easy to
set, they never gripe and yet they are absolutely certain to produce results that are
satisfactory in all vises. .Sold by R. II.
An

|

doej,

O 211

of suit, and will be sold at public auction at the
office of Robert F. Dunton, in Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, to the highest bidder on tin
twenty-seventh day of February, a. I>. 1904. at
ten o'clock in the forenoon, tin* following described real estate, and all tin* right, title and

Sleep and

Breathed o’er the brave New England
born—
Or mark the stranger’s jaguar hand
Disturb the ashes of thy dead—
The buried glory of a land
Whose soil witli noble blood is red,
And sanctified to every part,
Nor feel resentment, like a brand,
Unsheatiiing from his fiery heart!

homes where the bodies of the inrnatts
are fed and the souls and spirits go

things at the performers,—they are
doing their best.” Their very best,
It is not the fault of the
poor things!
young girl that she has not been trained
for the great. career of wifehood and
motherhood that, if God is good to her,
lies ahead of her. As it is, she can only
do her possible.
It is a big thing when a woman has
learned how to make a man happy,
though married, bow to bring up children so that they will be as much com.

GO

Thomas Moore was one of the voluminous writers of his day, and no one
in any age wrote more beautiful verse
and composed more charming music
for it. He would write the words of a
song and sit down at the piano and
compose the tune. The following, under
the title of "Go Where Glory Awaits
Thee,” sometimes appears under the
title of "O Then Remember Me.”
Go where glory awaits thee;
Hut, while fame elates thee,
0, still remember me!
When the praise thou meetest

My baby had Eczema so bad that its head
was a solid mass of scabs, and its hair all

Terhune HerricK.)

her.
There is a choice in what may be
crowded out.
I have spoken of the
advantage of diversity of occupation.
A woman must not be all housekeeper
lest she neglect the weightier matters
of the law.
She must not be all wife,
for fear her children should suffer, nor
should she be all mother, under penalty
of causing her husband to feel like an
imposed upon boarder in his own home.
Still less should she, in her desire to
keep step with the march of events
outside, devote herself so unreservedly
to Women’s Clubs, Mothers’ Meetings
and Cooking Classes that her children
bring themselves up by hand and her
husband finds his only satisfactory
gastronomic greeting at the club or the
restaurant.
In the ghoulish phrase of
a sprightly young man, she does not
wish either to keep in front with the
hearse or come trailing along at the
*
back with the buggies.
It is no small thing to be a wife and
mother, and the fools who yearly rush
into a relation where angels might well

Their Authors.
WHERE GLORY AWAITS THKE.
And

:u

MATTHEWS, late of Searsport

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giv*
bonds as the law directs. All peisons having demands against the estate ot said deceased are d«
sired to present tbe same for settlement, and a!
indebted thereto are requested to make payinei

immediately.

WILLIAM J. MATTHEWS

Sears] >ort, Jam 12,

1904._

WANTED
Ladles to know that tumors, cancers,
and all uterine 'roubles cau be cured
by a simple home treatment. One box
given to every lady addressing Ladies'
Home Treatment t'o., 267 Peering A ve.

Portland, Me.

Agents wanted.

4t51*

*

m
""'

Count
[Deferred

-„

f

from last week.]

[

KNTItK HOXTVILLK.

,

Merrill Gordon, Winfield Jaquilh and
George Edmund cut and hauled ice from
Charles Thompthe Lily pond last week
ii moved last week into the Mayo Herrihouse, which he recently bought of
oilman & Clement. Clarentine Dorter is
moving out and will settle in Liberty
>\ .i.ter Poland had a car load of corn, flour
.iio! groceries come to Belfast last week
in l hired teams to haul the goods from

—

The
is much sickness in town.
are prevalent in the southern part
own_Miss Angie Smith is spend-

leie

weeks in Islesboro.Miss Lizzie
in Plymouth clerking for Eugene

White & Robertson one car, for the Belfast
Fuel & Hay Co.Joshua Littlefield and
wife and Fred Littlefield and wife of Waldo
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ephriam Littlefield Sunday
Myra Scribner, Ida Cunningham and Vinnie Nickerson of Belfast
called on friends in the Centre last week...
James Knowlton and wife were guests of

...The school at Troy Corner,
Miss Erdene Pierce, closed last
The School Improvement League
\ social during the last week
—

Woods is suffering from the effects
dent.Chas. Mersey, who has
is!\ ill all winter, is convalescing.
Ju't inter was stricken with a shock
0 which there is no hope of his

■

Sidney of Sullivan was
1 b> telephone and arrived the
week. Willard Carter, who was
As for the winter, drove through
soil

j
|
!

from Lake View upon receiv- i took place last Sunday... Herman Batehelder is at work for Charles Nickerson in his
es of his father’s illness.The
1 lady on record is Mrs. Eliza : saw mill.
is the oldest inhabitant of the.
mi

■

most wonderfully preserved,
olvanced age of ii‘_' years and 5
he helps about the house work,
iwn
washing, and devotes her
the gentle exercise of spinning,
nun Jim lbs. "f rolls the past year.
I lias had It children, 10 of w hom
she also has 211 grandchildren
s

grandchildren.

at
.Hi..

it

Robert Morris “whose
It is a boy
Ephraim
received a bad wound on the
work
in
the
woods
at
last week,
uck in some manner by a falling
is

Rev

glad."

s

■

—

ieiiilered unconscious.
Happily
riani was with him and had him
a his
Merriam's) home, lie lias
r the care of Hr. T. N. Pearson
is improving... I. I). White lias
ned to his bed the past week with
Mrs. (Ridden, who is spending
with her daughter, Mrs. Elisha
i,.n been ijuite ill. Mrs. John Rowe,
! red I laggett and Mrs. L. R. Elder
been on the sick list
Forest
tended the funeral of his uncle in
.i.-t Thursday
Roscoe Cross re■

—

—

blow oyer the heart while
the woods recently, and is obligiia from labor at present
Miss
1 closed a successful tern: of
ia lmont Corner last week. She
home and drove to and from
cared for her team.
.She is
■1 for teaching and is endowed
i -leal of energy and persistence,
■n make successful teachers....

-evere

—

■.nient at the hall last Thurstin- benefit of the church ves-

netting some Sin.
Pearson made a report on the

:e

a

success,

vestry and the furnace for the
what hail been collected from
"luces.
He reports an indebt: mt San... Lumbermen in town

.-a

cry active the past month, relie extreme cold weather, and
vill be heavily stocked.
The
woods is too deep to work to
..■Ivantage and is so dry that it
'or

roads.

uneral of Mrs. Margaret Heath,
the lute J. F. Heath, who died at
of her daughter, Mrs. Clarence
in Waldo last week, was held at
tie church Friday afternoon, Rev.
i'r.iekett of Brooks officiating_
apathy of the entire community is
:

■

and Mrs. R. S. Ward in the loss
•laughter, Mrs. Lena Ward Russell,
loin. She died last week after a
illness, leaving three little chil■Ross r Higgins has been confined
house for a few days with a severe
1 a .a the mail on route No. 3 is delivered
In- assistant, liert H. Stevens.... Mr.
Milames L. Cates passed Sunday
Mi and Mrs. H. L. Wing....Our new
"
Mr. Myers, recently bought a
!
1

horses—one of T. I. Huxford of
and one of Ephraim Jones of Unity.
Monroe and Hert Dyer are both
'k with the
measles_George P.
I

Thomas visited friends in
Belfast last week_Mrs.
I'atterson passed Friday with her
Mrs R. C. Higgins
William
>on

and

—

-I

k

Uangor was the guest of his
Fred Hasty, Jan. 38th_Miss
Higgins and friend of Jackson
"day afternoon with her parents,
Mrs. Joseph Higgins_II. J.
Uangor passed Thursday night
I Mrs. V. N. Higgins_Misses
ml of Massachusetts and Carrie
i’ittsfield were in town last week
I the funeral of their
sister, Mrs.
Russell, in Freedom.Stephen

calling upon his neighbors in the
“■ theM.
E. Wheeler Fertilizer Co.,
f which lie is
agent. Those who buy reeive one of
the prettiest calendars we’ve
een as
jet—Mrs. Etta Wing and Mrs.
Mary ( lark passed Saturday in Brooks_
it the Station
Saturday afternoon several
persons observed a live
caterpillar leisurely
wending his way over the snow banks_
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Dolloff have returned
"in a visit down
east
Elijah Simpson
doing a large business this winter, cutog and hauling cord wood.
George P.
—

Higgins also has a crew of men in the
woods cutting cord wood.Mrs. Frank
Harding and Lewis P. Philbrick are on the
ick list.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

fhe Kind You Hare

Always Bought

UNITY.

The

marriage

of Mr. Frank \Y.

Thomp-

of Troy, one of the prosperous farmers
of that town, and Miss Isabelle C. Myrick
of the same place, occurred in Unity, Jan.
son

27th.
The ceremony was performed by
James Libby, Jr., justice of the peace, and
was private, both the bride and groom being unattended. Miss Myrick was one of
Troy’s school teachers. Air. and Mrs.
Thompson will reside in North Troy. Their
friends in Unity extend congratulations—
Mrs. Lowell and daughter from Bangor are
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Grant.
_The recent heavy snow storm has delayed people in this section from tilling
their ice houses
C'apt. Larrabee, who
lias been at home on a short visit, returned
to New York recently-to resume his duties.
_District Deputy Grand Alaster, E. IL
Chase, went to Brooks last week and installed the officers of the blue lodge, F. and
—

A. M_Frank Bartlett has sold the Rollins farm to Air. Daniel Murray of Waterville, who will take possession in the
spring. Mr. Murray and son began cutting
spool wood there recently—It is reported

A

now

re-

"

For 40 years I have depended on Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral for coughs and colds. I
greatly strengthens weak lungs.”
Mks. P. A. Robinson, Saline, Mich.
25c.,50c., $1.00.
J. c. AYER CO.,

semble very closely the terror of an attack
by ravenous beasts, which crowd around
their victim in a gradually narrowing circle,
filling him with a prolonged dread of certain destruction in the end.
The Rev. W. A. Denton of Girard, Crawford county, Kansas, tells the following
story of a harrowing experience of one of
the members of his family: “My wife,” he
says, “was assailed for fifteen years by a
combination of ailments following the birth
of our first child. Female weakness, rheu-

matism, dropsical tendencies, indigestion,
torpid liver, nervousness, insomnia and irregularity of the heart’s action were among
them.

The food she ate fermented in her
stomach, she had frequent dizzy spells, her
limbs were swollen, her nerves were quite
shattered and she was many times on the
verge of heart failure.
“Physicians gave her only temporary relief. Her youngest sister had used Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People with benefit for stomach difficulty. My brother-in-law
had found them lifelpful for heart trouble
and several neighbors bad given favorable
reports about them. Finally my wife was
induced to try them. She experienced improvement almost at once anil Continued to
use them.
They relieved her sleeplessness,
the smothering sensations have disappeared and have not annoyed her for years.
They freed her from stomach trouble and
the dropsical tendency was mitigated. The
progress of the rheumatic affection, which
had begun to make her fingers crooked, was
stayed and the pain was banished. In every
respect they gave her more help than any
other remedy she had ever used, and she is
to-day in better health than for many years.
I “Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills have earned
our full confidence.
They are our staple
household remedy, and I am in the habit of
j recommending
them to all who suffer from
!
troubles like those which afflicted my wife.”
the elements necessary to give new
j lifeAlland
richness to the blood and restore
shattered nerves are contained, in a condensed form, in Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for Pale People. They are also a specific
for troubles peculiar to females, stroll as
suppression, irregularities ami all forms of
weakness. They build up the blood and
restore the glow of health to pale and sallow cheeks. In men they effect a radical
cure iu all cases arising from mental strain,
overwork or excesses of whatever nature.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are sold in boxes
(never in bulk) at fifty cents a box or six
boxes for two dollars and fifty cents, and
may be' had of all druggists, or direct by
mail from Dr. Williams Medicine Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Verses

to

Colonel

Thomas

Wentworth

Lungs

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

“I had stomach trouble four years,’* says
Beo. R.Oolbath Alpena, Mich., "whloh was
bad tbat at times I was forced to remain
la bed. At lest I wet laducsd to try Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure from which I recelred Immediate relief aad a ftw bottles effected o
complete cure.”

Core

Curea All Stomach Troubles.
Prepared only by ■.O.DaWm AOo. Chicago.
The SI. bottle cootalna SM times the Media

EARY RISERS
eons U

pa lien.

On Ills

Eightieth Birthday.

MOOIJY, DRUGGIST

Preacher of a liberal creed,
Pioneer in Freedom’s cause;
Ever prompt to take the lead
In behalf of saner laws,
Still your speech persuasive flows
As the brooks of Helicon.
You have earned a fair repose,
Thomas Wentworth Higginson I

rented it to A. Sawyer, who will move in as
soon as it is vacated-Mrs. Emma Woods,
who has been stopping with relatives in

You have never stooped to fear
Taunt of opulence or place,
Smug convention’s frosty sneer,
Fashion’s elegant grimace.
In your youthful vision pure
Truth a constellation shone.
Truth is still your cy nosure,
Thomas Wentworth Higginson.

Everett, Massachusetts, for several weeks,
returned home recently. She took the XRay treatment during her absence and was
greatly benetitted by it—Mr. Frank Gerry

Throbbing with indignant zeal,
Lawlessly you sought to save

:

j
:

I

|

|

j

From the law’s relentless seal
Burns the fugitive, a slave.
Your indictment came to naught,
For some flaw was hit upon.
Time is an enshrining court,
Thomas Wentworth Higginson.

Wounded where the bravest fell
To redeem your fellow men ;
Working by the double spell
Of your eloquence and pen ;
Now that eighty years are scored,
Busy souls may pause to con.
’T was the service of the Lord,
Thomas Wentworth Higginson.

I

I

WABASH-

HOOD RUBBERS

—

—

After our weather prophets had Anally
decided that we were to have another winter of 1375, and the people had concluded,
with true philosophic spirit, that that was
what they wanted—it was good style to be
oldfashioned—the thermometer began to
rise, and Sunday and Monday the ice was
breaking up in the bay and along shore.
That a number of our men were disappointed goes without saying, as they had
already made engagements to take seme of
their fair friends for a moonlight ride on
Penobscot bay—The steamer Silver Star
made but two trips last week, Monday and
Tuesday, as it was impossible for her to get
through the ice. Mr. Anburn Dodge with
one assistant went for the mail Thursday
and after successively rowing, then pulling
the boat, and Anally being towed in, he
reached the mainland. A good part of the
way he stood in the bow of the boat, breaking the ice, then forcing the boat through.
It was too late when they got ready to return for them to make the venturesome trip
that night, so they waited over until Friday

Preacher of a liberal creed,
Pioneer in Freedom’s cause;
Ever prompt to take the lead
In behalf of saner laws,
Still your speech persuasive flows
As the brooks of Helicon.
Y'ou have earned a fair repose,
Thomas Wentworth Higginson!
—Robert Grant, in the February Atlantic.
No

one

lates the stomach and bowels.

Mr. Misfit.
No use trying to explain
things to a woman; she can’t understand
scientific terms; now, here’s—
Mrs. Misfit.
Oh, yes, I can, Charles!
Heredity is what a man biames his father
and mother for, and environment is what
he blames his wife and children for—Chicago Heeord-Uerald.
croup, sore throat, pulmonary
troubles—Monarch over pain of every sort.
Dr. Thomas Eclectric Oil.
Cures

Moneybags,

off, Banklurk?

flow did your banquet go

Banklurk. Not as well as it might, you
know. The toastmaster called on a gentleman who had lost an arm and a
leg to answer to the toast, “Our absent members.”
—New Yorker.

NOT MADE BY A TRUST

These
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Dyspepsia Dura

W|Mt« mint y—

—1»

■

in various cities and none
gave me tiie Wiue.’
slightest hope or relieved my distress.
I was wasting gradually »tw<.y and each
saw me weaker.
day
Fortunately I saw
1
Blood Wine advertised and
purchased
a bottle.
I had little faith but took
If you live at a distance aud canthe medicine faithfully.
It worked
not call at the druggists below, yon
wonders, and in three days the diar- can
buy Blood WiDe*' direct from
rluca ceased.
In-three wettks I had
the manufacturers, and you can have
gained twenty-five pounds, and I have
a free trial bottle by cutting out this
used ‘Blood Wine’ constantly since.
coupon and sending it to LOUIS
Now I am entirely cured and a well
DAUDET.IN CO., Manufacturers,
man.
I would not be without Blood
Worcester, Mass.
Wine at any cost, and I am
perfectly

Free Trial Bottle!

SOLO BY A. A. HOWES & CO.

I

Dizzy?

Appetite poor?*-/

Bowels
constipated? Tongue coated?
Head ache? It’s your liver!
Ayer’s Pills are liver pills, all

selection) to every subOnly 50 cents a year.
|

own

scriber.

work ; household hints ; fiction, etc. Subscribe to-day, or, send sc. for latest copy.
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms.

All Seams Allowed and all Basting
and Sewing Lines shown.
Only io and 15 cents each—none higher.
Ask for them. Sold in nearly overy city
mail

i

Get aboard o’ her.
Vessels in the harbor,
Sails partly set,
Woman with umbrella,
Sign “It’s coming wet.’’

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
nunureds of anxious women. There is positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately, success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or interference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have failed.
The most difficult cases successfully treated by mail, and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further particulars and free confidential advice. I)o not
put off
too long. All letters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy is absolutely safe under
possible condition and positively leaves
every
no after ill effect upon the health.
Sent by mail,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be
registered. DR. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
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Flag station.
are

now

sold

at

west, via all routes, for sale bv L. W. Gkohgb
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and (ieneral Manager,
F* E. Booth bv, Gen’1 Pass, and Ticket Agent.

A Great

Clubbing Offer

j

—.

14 875 00
4.536144 no
■>$

393*502
50#’193

48,127 09

assets.$6,282.402

15

Admitted

assets. $6,282 402 15
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1903.
Net unpaid losses.
$232,454 18
Unearned premiums. 2,429 458 03
Cash capital
mmkhioo 00
Su.plusovoral1 liabilities. i>2<>;489 04
Total iialalities ami surplus
.$0,282,402 15
Desirable risks written at current rates.
FRED ATWOOD, Agent.
w.
Winterport, January 27,1004.—3w5*

The Best and Most Practical Farm and Family
Pacer Published

For

on

his

own

He did not think it worth while to
learn how.
He tried to make “bluff” take the
place of ability.
He thought he must take amusement
every evening.
He did not learn that the best part of
his salary was not in his pay envelope.
—Success.
/i The Kind You Hone

Only $2.00

Believing

that every one <»f our readers should
have at least one good farm and family journal
we have perfected arrangements whereby we can
send that practical and instructive journal Farm
and Home, in connection with The Republican Journal for only #2 oo. the price of Tub
Republican Journal alone. YVe are unable
to give but a brief description of the contents of
Farm and Home, which is unequaled for variety
and excellence. Prominent among its many departments may be mentioned the
Farm and Garden
Fruit Culture

sell
a

^

drop

me a

The Apiary
Lawyer News of the Day
Household Features
Dairy and Creamery
The

an^you^M
W A LT K R H. COO

postal card

receive
« BS

prompt call.
Corner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
lysa

FOR SALE!
Top Carriage nearly new; algo
Grocery Wagon.

or

Fancy Work.

Feeding and Breeding
Talks with Our

one

Apply to

JAMES HANEY, I elfast. Me
JOS. WILLI AMSON, Augusta, Me.

Poultry Yard

The

Plants and Flowers.
The Horse

Question Box
The

Veterinary

Sheep and Swine

Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
the 24 numbers which comprise a year’s subscription making a volume of over 600 pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No belter proof of its
can be offered than its
enormous circulation, which extends into every
State, each number being read by no less than a

popularity

million readers.
Remember we semi both papers a full year, a 1
at the very low price stated. Address

postpaid,

all orders to

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast.

iTvTnTLLER

Always BougM

IS

Keeley Institute in Portland, Maine,
Munjoy Hill, is successfully curing
drunkards and drug users.
lyr2S*

Market Reports
Mechanical Devices

Fashions and

Second-hamtgoods

judgment.

The

m

M

31, 1003.

banks.
Agents’ balances..
Interest and rents. v.„.
Gross

He ruined his ability by half doing

on

A

» 1*0
8 30

—

Me.

Loans.

Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and

man.

Bun the

7 ■“>

Fire and Marine insurance ComSpringfield, Mass.

ASSETS

Failed.

dared to act

AM

P M

”.

Limited tickets for Boston

estate.$ 227,000 00
Mortgage Loans. 1154,500 on
Collateral

He felt that he was above his position.
He chose his friends among his inferiors.
He was content to be a second-rate

never

1 06
6 67
7 25

B h LF AST.

ft L>.
I| W.

ers.

He

B 30

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami North

Real

He watched the clock.
He was always grumbling.
He was always behindhand.
He didn’t believe in himself.
His stock excuse was “I forgot.”
He wasn’t ready for the next step.
He did not put his heart in his work.
He learned nothing from his blund-

things.

3 08
5 35
***><>

pany,

In the Maine .-kies.
John E. Dewitt.

Boy

K>15
tB 25
445

10

4

20
26
43
t 8
25
45
20
55

Waldo C ounty

Utl

Springfield

Glory everywhere

the

TO

to

M

12 15

Huston, jI ft
^ ftI*.

3
|3
»3
4
14
4
6
5

E. A. Strout
uut),1“<"VTirAL
Forti.a.nd,
U

Fisherman in dory,
Fixing up his net;
Hotel in the distance,
The big “Samoset.”
Day growing bl ighter,
Sun’s about to rise.

Why

Portland

t

>1. S. ST ILK**,

People walking sleepily

Dr. Emmons’

Sale

Send us full description fo
next catalog
No advanc
money required.
Our 111. catalog will tell
y u where the bargains
are.
It is FREE.
One references arc the
men in your own town for
whom we have bought or
sold farms.

for

''

PM

25
30
40
52
04
lo
18

M

9 08

Waterville. 715
Bangor. 7 15

RePast, Maine.

Brooks, manager

A

Waterville.

a

The Republican Journal and Me Cali s Maga
zine with free nattenu. wiii be sent one year f«$2.10 in advance. .-» ildress
Rkp. Journal Pun. Co..

Boston boat a-conting,
Quite a little stir.

PM

1
H
tl
1
*2
2
2
2

Port laud.-. It 45

from

Quick

H I t.FA ST.
AM

Huston,

THE McCALL CO.,
113-115-117 West 31st St„ NEW YORK.

If You Want a

FROM

Bangor.. ..^1130

fASistP I

I

Blue clouds on horizon—
Just tinged with red;
Gulls flying lazily,
Ripple on the bay,
Chanticleer a-crowing
Ushers in the day.

j

MS CALL/TitS 1

by

toliows;

run as

.*7 30
Brooks. 7 42
Knox .17 54
Thorndike.
8 oo
Unity.8 1"
8 35
Burnham, arriveClinton. 8 52
Benton.
9 (»2

Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

or

Joston, will

Waldo

plates; latest
fashions; dressmaking economies ; fancy

and town,

at

Belfast, depart
7 13
City Point.t7 20

A gem; beautiful colored

reprinted from the
by a prominent

Flashlight at breakwater,
Stars overhead,

I

A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.

j

after Oct. 12, 1903, uains connecting
Burnham ami Waterville with
through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
On ami

MAGAZINEW

recognize.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.

vegetable.

FRED W. POTE. Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and General Manager.
Foster’s Wharf, Boston.

A FREE PATTERN
(your

MSCALLStfVI

are

man who is well
this part of Maine.
Mr. De Witt came into Rockland harbor on the Boston steamer one beautiWhat he
ful morning last summer.
saw as the steamer pushed her way
across the morning waters he quickly
jotted down with his pencil in these
It is a small but faithful piclines.
ture, as all familiar with the scene can

ii/umnium

This is a good picture of Mr. G. J. lionest when I tell the world that It
Carroll of McDonough, Mich., whoso saved my life.”
recent recovery, when his disease was
Mrs. Warren LanSpmer, 32 Mudge
St,
at a ci'it ical point, was like a miracle.
Lynn,
Mass., says:
“Household
Mr. Carroll visited many cities search- cares so wore
upon my mind that
ing for health, but nothing gave him I could not sleep well and constant
relief, until he took Blood Wine.” worry brought on a pronounced casn
So grateful was he for his cure that of nervous
exhaustion. I lost flesh
he made a special trip all the
way to rapidly ; my appetite failed and
my
Worcester. Mass., to tell the makers of kidneys
got all out of order. My phy“BloodWine” o£ his experience. This sician prescribed a radical
change of
is what lie said :
scene and suggested travel.
I could
“Words fail to express the benefit not leave
my duties however. Soma
I have received from ‘Blood Wine’ one told of ihe wonderful
cures
Blood
and lean honestly say but for this med- Wine’ had made.
I decided to try it.
icine I should not today be alive.
It did me good from the start and
For nine months I suffered continually after three or
four bottles I could
from some serious stomach and bowel
sleep regularly, eat heartily and my
trouble which developed into chronic kidneys were in a
splendid condition.
diarrhoea and threatened my life. I It is all it is
represented to beam! I will
consulted altogether fifteen doctors never bo withuut a bottle of
Blood
*

at Rockland.

throughout

known

—
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New York business

EASTERN STEAlSfllPCO.

Woodard, E. E. Hatch; Junior
Woodard, W. E. Williams; Senior Beadle,
J. L. Pendleton; Junior Beadle, C. H.

He lias

during the haying season just passed he
harvested several tons of hay that lie
mowed himself.
Mr. and Mrs. Dyer are old-time residents of Belfast and well known here,
holding- warm places in the hearts of
the people, Mr, Dyer, to use his expression, was “one of a great smashing family,” consisting of seven brothers and seven sisters,
lie is the only
surviving male member of the family,
but lias two sisters living—Mrs. Hannah
C. Corthell, now 84 years old, and residing in the town of Milbridge, and Mrs.
Simeon Staples of this city, who, long
past 80, is keeping a hoarding house,
and during the past year has had mostx
of the time from four to eight board-'
ers, and lias done all the cooking and
caring for her household, without the
assistance of others.
Mr. and Mrs. Dyer retain their physical and mental powers to a marked
degree. They are strong and active
and enjoy much of life’s comforts and
pleasures. Mr. Dyer claims that, notwithstanding his advanced age, lie has
done more hours work during the past
season than any other man in Belfast.
He has always been an early riser, doing much work in the mornings before
others are up.
In summer lie is at
work with his team before the factory
whistles have summoned others to their
labors.
Botli are also much interested in
matters pertaining to the welfare of
the city.
Some years ago Mr. Dyer was actively engaged in shipbuilding, and for

Brooklyn Eagle,

/f you c/uvuor cer fhfsf fub-

No man can cure consumption. You can
morning, left Northport at an early'hour prevent it though. Dr. Wood’s Norway
and got back here in the afternoon. Satur- Pine Syrup cures coughs, colds, bronchitis,
sore throat. Never fails.
day the mail came in the early eveningtand
Junior Partner (a few days after Christagain Monday. It is thought thatftbe Star
will make her regular trip Tuesday.The mas)—I don’t think we ought to mark these
Bangor UiyiMlon.
down to such a figure as that. It’s
goods
new steamer with that easy name, “Sebasless than half cost. We can’t replace them
codegan,” made several attempts to get to for double the price.
WINTER SERVICE.
Senior Partner. We won’t have to, my
Castine during the latter part of the week,
It’s
safe. Nobody has any
boy.
perfectly
but had to give it up and wait over in Rymoney now.—Chicago Tribune.
der’s Cove until Sunday, when she made
$9.95 TO BOSTON.
Everybody’s liable to itohing piles. Rich
another attempt, and this time was success- and
poor, old and young—terrible the torful— ..After the heavy fall of snow last ture they suffer.
Only one sure cure.
week the roads were soon made “drivable” Doan’s Ointment. Absolutely safe; can’t
fail.
by the snow-plough pulled by eight horses,
which was gotten out immediately, and
For Over Sixty Yean.
thus the trotting question was not allowed
As Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
to cool
At the Foresters’ installation last
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup has been
Saturday evening the work was done in an used for over sixty
years by millions of
acceptable manner by W. S. Pendleton, and mothers for their children while teething, Steamers leave Belfast (weather permitting) for
Boston, via Camden and Kockland, at about
the following officers were installed for the with perfect success. It soothes the child,
2.30p. M., Mondays and Thursdays.
sof tens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind For
Winterport, via way landings, Wednesdays
ensuing year: Chief Ranger, R. A. Pencolic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhcea.
and Saturdays at about 8 a. m.; or upon ardleton; Vice Ranger, G. F. Williams; Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
rival of steamer from I'oslon.
Past Ranger, A. P. Gilkey; Financial in every part of the world.
RETURNING:,
Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. From Boston
Secretary and Treasurer, D. A. Warren; Be sure
Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m.
and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Sooth- From Winlerport
at 10 a. m., Bucksport at 12 M.,
Recording Secretary, B. G. Pendleton; ing Syrup, and take no other.
Mondays and Thursdays.
Senior

summer.

been a very active man during bis life,
who lias worked early and late, and

one

would ever be bothered with con-

stipation if everyone know how naturally
and quickly Burdock Blood Bitters regu-

i
!

friend rode around

a

Daybreak

—

You have printed many lines
To inspire an eager age.
Counsel wholesome as our pines,
Timely essays keen and sage.
Memories of “Oldport Days”
Which we love to dwell upon,
With your “Cheerful Yesterdays,”
Thomas Wentworth Higginson.

When on the Brink of Death, “Blood
”
Wine Rescues G. J. Carroll.

his wife hav-

many years managed a marine railway
in Belfast.
He still owns a good pier
and other water front privileges.
He
retired from the more active business
of his life some sixteen years ago and
has since given his attention to his
home and surroundings, with ottier
properties which he owns in the city;
caring also for a hay field, a garden, etc.
Mr. Dyer has been twice married.
His first wife died in early life and his
second wife was Miss Jeannette T.
Bradman of Minot, Me., who is a most
helpful partner to him in his declining
years.
J iiree children were born by the last
marriage and one by the lirst marriage.
Those living are Sarah Ellen, wife of
If. II. McDonald of this city, with whom
the old couple have a pleasant home on
Northport avenue; Frances .J. Dyer of
Boston, for many years on the editorial
staff of The Congregationalist and Edward A. Dyer of Chicago. Frederick II.
Dyer died in the war of the Rebellion.

Higginson—
K H

birthday,

Bangor the coming

to

f he famous little pills fee

Wedding
Strong and

lCorrespondence liangor Daily News, j
Mr. David \V. Dyer and his wife,
Mrs. .Jeannette T. Dyer, now living on
Northpo it avenue, Belfast, are unthe oldest married couple in
doubtedly
\

Mr. I)ver with

What's the reason the things we like
bestes seldom seem to agree with net
Maybe It’s because we overeat of them.
Then follows a lit of Indigestion.
Only lasts a day or two perhaps. ButIt’s a most uncomfortable day or two.
Ws don’t mean to abuse our stomachs
but ws all do It mora or leas. We see
things we want and can’t resist
the longing for them. When It’s too
late we regret our rashness.
But
there's a way to escape the consequences of such indiscretions. A doss
of a good dlgestant Ilka Kodol Dysrelieve you at once.
pepsia Cure will
indigestion Is always due to the
same cause. Tour stomach is too weak
to digest what you eat. It needs rest.
Tou can’t rest It by going without
food.
Tbat would meau starvation.
But Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will rest It.
It does the stomach’s work. In the
mean time the tired organ is
gaining
fresh strength. Before long It will he
is strong as ever.
Ton don’t have to
list. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will <U*
res} any kind of wholsome food.

lewitt’s unie

15 Doctors Fail

60th

Still

the city in a car and was so pleased
with the working of the electric service
that he is planning another trip to

Why is it They so Seldom
Agree With Us?

Dyspepsia

are

Active.

brated his 88th

Ayer’s Pills increase the activity of
the liver, and thus aid recovery.

Kodol

Their

and

ing passed her 83d in the month of
July preceding. During the summer
months just previous to the rounding
out of the 60th anniversary of their
married life, and while in his'88th year,
Mr. and Mrs. Dyer joined one of Dickey’s excursion parties and made a trip
to Bangor by water and took a trolley
ride around the city. This was the first
time Mr. Dyer had ever seen an electric car and he enjoyed the trip greatly,
even going so far as to climb the water
reservoir that he might get a better
view of Bangor as it is today as compared with what it was when lie was a
lmtr

LowtdLJjags^

Weak

Passed

On the seventh day of last December
they celebrated their sixtieth wedding
anniversary and although it was a
simple home affair it was one of much
pleasure and brought to the old couple
memories of the many happy years
they have passed together.
A few days previous to that Mr.
Dyer, on the 29th of November, cele-

know it

Pack of Ills Surround

Certain encounters with physical ills

D. Chase, who bought the stand
occupied by Alonzo Reynolds, has

visit his daughter Rosie, and transact a littie business in the sale of meat. They are
Mr. and Mrs. Lemexpected home soon
uel Peabody from Aroostook have secured
employment at E. D. Chase’s. They began
The Odd Fellows have
work this week
traded their lot of land with J. R. Tabor
for a larger lot and will erect a building as
soon as possible, which wili include a large
Archibald Tozier and A. Adpublic hall
ams think of building in the spring.

Greedy

Have

Anniversary

—^

couple.

deal to you. Follow your
doctor’s advice and take
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. It
heals, strengthens, prevents.

a ClergyThrough the Arrival of Timely Aid She Kscapes from the Terrors of a
*
Prolonged Siege.

E.

and Mrs. Florence M. Reynolds, both of
this town, were united in marriage recently. The ceremony was performed by A. S.
Rollins of Troy. Their friends wish them
much happiness and prosperity—Frank
Bartlett, who underwent another surgical
operation on his eye a short time ago, is
gaining slowly. FI. D. Chase thinks of going to Portland this week to visit him_
E. T Walker and his brother-in-law, Ileber
Kinney, went to Rockland last week to

Pectoral

man's Wife.

They

DYES.

tliis section.
With excellent health
and a host of friends they are looking
forward to the celebration of many
birthdays to come and have a large
circle of friends who are interested in
the good health of this happy old

Cherry

WOLVES HELD AT BAY.

that Mr. Benjamin Mudgett thinks of going
into business in town this spring—Alelzer Stevens and family from Alontana, who
have been visiting relat.ves and friends
here for several months, started several
days ago for Minneapolis, Minn., where
they w ill reside the remainder of the winter..

Take csld easily? Throat
tender? Lungs weak? Any
relatives have consumption?
Then a cough means a great

native birds who are less hardy and
who lack his aggressiveness.

—

his son, Llewellyn Knowlton, Saturday—
Charles Marr is at home for a short time.
Ed. Patterson and wife have taken a boarder.
It is a boy.The funeral of Joseph Clementsof Hampden, brother of W’m-Clements,

\Ayers\

our

Mr. and Mrs. Waldron.Charles Curtis
has cut Mr. Horatio Marr’s ice for him.
Mrs. William Clements was badly shaken
up by a fall from her wheel-chair.Mr.
Dam has been sick with a cold. Mrs. Emma
Cunningham is on the sick list. Wilson
Colson is dangerously ill.Littlefield &
Cunningham loaded two cars of wood, and

HOY.

in-

has on his company manners and is not “at
home.” It is .only this winter that that
English sparrow has gotten here; and isn’t
it too bad, for he is a lighter—driving away

Sunday—Mrs. Samuel Pease is caring for

•
Bragdou, will keep house for him for
present.

masonic

Some afternoons between sixty and seventy
books are sent out. There is a large call
for sea stories and probably there is no
J
people wlio can better appreciate a good
sea story than ours.
The books are free to
all and we hope there will continue to be
many readers. Those of us who like to
,
indulge in long walks through the woods
and over the hills have been handicapped
by this snow. We could feed the {.birds
from the window, but a bird at such times

Roseoe McKeene and wife were called to
Lincolnville by the death of her mother_
Richard Rrown and family were guests of
Mrs. E. A. Robertson last Sunday.Mrs.
Peregrine White and Earl Neally of Winterport were guests recently of Mr. and Mrs.
H. P. White—W’allace Gray has been cutting and hauling his fire wood from across
Toddy Pond... .Gilbert Morrill and wife of
Brooks were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Beals

i.

His

improving.

SWANVIIAE CENTRE.

her sister, Mrs. Webber Penney, the
week. Mrs. Penney is seriously ill
re pneumonia—Kobert Gay has just reIIis brothers
\o i'd from the measles.
1 and Cecil are now sick with them
pi- Gieely, who has been with Mr. Benton
lamp-on and children the past week, has
I to her home and her sister, Miss

I

forRoston last
here SaturDana, who

The Mt. Waldo Granite Co. have shortened up their crew for the remainder of the
winter on account of the severe weather.

ia.-t to lii- place.James Cushman arw.| home last Tuesday from Spokane,
\\ .-hington, where he has spent two or
*•
.ears_Mrs. Clifton Morse has been

■

Downes,

—

io

■i

The remainsof Herbert

—

merly of this town, who died in
week of typhoid fever, arrived
day for interment—Eugene
has been ill with pneumonia, is

—

■

Mrs. Itert ltlethen of Rockland and Geo.
ltlethen of Clark’s Island were in town last
week attending the funeral of Joseph lileth-

Uiio

stallation. It will be held in the 0. E. S.
and Foresters’ Hall ...The IsIesboro’Free
Library has been patronized freely of leie.

FRANKFORT.

en

—

w

AND MBS. DAVID W.

MS.

'■■■■

Gills to work on walking skirts; power
tiu machines. Smirt operators can make
excellent wages. A guarantee of 75 cents per

day while learning. For particulars, address
FULLElt-OSBOKN HFfi. CO.,
3W6

Hart land, Maine.

CLOSING

OUT HIS

FURS at Bargain Prices
At 54 Church street,

Opp. hTc Journal Office.

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

held next Sunday evening.

for Augusta
Mrs li C. Smith left Monday
who plays
meet her son, R. P. Smith,
ompany.
there with the Joshua Whitcomb
in Searsdelivered
been
More'wood .has
before and of a
porttliis winter than ever
from S5.50 to ;
finer quality. Prices range

'royal

$«;.(*) per cord.
Mrs. tred
Mrs. Neheiniiih Roulstone and
Smith will entertain the Congregational
rooms this,
jhurcli sociable at the social

Mrs. I). A. Lowe is spending
with Mrs. G. E. Chapin.

a

rhursday, evening.
\Y. E. Grinnell is putting up iraiRu.*...)
a “leanwhat is termed in logging parlance

Rev. II. W. Welch preached at the Roberts sclioolhouse last Sunday.

to” on the site of the old stable.
used for transient teams.

Maine, where he has been employed in the

Ross Chase has returned from northern

It is to be

woods.
and small ;
Sunday
George W. Massure died Feb. Otli at the
the
stormy
Owing
for home of
Henry Harriman, aged 77 years, 3
attendance [the monthly contribution
mouths and 22 days. He had been a great
parish expenses at the Congregational
sufferer for the past three years and was
■hurcli was postponed to next Sunday.
cared for by Mr. and Mrs. Harrifaithfully
a
success,
a
was
great
The poverty social
whom he had been living the past
in costume, many man, with
; two
large number appearing
years. Mr. Masmre was a stone-cutter
The I
of which showed great ingenuity.
by trade and has been a very hard working
Crockett,
prize was awarded Miss Jennie
man.
He was twice married. By his first
fire
The annual supper of the Searsport
marriage he had two sons, Edward, who
j died when quite young, and George Albert,
department came off Thursday evening,
stews
who resides in Massachusetts. He leaves
Feb. 4th. One of Kow en’s best oyster
social and enter- one brother, Joseph Massure of Winterwas served, with the usual
$
port, and one half sister, Mrs. Belinda Bray
taining program.
char- ! of Frankfort, who is 77 years of age. His
About twenty of our young people
funeral services was held at the M- E.
Leied Mr. E. I- Savary’s four-horse .team church in this place Feb. 8th and the interto
ment was in Mt. Olivet cemetery.
Keb. 5th and took a drive to Winterport
the
j We have used Brown’s Instant Relief and
ittend the drama and dance given by
club.
Winterport High school dramatic
can recommend it to our readers as an artiin the after- cle of great merit.
They left here about 3 o’clock
next
the
a.
m.
8
day
noon and returned at
Notwithstanding the fact that the therto

j

j

SHIP NEWS.

nometer ranged from zero to 25 below,
excursion and
j
hey had a very enjoyable
leceived j
ire loud in praise of the treatment
friends.
Land-j
it the hands of Winterport
lord Kolan and his clerk, Mr. Klaisdell,
aIio furnished the supper for the party, |
Ihe cor-;
•anie in for a full mead of praise.

Miss flazel Colson is on the sick list.
The winter
p'eb. l’itli.
Colson
last week.
otis

terms

was

at

of

school will close

home from Hampden

There will be a social hop in Marden’s
hall this. '1 hursday, night.

lost in the ice field off Bay of St.
N. F., as previously reported.
Vineyard Haven, Feb 4,15)04. The bark
Willard Mudgett, Turk’s island for Boston,
which anohored off Nobska today, had an
unusually severe passage up the coast, during which she made five attempts to pass
Winter Quarter shoal lightship, only to be
driven back by heavy northwest gales.
At one time her cargo of salt shifted so
badly that her lee rail was under water,
Durand it took three days to right her.
ing the severe weather she lost all head,
Her crew was comfore and mainsails.
pletely exhausted from cold and exposure.
The tug Storm King will tow her to Boston.
The four masted
Rockport, Feb. 0
schooner Winfield S. Schuster, was launched today by Carleton, Norwood & Co. Miss
Harriet W. Crocker, daughter of the future
I commander of the schooner, Capt. William
G. Crocker, performed the christening cere
mony with flowers. The schooner is owned
by Captain Crocker’s brother, Capt. J. B.
Crocker, of Franklin, Mass., her builders
and several others. The Schuster’s dimensions are: Length, 20d feet; width, 42 feet;
depth, 15)4 feet; gross tons, 1481; net, 1220.
Bucksport, Feb. 7. Capt. W. H. llarriman of the schooner Jacob M. Haskell,
known as the “Flying Haskell,” one of the
fastest sailers in the business, is at home
in Prospect Ferry while his vessel is discharging at Jersey City. The schooners
Aetna, ( apt. Chipman; Arthur V. S. Woodruff, Capt. Dovereaux; Edward T. Stotes-

BAKING POWDER CO. NEW YORK.

few days

|

1,

lakers of the Improved Wellman and Mclntire Patent Sheaves—THE BEST
IN THE WORLD.

11
I

RON, BRASS AND BRONZE CASTINGS,

1

Mrs.

Sled Shoes, Wagon Boxes, Plows, Window Weights, etc.
<

,

AMERICAN PORTS.

Mills, Stave Machines, Stone Polishers,

Saw

Pulleys, Shafting, Gears, Belts.

Bk k.nf.ll Webb, in Belfast, February 8, by
Bev. A. A. Smith, Arthur E. Hicknell and Mrs.
l)oi otlia E. Webb, both of I elfast.
Fletcher-Norton. In Lincolnville renter,
January 28, Dana E. Fletcher of Lincolnville
Center and Bertha E. Not toil of Rockland.
Gray-Koberts.
In Sedgwick, January 26,
(apt. Orvls M. Gray and Miss Mattie S. Roberts,
both of Brooksville.
In Rockland, FebHanoi.f.y-Sidelingfr.
ruary 8. George Handley of Bristol and Estelle
Sidelinger of Damartscotta.

Boston, Feb. 3. Sld, sell. Henry B. Fiske,
Brunswick ; 4, ar, sell. Geo. W. Wells, Norfolk ; sld, sell. Wm. L. Douglass, Newport
News: D, ar, sch. Frank Barnet, Fernandina; 8, ar, schs. Susan N. Dickering, Jacksonville; Sagamore, Baltimore: Henry W.
Cramp, Norfolk; sld, sell. Nathaniel T.
: Palmer, coal port.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Feb. 8. Ar and
I sld, sch. Mary A. Hall. Brunswick for Bos! ton ; 9, ar, schs. Annie Bliss, Elizabethport
for Belfast; Eugene. Borda, do. for Rock! land; Mabel Hall, Hoboken fordo.; Frank
G. Rich, New York for Wiscasset.
Jacksonville, Fla., Feb. 2. Ar, sch. It. D.
! Haskell, New Bedford; 4, sld, schs. J. W.
Balano, Portland ; Charlotte T. Sibley, Nqw
York ; 8, ar, sch. Helena, Arroyo, P. R.
i Norfolk, Feb. 4. Sld, sch. John E. Devei
lin, Jacksonville.
Brunswick, Ga., Feb. 4. Cld, sch. M. V.
B. Chase, New York ; <i, cld, sch. R. Bow'ers, Providence; sld, sch. Scotia, Darien ; 8,
sld, sch. M. V. B. Chase, New York.
Charleston, S. C„ Feb. 5. Ar, sch. Lizzie
B. Willey. Providence.
Pensacola, Feb. 8. Sld, sch. Harold B.
i
Cousins, Boston.
Camden, Feb. 3. Sld, sch. J. C. Strawbridge, Charleston, S. C.
Fernandina, Feb. 5. Sld, sch. Horace A.
Stone, New York ; ti, sld, sch. Olive T. Whit- j
tier, New York ; 7, sld, sch. S. G. Haskell,
New York.
j
Newport News, Feb. 7. Sld, sch. J oung
ros., Savannah.
j
BSavanuah, Feb. 7. Sld, sch. John Paul,
Boston.
!
Darien, Ga., F'eb. 7. Ar, sch. Scotia,

Herald, Capt. Keyes;
bury,lannio
Capt. AMurch;
Stnhhu
(’.ant.
Iliilcrnr
tiro

•mil

;ied up in New York.
Rockland, Me., Feb. 5. Two more towers
:rom which weather signals will be display'd for the benefit of shipping along the
Maine coast are about to be erected at White
Head island, at the western entrance of
Penobscot bay, and at Marshall point, near
These towers, like those alPort Clyde.
eady erected at West Qnoddy, near East1 >ort, Machiasport, Bangor and Cape Eliza1 >eth, will be of steel, topped by a steel mast,
rom which the flag will be flown in the day
ime and lights shown at night. The signal
owers on the Maine coast are under the
ontrol of the weather bureau office in Portand, and those already erected have proved
f great benefit, especially during the severe
veather of the past three months.

<
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BELFAST, MAINE.

DIED.
^chorn. In Rockport, January 31, Mina G.
(Gotl), wife of Frank E. Achorn, aged 43 years.
Adams, in Bridgeport, Conn.,
6,
William Adams, formerly of Morrill, aged 75
years. Remains were sent to Morrill February
9tli for interment.
Bickmokk. In Bradford, January 24, Lucettie
Biekmore, aged 68 years, 9 months, 15 days.
Batch elder. In Garland, February 2, Albeit 8. Bate! elder, aged 63 years.
Carter. In Surry, January 27, Mrs. Grace E.
Carter, aged 23 years, 5 days
(on ky. lu Surry. January 25, Levi V. t onary. aged 27 years, 7 months, 18 days.
Dodge. In Northeast Harbor, January 26,
Mrs. Elizabeth M.. Dodge, aged 92 years, 2

February

1

mon lis, u days.
Douglass. In Sag Harbor, N. Y., January
26, Mrs. Nancy Tabor Douglass, formerly of
Rockland, aged 92 years.
Eaton. In Little Deer Isle, January 22, Capt.
Alfred Eaton, aged nearly 84 years.
Eaton. In
rooklin. January 27, William II.
Eaton, aged 53 years, 3 months 18 days.
Grant. In Lynn, "ass., February 1, Cynthia
1. Grant, a native of Searsporfc, aged 49 years, 8

Holbrook. In Bangor, February 2, vary A.,
widow of the late J. B. Holbrook of Prospect,
aged 82 years. Interment at Prospect.
In.nks. In Searsport, January 29. Mrs. Jessie
limes, aged CO years, 10 months and 8 days.
Jordon. In Boston, January 31, Caroline M.
Jordon, formerly of Rockport, iged 84 years. 8
months, 16 days. Burial at Rockport.
Jones. In Greenfield, Mass February 4, Mrs.
Annie vi. Jones, widow of J. \V Jones, formerly
of Ellsworth. Me., aud sister of Ex-Chief Justice
John A. Peters, aged 85 years, 10 months.
Marsh. In Newport, February 4, Watson B.
Marsh, aged 52 years.
Massure.
In North Searsport, February 6
George W. Massure, agt d 77 years, 9 months ami
22 days.
McManus, in Belfast. February 8, Miss Emma
McManus, aged 51 years.
Merrill. In Stonington, January 14, Paris
Granville Merrill, aged 64 years, 11 months and 17

a FAkn
Is

] ocated in Helfast, 3 miles out.
On :• good road, R. F. I). daily.
acres, level land, lifty-six

combination of business, investment,
club anti school for the farmer and his

a

Sixty

home,
fami'y.

I

There is no safer investment, no more instructive and mind-broadening school, nine
congenial club or more happy home, than that
of a live, energetic, prosperous Mahie farmer.
This is the kind to and for whom we sell
farms.
PROSPERITY is the usual condition. POVERTY unknown among Maine farmers who
work.
In the records of the Bankruptcy
cannot find the name of a farmer.

1,

plowed.

We

have 200 farms to sell and
harga in.
Let us describe one to you.

Court, you

every

one a

Price

!

only ftir>oo.oo

HOLMES & WEST

BKLFAST FRICK Cl-KRKNT.

Surplus

Capital

PEOPLES NATIONAL DANK.

,,

CARD OF THANKS.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.

FREESE,

J

BANKERS AND BROKERS.

1

v

-V.

*;*

-4*

•'!*•*;*• -I* •*;*•*!*•

1

Double Values
Double
On

SUCCESSFUL.

TREMENDOUSLY.

give
ANI,

What

we

saving

buy

it

Hen’s

Men's Buckle
lumbermen’s

|

\

for

Women’s

$1.50

Boots for

I

And get Double

Trading Stamps

During this Sale.
So far

a

rubbers at

SHOE SALE!

DINS MORE’S

Imagine

means to

overs

Stamps

everything

a.

---------.-.

v

Just

We

be

days.

•

I

may

Four acres, second growth hard wood timber.
Cuts 40 tons of good hay.
Seventy-five bearing apple trees.
One and one-half story, ten-room house, ell
shed, carriage house and barn, 48 by 40, all
in good repair.
(lood supply of never failing water.
Near church and schools.
American neighbors.
A grand good chance to make money an 1
enjoy a good home.
Huy now and be ready for spring.

Miller. In Burkettville, .January 24, infant
daughter of Stephen and Carrie Miller.
and Kroiits 3>^5.UUU.
$5U,UUU.
In Warren, February 2, Hiram C.
Moody.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Moody, aged 53 years.
Rivers. In Martinsville, January 30, John T.
Prices Paid Producer.
Produce Market.
Rivers, aged 52 years, 10 months
Simonton. In Rockport, January 30. Mrs.
50 to 00 Hay p ton,
miles p bu.,
12.0lVg.14.00
dried, P tb,
5;HidesPlb,
5J Mary (Pascal) Simonton.
, leans,
9
Turner. In Ymaihaven, January 31, Ada E.,
2.5*' Lamb p tb,
pea,
2.50 Lamb Skins.
50(a75 wife of J. W. P. Turner.
medium,
In
Thompson.
Union, January 29. Olive
3.00 Mutton p lb,
Meader, Brunswick.
6.0,7
Yel’eyes,
40 (Grinuell) Thompson, aged 83 years 7 months.
PuntaGorda, Feb. 8. Cld, sch. Harry 1. i hitter pit,
18vg,20 Oats p bu., 32 ib,
FRANK R. W1CK1IN, Cashier.
J. MANCHESTER HAYNES, Pres.
Thompson.
In
Bluehill, January 29, William
6(a8 Potatoes p bu.,
45a.60
•eel, sides, p tb.
Hayward, Baltimore.
6 Round Hog,
5£ I). Thompson, aged 35 yearn, moMli, 13 days.
quarters,
Wilmington, N. C., F'eb. 8. Ar, sch i_.il- 1 leef fore
29.
Hattie
In
Rockland.
Woodcock.
7.<to
Straw
January
60v«75
p ton,
P bu.,
lian Woodruff, Warner, Ponce, P. R.
\ •alley
12$ Turkey p lb,
22@-5 R. Woodcock of Tliomastoi., aged 28 years, 10 | IIRECTORS—J. Manchester Haynes, Geo. E. riacomber, John F. Hill. Byron Boyd of Ati£U«'<>
heeseplb,
Rockland, F’-b. 8. Ar, sells. Merrill C. J hicken p tb,
l2tol4 Tallow p tb,
2a4 months, 24 days.
Chari. E Knowlton, Robt. F. Dunton, Frank R. W'iggin of Belfast.
ThomPardon
G.
York
8a9
J alf Skins, per lb. 10vg.il!Veal p lb,
Hart, Arey, New
l4Cal5iWool,unwashed. 18(g2u
son, Brown, do.; Sardinian, Drinkwater, j ►uek p lb,
30' Wood, hard,
4.00,w4.5(
ggs p doz.,
do.; Ella Frances, Thorndike, do.
3.00
KKgl-Ji Wood, soft.
Boothbaj Harbor, F'eb. 8. Ar, U. S. cut- 1 owl p lb.
The Innrs lamily wish to express their thanks
I4al5!
ter Woodbury, Portland ; two three-masted < reese p lb,
to neighbors ami friends hr kindnesses ami s\mRetail Market.
Retail Price.
schooners in the outer harbor, lumber load- |
patliN in the death of their mother, Mrs. Jessie
! l
1W6*
9ft@1.00 lime's.
ed, names unknow n.
eef, corned, P lb, 8 a 10 Lime p bbl.,
4;a5
20 Oat Meal p It),
•>
Portland, Feb 9. Cld, sch. Lady Antrim, i utter Salt, 14 lb,
PERCENT INTEREST SUBJECT TO CHECK
4
t orn p bu.,
04|Onions P tb,
Searsport.
HAIGHT &.
racked Corn p bu., 64 Oil Kerosene, gal.,l5gl6
FOREIGN PORTS.
j orn Meal p bu.,
a5
on balances of $300 anil over.
64j Pollock P tb,
10
16 Pork p lb.
heeseplb,
Johns, P. It., Jan. 2ii. In port, sch. I tt otton
1.13
Plaster
Seed p cwt., 1.50
p bbl.,
Helena, for Jacksonville, to sail in a few
:<
,7 PERCENT IN SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
odiisli, dry, p lb, 5@SjRye Meal p lb,
days.
1.25
Stocks, bonds and iim stinent securities.
10 Shorts p cwt.,
ranberries p qt.,
sch.
Star
30.
Jan.
Jam
Sld,
Black River,
Stocks bought and sold on a margin,
5
| J lover Seed,
t3Cgl8!Siigar p lb,
DEPOSITS made in oui SAVINGS DEPARTMENT during the month
alt hour limitations.
4o
of tlie- Sea, Philadelphia.
5.50to0.50 Salt, T. L. p bu.,
1 lour P bbl..
!
Local re present at ixes
3:
2.35 Sweet Potatoes,
Passed, bark Adolph [ [.(i.Seed pbu..
Anjer, jail. 3.
-ebr.iary will draw interest front ffarch I, 1904, at 3 per cent per annum,
HOLMES A lYKsT.
4
York.
for
New
I
lb.
tl!
Wheat
Meal.
,ard
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Obrig, Aiusbury, Singapore
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Remember

WORK,

Galvanizing, Composition Bolts and Spikes.

*•

New York, Feb. 3. Sld, schs. Win. E.
Downes, Brunswick ; Georgia Gilke>, Ji c \sonville; 4, ar, sch. Mary L. Crosby, Savannah ; eld, sch. ,1. Manchester Haynes, Fernandina; sld, sch. Augustus Welt, Havana;
% ar, schs. Abbie C. .Stubbs, Charleston;
Sadie \\ illcutt, Norfolk; eld, schs. Hattie
j L\
Luce, Tampa: F C. Pendleton, Jackson- j
rille; b, ar, sch. Carrie A. Bucknam, Gon-,
aives for Stamioid, t t.; 7, ar, ship Shenandoah, Kobo; schs. Thelma, Brunswick;,
Anna Pendleton, Darien ; 8, ar, schs. Annie l
IJliss, Barren Island for Belfast, Me.; Ed-|
ward Stewart, Norlolk; Sarah 1). J. Raw'-1
■on. Georgetown ; Henry E. Kreger, Bruns- ]
wick; sld, brig Jennie Hulbert, Fenian- j1
lina; schs. Addie T. Carleton, Baracoa: J.
Manchester Haynes, Fernaudinu: Jas. W.
ar, sch. Pendleton
Paul, Jr, Norlolk;
Sisters, Satilla; sld, ship Henry B. Hyde,
I Baltimoie ; sch. Islesboro, Norfolk.

jller bushing go.,

was

it.

mend

..

ami Mrs. E. W.

George,

Royal has been noted by
physicians, and they accordingly endorse and recom-

to

I

Mrs. Warren Bray,
(ondon. la vinalbayen, February 1, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Voadon, a son.
Eaton. In Uttle Deer Isle, January 27, to Mr.
and Mrs. Hoses B. Eaton, a son.
Hiooins In Otis, January 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Higgins, a son.
Jones. In uontvllie, February 4, to Mr, and
Mrs. w. P. Jones, a son.
Knight. In Searsmont. February 6, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph K. Knight, a daughter.
Leadketter. In Lincolnville, February 7, to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred l.e»dbetter, a daughter.
McIntyre. Iu Rockland, Feiirnary 4, to Mr.

McIntyre, a daughter.
Peck. In Orland, February 1, to Mr. and
W illiam H. Feck, a daughter.

JUPLl

I

Isle, January 27, to Mr. and

Boston, Feb. 8. Among the passengers
Williams. In Htouingto". January 20, to Vr.'
reaching here yesterday from Yarmouth, and Mrs. Thomas Alvin Williams, a son—Bertie
N. S., on the steamer Boston, were eight Thomas.
members of the crew of the fishing schoonMARRIED.
er A. M. Nicholson of Bucksport, which

of

Annie
Mr. N. R. Gilkey and daughters
after a
home
their
to
returned
have
and Ria
House.
brief sojourn at the Searsport

In Deer

a son.

phia.

There is a quality in Royal
Baking Powder which makes
the food more digestible and
wholesome. This peculiarity

congratulated
transporting his mail.
serThe special Christian Endeavor Day
will be
last
Sunday,
from
vice, postponed

SKAKSPOKT ITK.N1S.

hkat.

MARINE MISCELLANY.

confined to
Rev. K. G. Harbutt has been
He is attended bythe house with the grip.
Ur. I’attee.
is to
Rural free delivery carrier Nichols
for
on the “cosy rig” he has

iality of the reception is deeply appreciatid by the party and they only await an opmu tuuity to reciprocate favors.

.J._.

Ar, ship S. P. Hitch-

Puget Sound.
Sierra Leone, Feb. 4. Ar, sch. Hattie P.
Simpson, Boston; all well.
Newcastle, N. S. W., Jan. 27. Ar, ship
Emily F. Whitney, Goodman, Melbourne
(for San Francisco).
Kingston, Ja., Feb. 5. Ar, sch. Anne
Lord, Kendall, Brunswick, Ga.
Turks Island, Feb. a
Ar, sch. Mabel
Jordan, Barbados; will load for Philadel-

A Matter
of Health

Sunday.

1

Feb. a

cock, New York.

Montevideo, Jan. 30. In port, ship Kennebec, Rio Janeiro for San Francisco or

left
Capt. and Mrs. Wm. H. Blauchard
for Boston Monday.
Thorndike is the
Rev. K. A. Myers of
A. L. Mosman.
guest of Mr. and Mrs.
who has been
Mrs. Amelia Emma Colcord,
visiting in Newport, returned Tuesday.
for
Miss Marion Lee left Wednesday
in town.
Waterville, after a short visit
New
of
Mr. and Mrs. Wardsworth
House over
York were at the Searsport

NORTH

Yokkachi,

*

On them all.

have

The reductions

exchanged 1011 pairs of the best sort of footwear for half their money value.
Our sales thus far in

soundly convincing in every instance.

February

are

the

largest in

our

history, and that

are

genuine, substantial, and

means

FIFTY-TWO YEARS

buyers which have attended our sale the past week is POSITIVE PROOF THAT PEOPLE CANNOT RESIST PURCHASING WHEN SUCH EXTREMELY LOW PRICES PREVAIL. It takes nerve to see NICE, CLEAN, FRESH,
OF SHOE RETAILING.

The crowd of

and UP-TO-DATE shoes go for less than

you will

see

they cost, but it is

shoes SO CHEAP you will want

them, whether

a

part of

progressive

a

So come, and

shoe business.

PREPARED—for

come

or no.
-—

MEN’S RUBBERS
At 37c, a

pair

WOMEN’S 50c

I DOZEN PAIRS OF

STORM RUBBERS

GOOD SHOE LACES

at 39c.

1

MEN’S $2

SHOE

50 RUBBER

best

for 5c.

quality

$1.98

BOOTS at

WOHEN’S 10-BUTTON

DRESSING,
6c.

at
a

OVERGAITERS

bottle.

at 13c. a

pair.

—

For This Week

For This Week

~

For This Week

—

—

—

SHOES ARE SOME
THIS SALE
POSITIVELY
CLOSES

SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY
TWENTIETH.

297 Pairs of Men’s “Advertised”

200 Pair of Women’s

$2.00 Shoes at

Genuine

Turned

House Slippers

Made of soft, pliable kid akin.

they

last you

can

taka thorn homo for

49c. a

While

only

pair.

$2.19

.$1.49
Figures

128 Prs. Hen’s High
The kind you
Xmas time,

paid $1.50

and $1.25 for at

at.S7C.

Ladies’ $1.25 Lace Boots at

87c.

not much like the old

but the shoes

Cong. Slippers,

Priced at other

stores at $1.00, and well worth it, too.

Men’s and Women’s $3.00 Shoes at

are

Just the

prices,

THING YOU Will
ALWAYS NEED.

ANTICIPATE YOUR
FUTURE WANTS

sane.'

AND SAVE FULLS

Boys’

i

and Girls’ Shoes at $98c.

|

A THIRD BY BUS

1NG SHOES AT
All of

our

odd lots and broken sizes of

our

Sl.bO

and $1.25 grades you will find on this table. They
are our famous long lived shoo for boys and girls.

THIS SALE.

X
s.

I
--1

I

